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Vol II
APPENDIX A
PASSAGE ONE
1. Whenever the enlightened reformers expect the crowd to
choose Christ (14) /, it (11) cheers for (21/2) Barabbas
(32). // (2360000)
2. Whenever some Weimar republic gets rid of some old monarchy
(14) /, the liberated crowd (13) turns (21/2) its republic
(31) over (21/2) to some Hitler (32) ///.	 (2360000)
"0111021"
3. Then (11) what consolation (31) remains for (21/2) the brute
fact that sustained progress is impossible (14)
	 ///?
(1360000) "0423121"
4. Sheer self-deception (32) is (21) the hope of overcoming
man's // doom by founding a more exact social science (14)
//. (1360000) "1511221"
5. How (303 can (21) there (11) ever (3 0 ) be (21) an exact sci-
ence dealing with man (14)//? (1312311) "0611021"
6. Science is exact (11) when dealing with predictable chemi-
cals (32) //; "0711221"
7. only art (32) can (21) deal with (22) flesh (14) ///.
(1355941) "0111011"
8.	 There (10)
	 are indeed (32)	 consolations	 for man's
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precariousness (12) //,
	 "1512421"
9. but they (11) consist (21/2) not of trying to end it (31) /
but of learning to find in it not only the lowest / but the
highest reaches of the spirit //, not only cruel social
wrongs / but the holy welding flame of the lyric imagination
(32) //,	 "0715012"
10. transfiguring (21/2) frailty (31) / into (21/2) beauty (32)
///. "0701011"
11. This (14) is (21) the Baudelairean truth (31) / that the
best roses grow from manure (32) ///. (1156011) "0721021"
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PASSAGE TWO
1.	 From the date of their marriage up to 1827 / , 	 when my
mother went to America // (13), my father's affairs (14) had
(21/2) always (31) been (21/2) going down in the world (32)
//. (1337000) "----4--"
	
2.	 She (11) had loved (21/2) society (32) //,	 "0011421"
	
3.	 affecting (21/2) a somewhat liberal role (31) /, and pro-
fessing (21/2)	 an emotional dislike to tyrants /, which
sprung from the wrongs of would—be regicides / and the pov-
erty of patriot exiles (32) ///.
	 "0711011"
4.	 An Italian marquis who had escaped with only a second shirt
from the clutches of some archduke whom he had wished to
exterminate //, or a French proletaire with distant ideas of
sacrificing himself to the cause of liberty (32) )), were
(21) always welcome (22) to the modest hospitality of her
house (14) ///. (1331512) "0811021"
5.	 In after years /, when marquises of another caste had been
gracious to her (14) /, she (11) became (21/2) a strong Tory
(31) /, and thought (21/2) 	 that archduchesses were sweet
(32) ///.	 (2392311) "0323021"
6.	 But, with her (14), politics (11) were always (21/2) an
affair of the heart (32) //, (2252911) "0631022"
7.	 as (14), indeed (13), were (21) all her convictions (32)
///. (1156031) "0002011"
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(xi-)
8. Of reasoning from causes (14), I think thatehe (11) knew
(-21/2) nothing (32) //. (1355542) "0721021"
9. Her heart (14) was (21) in every way so perfect (31) /, her
desire to do good to all around her (14)
	 o thoroughs
	
(32-)
//, and her power of self —sacrifice (14) so complete (33)
//, (1321511) (1322211) (1322211) "0611622"
10. that she (11) generally got herself (21/2) right (31) in
spite of her want of logic (32) ///;
	 "0612011"
(34-)
11. but it must be acknowledged / thathshe (11) was e21 )
 emo-
tional (32) ///. "0621012"
12. I (11) can (21) remember now (22) her books (31), and can
(21) see (22) her (11) at her pursuits (32) //.
	 "0031421"
13. The poets she loved best (14)	 were (21) Dante and Spenser
(32) //. (1331511) "0811021"
14. But she (11) raved also of (21/2) him of whom all such
ladies were raving then (31) /, and rejoiced in (21/2) the
popularity (31.) / and wept over (21/2) the persecution of
Lord Byron ( 33) //.	 "0811022"
15. She (11) was (21) among those who seized with avidity on the
novels, as they came out, of the unknown Scott //, and who
could still talk of the triumphs of Miss Edgeworth (32) ///.
"0821021"
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16. With the literature of the day (32) she (11) was familiar
(21/2) /, and with the poets of the past (32) //.
"0731021"
(LI-)
17. Of other reading (14) / I do not (32) thinkehe (11) had
mastered (-21/2) much (32) //. (1355531)
	 "0111022"
18. Her life (14), I take it, though latterly clouded by money
troubles (13) //, was (21) easy, luxurious, and idle (32) /,
till my father's affairs and her own inspirations sent her
to America (11) ///. (1321511) "0041021"
19. She (11) had (21/2) dear friends (32) among literary people
(14) //, (1325163) "0011421"
20. of whom (12) I (11) remember (21/2) Mathias /, Henry Milman
/, and Miss Landon (32) //;	 "0711011"
21. but till long after middle life / (31) she (14) never (32)
herself (14) wrote (21/2) a line for publication (32) ///.
(1251512) "0121012"
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PASSAGE THREE
(xi-)
1.	 Today (11)	 we know that
1
 the elimination of the Piltdown
skull from the growing list of valid human fossils (14) / in
(-2.1/2.)
no way (32) affects4 the scientific acceptance of the theory
of evolution (32) ///. (1360000) "----0--"
2. In fact (13), only the circumstance that Piltdown had been
discovered early /, before we had a clear knowledge of the
nature of human fossils / and the techniques of dating them
(32) //, made (21/2) the long survival of this extraordinary
hoax (14) possible (21/2) ///. (1325811) "0713021"
(a3)
3. Yet (14) in the endAit has been the press (LC) /, absorbed
(21/2) in a piece of clever scientific detection (31) /,
which has missed (21/2) the real secret of Piltdown (32)
///. (1360000) "0123422"
4. Darwin (14) saw (21/2) in the rise of man, with his unique,
time-spanning brain (13)	 //, only the undirected play of
such natural forces as had created the rest of the world of
plants and animals (32) //. (1257010) "0711021"
5. Wallace (14), by contrast (13), in the case of man (12) //,
totally abandoned (31) this point of view (11) and turned
(21/2) instead (14) toward (21/2)	 a theory of a divinely
directed control of the evolutionary process (32)
	 ///.
(1252541) (2356011) "0113022"
6. This issue (14) can be made clear (21/2) / only by a rapid
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comparison of the views of both men (32) ///.	 (1156011)
"1621421"
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PASSAGE FOUR
1. This (14) added (21/2) a complication that Lee pondered as
he left his old commander for the last time (32)	 //.
(1156011) "16--4--"
2. He (11) loved (21/2) the army and the Union (31) too well to
leave either / until he was in honour compelled to do so
(32) ///.
	 "0711021"
3. Though willing to resign rather than to fight against the
South (14) //, he (11) had clung to (21/2) the hope that he
would not have to act / unless Virginia seceded and the peo -
ple voted affirmatively on an ordinance of secession (32)
/1/ . ( 2381511) "0711221"
4. But Scott (14) had now said (21/2) that he should not remain
in the army if he was unwilling to perform active duty (32)
/1/ . ( 1255313) "0111022"
5. Those 75,000 soldiers, 	 of whom Blair had talked (14) //,
would not have been asked (21/2) of the states (11) / if
they had not been intended for early service in the field
(32) //. (1157010) "0011021"
6. And if they were so intended (14), Lee (13) /, as (21/2) an
officer of the army (31) //, might be called upon (21/2)
immediately (31) for duty he could not conscientiously per -
form (32) //. (2155511) "0414021"
7. Then (14) he (11) would have to resign (21/2) under orders
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(32) //. (2156011) "0313021"
8.	 That (14) was (21/2) a disgrace to any soldier (32) ///-
(1156011) "1411021"
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PASSAGE FIVE
1. The second expedient (14) / is (21) as impracticable (31) /
as the first would be unwise (32) //. (1157011) " ---4
2. As long as the reason of man continues fallible //, and he
is at liberty to exercise it (14) /, different opinions (32)
will be formed (21/2) /1/. (2360000) "0711021"
3. As long as the connection subsists between his reason and
his self-love (14) //, his opinions and his passions (13)
will have (21/2) a reciprocal influence on each other (32)
//; (2382811) "0611021"
4. and the former (14) will be (21) objects to which the latter
will attach themselves (32) /1/. (1252511) "0111011"
5. The diversity in the faculties of men /, from which the
rights of property originate (32) /,	 is (21) not less an
insuperable obstacle to a uniformity of interests (14) ///-
(1360000) "0711721"
6. The protection of these interests (32) is (21) the first
object of government (14) //. (1257000) "0611021"
7. From the protection of different and unequal faculties of
acquiring property (14) //,	 the possession of different
degrees and kinds of property (32) immediately results
(21/2) ///; (1155511) "0615021"
8. and from the influence of these on the sentiments and views
of the respective proprietors (14)
	 //, ensues (21/2) a
division of the society / into different interests and par -
ties (32) /1/. (1325911) "0615011"
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PASSAGE SIX
1. In the measure that these assumptions determined the course
of thought (13) //, intelligence and reason (14) lost (21/2)
their sovereign rights and commanding position (32) ///.
(1257000) "----4--"
2. By gradual stages (11) / the notion of intelligence as a
universal activating agency behind men and events (14) //
was (21) first transformed (31)
	 / and then dispensed with
(31) altogether (32) //, (1382511) "0711021"
3. in as much as, after Darwin and Freud (14) /, a purely
material process (32) was found (21/2) adequate / to give an
account of //, if not to account for /, the intricacies of
biological and psychological phenomena (11) ///. (1360000)
"0712021"
4. But if all could be understood in terms of material process
(14) //, then (13) mind (15) must be (21/2) a part of the
process (31) // - a "survival product" appearing in certain
organisms because useful to them . (32)	 //,	 (1252822)
"0414021"
5. and useful to them (11) because /,
	
by facilitating their
adjustment to environment //,
	 it enabled them to obtain
desired ends (32) M. "0614021"
6. In this account of things (13)
	 /, "reason" (14) could be
adequately explained / as (21/2) a function of the organ-
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ism's total activity (32) //, (1252515) "0723021"
7. and "truth" (14) // as (21/2) a coherent integration of
activities / that proved successful in attaining the ends
desired (32) ///. (1257000) "0011011"
8. Thus (13) the reasonings of the conscious mind (14) /, ceas-
ing to be (21/2) the voice of God or a reflection of univer-
sal intelligence (31) //, could be regarded as (21/2) in
some sense (32) the docile agent and front of the subcons -
cious (33) //, (1312562) "0613021"
9. serving (21/2) the individual (31) / by providing him with
"good reasons" / for doing what his submerged and unplumbed
desires impelled him to do (32) ///. "0711011"
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PASSAGE SEVEN 
1. The prayers (14) were still being said (21/2) / as along the
parapet of the north wall / a solitary man walked slowly to
a point directly in the centre of the wall /,
	 over one of
the gates (32) //. (1157000) "----0
2. He (12)
	 paused (21/2)
	 there (11) for a time (32) //,
"0311021"
3. and then (14) It, without any apparent sign from the Imam
(14) //, he (11) turned (21/2) towards the city beyond the
wall (32) // (2360000) 0313011"
4. and raised (21/2) his voice (31) in the long wailing cry /
which in Muslim cities / brings the faithful together as
bells do in Christian cities (32) ///. "0311011"
5. No sooner were the first syllables uttered (14) // than the
cry (11) was taken up (21/2) from other mosques in the quar -
ter // and a few seconds later by others farther away (32)
//, (2341512) "0314021"
6. and so on (14) into the distance (31) / until it seemed as
if a hundred strong independent voices were chanting the
call (32) /// (1156013) "0314011"
7. By the time the more distant cries started (13) // the man
on the wall of the Jama Mosque (14) / had (21) ceased (31) /
and was descending (21/2) the stone stairway to the court
(32) //, (1252514) "0314021"
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8. the worshippers (14) had left (21/2) their ordered lines
(31) / and were rolling up (21/2) their mats (32) and gath-
ering round (21/2) the water-tank (33) //, (1257000)
"0311011"
9. and my little teacher (14) was ravenously taking (21/2)
meat-cakes (31) out of his packet of provisions (32) / and
gulping (33) them (11) down (33) ///. (1257000) "0311011"
10. But beyond the walls (14) the voices (11) cried on (31), /
farther and farther away (32) /1. (2352213) "0121021"
11. The nearer mosques (14) became (21/2) silent (32) again
(21/2) //, (1252334) "0711021"
12. and the sound (14) /, like (21/2) the expanding ripple on
water where a pebble has dropped (31) //, spread circularly
out (21/2) across the city (3 z) // until it lost itself in
the villages and fields beyond (33) ///. (1156012)
"0011011"
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PASSAGE EIGHT
1. It (115) was (21/2) many years ago (31) //. "09--3--"
2. Hadleyberg (14) / was (21/2) the most honest and upright
town in all the region round about (32)
	 ///.	 (1360000)
"0311021"
3. It (11) had kept (21/2) that reputation (12) unsmirched (31)
during three generations (32) //, "0711021"
4. and was (21/2) prouder of it (31) / than of any other of its
possessions (32) ///. "1711021"
5. It was (11—) so (32—) proud of it (-11), and so (32 —) anx-
ious to insure its perpetuation (31)
	
//, that it began to
teach the principles of honest dealing / to its babies in
the cradle (-32) //, "0614021"
6. and made (21/2) the like teachings (11) the staple of their
culture (31) / thenceforward / through all the years devoted
to their education (32) ///. "0612011"
7. Also (13) /, throughout the formative years (14) /, tempta-
tions (32) were kept out of the way of (21/2) the young peo-
ple (11) //, (2345911) "0013021"
8. so that their honesty (14) could have every chance to (21/2)
harden and solid ify (31) //, and become (21/2) a part of
their very bone (32) ///. (1221511) "0612011"
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9. The neighbouring towns (14) were (21/2) jealous (32) of this
honourable supremacy (11) //, (1342536) "1721021"
10. and affected (21/2) to sneer at Hadleyburg's pride and call
it vanity (32) //; "0611011"
11. but all the same (12) / they (11) were obliged to acknowl-
edge (21/2) that Hadleyburg was in reality / an incorrupti-
ble town (32) //; "0613012"
12. and if pressed (14) / they (11-) would (21/2) also (12)
acknowledge (-11) / that the mere fact that a young man
hailed from Hadleyburg / was all the recommendation he
needed when he went forth from his natal town / to seek for
(30
responsible employment4 ///. (2341511) "0611011"
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PASSAGE NINE
1. If a child is hurt (14) / he (11) tries (21/2) to hide the
pain (32) //. (2360000) "----4--"
2. At recess one afternoon (13) / Jules Marchal (14) jumped
(21/2) from a wall (31) and hurt (21/2) his arm (32) //.
(1352821) "0811021"
3. Everyone (14) crowded (21/2)
	 around (32) //,	 (1257000)
"0311021"
4. but little pity (32) was shown (21/2) / in spite of the fact
that Jules was obviously in pain (14)
	 //.	 (2382512)
"0311012"
5. He (11) was used (21/2), rather (14), as an object lesson
(31) to remind the other children that they often get hurt
when they disobey the rules (32) ///. (2356011) (0213021"
6. To minimize the criticism he was receiving / from both
teachers and children (14) //, Jules (11) pretended (21/2)
he was not really hurt (32) //. (2331511) "0624021"
7. He (11) smiled (21/2,31) and started (21/2) to play (32) //,
"0711021"
8. but his face (14) was (21/2) 	 white (31) and he (11) was
(21/2) unsteady on his feet (32) ///. (1321511) "0111012"
9. He (11) stayed (21/2) at school (31) the rest of the after-
noon (32) / and discovered (21/2) only that evening, when
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his parents took him to the doctor (33) /, that his arm was
broken (3q) M. "0321021"
10. A child in Jules' predicament (14) / learns (21/2) to keep
his feelings to himself (32) //. (1126051) "0631021"
11. Expressing them (14) 	 only exposes (21/2,31) him (11) to
criticism (32) ///. (1155541) "0611021"
12. I (11) do not mean to imply (21/2,31) that Madame Vernet
felt no personal sympathy for Jules (32) //, in this case
(14), incidentally (12) //. "0621222"
13. Her pity (11) was simply overshadowed (21/2) by her desire
to prevent a recurrence of such an accident // and the
desire to clear herself of the responsibility for this
(50
mishap///. (1256013) "0713021"
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PASSAGE TEN
1. One night /, the night of my arrival home after a long
absence (14) /, I (11) was introduced to (21/2) Joey (32)
//. (2360000) "----0--"
2. It (10) was (21/2) the first time I had ever looked straight
at a large owl (31) //, desiring friendship (32) //, but
wondering whether or not I was going to get it (33) ///-
"0711021"
3. That owl (14), sitting (21/2) on the table (31) //, was
(21/2) not a bird (32) //. (1154921) "0111221"
4. I (11)	 should call (21/2) it (12) a gnome (32)
	 ///-
"0711021"
5. The other members of the family (14) sat round (21/2,31),
and laughed (21/2,32) I. They (14) knew (21/2,33) the crea-
ture (11) //. (1360000) (1252511) "0121021"
6. Evidently (14) he (11) was (21/2) on intimate terms with
(32) them (12) //, (2360000) "0613021"
7. though there (10) was (21/2) no laughter (32) in his direct
and impish stare at me (14) //. (2321511) "0112012"
8. His flat face (14), with (21/2) its enlarged and challenging
eyes (31) /, was (21/2) odd (32) ///. (1322211) "0711021"
9. He (11) stared at (21/2,) me (12) briefly (31) /, then (11)
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turned his head away (21/2) wearily (31) //, as if he had
seen all he wanted (32) //. "0111021"
10. I (11) was (21/2) dismissed (32) 1/. "0611021"
11. He (11) began (21/2) larking (31) with those he knew (32)
//. "0311021"
12. He (11) walked about (21/2) with a jaunty and rolling gait
(31) /, like a sailor who knows what he is expected to do to
make people happy ( 32 ) // "0711021"
13. He (14)	 made (21/2,32) them(i)happy (11)
	 //.	 (1251511)
"0111021"
14. His conduct (14) /, in (21/2) a guise of the utmost gravity
(31) /, was (21/2) ridiculous (32) //. (1156012) "1421021"
15. Presently (13) I (14) tried (21/2) to join (32) the party
(11) //. (1251515) "0333021"
16. He (11) gave (21/2) me (12) another stare (31) /, and its
meaning (14) was (21/2) plain (32) //: (1124511) "0311421"
17. You (11) still (32) here (12) ///? "1011011"
18. Without warning (14) he (11) flew at (31) me (12) /, his
grappling hooks in front of him (32)
	 //.	 (2341512)
"0321021"
19. I (11) drew back (32) //, "0311021"
20. to (21/2) more laughter (32) //; "0612011"
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21. for it appeared thatehis (14) was (21/2) his fun (32) ///.
(1156013) "0612011"
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APPENDIX B
PASSAGE ONE
j u.LJI-1 1 	 (TI/T) 0 1
	
J	 (r r)	 .1
.///	 (1'1) ce-ejA j J.JI	 (-1E)	 (rr)	 (1E--)
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PASSAGE TWO
(ri)
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PASSAGE THREE
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PASSAGE FOUR
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PASSAGE FIVE
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PASSAGE SIX
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PASSAGE SEVEN
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APPENDIX C
PASSAGE ONE
1. This thesis (14) is devoted to (21/2) four of the five main
Fenland Abbeys (31) / and is intended to be (21/2) a contri-
bution to the developing study of the tenth-century reforma-
tion in England (32) ///. (1257010) "----0--"
2. This reformation (14)	 was (21/2)	 essentially (31)	 the
achievement of King Edgar (32) ///. (1154911) "0701721"
3. There (10) had been (21/2) previous attempts at reform (31)
/, notably (14) at Abingdon(32)//, (2154521) "1511421"
4. but it (10) was (21/2) Edgar's enthusiastic support of the
reformers (32) / which (14) made (21/2)
	 their work (11)
effective (31) and the reformation (11) possible (31) ///.
"0111012"
5. His defence of monasticism (14) was (21/2) such (30) / that
a violent anti-monastic reaction occurred / almost immedi-
ately after his death in 975 (32) ///. (1384811) "0714021"
6. The effectiveness and enduring qualities of the reform move-
ment (14) / are (21/2) a remarkable testimony to the
strength of Edgar's royal dominium (32) ///. (1381112)
"0021721"
7. He (11) ruled over (21/2) a country (31) which had been only
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recently united (32) //, with the final and permanent
incorporation of the Scandinavian Kingdom of York (33) ///.
"0711221"
8. Yet (13), his unitary authority (14) / was demonstrated
(21/2) by the spectacular ceremony at Chester in 973 (32)
//, (1381111) "0815422"
9. when six, or eight kings according to Aelfric and Florence
(14) /, came (21/2) to make submission to him (32) ///.
(1360000) "0701011"
10. One of the most striking manifestations of Edgar's authority
(14) / was (21/2) the uniform coinage (31) which was
reformed in his reign (32) ///. (1282112) "0815021"
11. All previous issues (14) were demonetized (21/2,31) / and
the new coinage (14) was standardized (21/2) and heavily
regulated (21/2) by the central authority (32) // (1355131)
(1252512) "0701011"
12. which (14) controlled (21/2) all the mints from Castle Gotha
(Cornwall) to York (32) ///. (1155111) "0901011"
13. The King (14) gathered (21/2) tribute (31) from all parts of
his kingdom (32) /, and estates throughout the realm (14)
owed (21/2)
	 military service (33)
	
to him (3+)	 ///.
(1252813) (1324211) "0811021"
* * * * * * * * * *
14. He (11) proclaimed and modified (21/2) the law (31) for the
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whole country from Wessex to East Anglia (32) //. "0811021"
15. The communal courts (14) were presided over (21/2) by agents
of the King //, and ealdormen and bishops appointed by him
(32) //. (1360000) "0811021"
16. Land (14) could (21—) only (32—) be booked (-21/2) by royal
charter (32) //, (1360000) "0811021"
17. and Edgar's charters (14) were issued (21/2) for laymen and
ecclesiastics (31) from Cornwall to Yorkshire (32) /1/-
(1325212) "0811011"
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PASSAGE TWO
1. Every encounter between between two nations or two members
of two nations (14) / is (21/2) a cultural encounter (32)
//. (1360000) "----0--"
2. However (13) /, until approximately the First World War (14)
//, foreign policy decisions (15) were made (21/2) in their
own largely self
—
contained / and essentially European diplo-
matic culture (32) ///. (1360000) "0613021"
3. But the revolution in communications and travel //, and the
discredit earned by the old diplomacy after the war (14) /,
altered (21/2) the context (31) /, bringing a growing number
of people into the process (32) /1/. (1360000) "0311022"
4. The emergence of extra —European powers (14) destroyed (21/2)
the unity of the pre-1914 diplomatic world (32) 	 //.
(1382911) "0711021"
5. Furthermore (13) /, political, economic and military inter-
dependence (14) / rendered (21/2)
	
all governments (31)
responsible to some extent (32)
	
/ to an international con-
stituency (33) ///. (1360000) "0311021"
6. The promotion of national philosophies and achievements (14)
/ helped (21/2) to gain support for national policies (32)
//. (1360000) "0621021"
7. Ideology (14) played an increasingly important part (21/2)
in international relations (31) / as an excuse and a justi-
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fication for action (32) ///. (1252911) "0611021"
8. In 1939 (13) the Allies (14) went to war (21/2) in defence
of western civilization (32) //
	 (1257000) "0811021"
9. and afterwards (14) divided (21/2) into two ideologically
separate blocs (32) /1/. (2156011) "0811011"
10. Between the two world wars (13) / every major European power
(14) embarked (21/2) on a programme of national advertise -
ment (32) ///. (1360000) "0811021"
11. France, Germany and Italy (14) / simply intensified (21/2)
the activities of bodies established in the nineteenth cen-
tury (32) ///. (1252121) "0711021"
12. In 1925 (13) / the Soviet Union (14) established (21/2) the
All Union Society for Cultural Relations with Foreign Coun -
tries (VOKS) (32) // (1252122) "0711021"
13. and in 1934 (13) / Britain (14) established (21/2) the Brit-
ish Committee for Relations with Other Countries (31) 	 /
which became the British Council (32) . ///.	 (1252123)
"0711011"
* * * * * * * * * *
14. The foundation of the Council (14) / was (21) symptomatic
(22) of the absolute and relative decline of Britain as a
world power (32) ///. (1156011) "0031021"
15. The foundation of similar bodies by other powers (14) // did
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not necessarily indicate (21/2) the same fact (31) /, as
this was also the start of the era of mass communications /
and increased Government intervention in /, and control
over, international communications (32)	 ///.	 (1352531)
"0111022"
16. In propaganda, as in other fields (14) //, 'laissez-faire
(13) is (21) no longer regarded (21/2) as good enough (32)
///'. (2211519) "0611021"
17. The arrival of the Council (14) signalled (21/2) Britain's
recognition of the changing nature of international politics
// and the importance of prestige and influence / where tra-
ditional political and economic power bases are threatened
(32) /1/. (1252513) "0111022"
18. Foreign policies / that can no longer be enforced by other
means (14) / have to rely (21/2) on influence (31) / ; as
Eden explained (32) //: (1355321) "0711521"
19. It is perfectly true (21/2-) , of course (11) /, that good
cultural propaganda (14) cannot remedy ( .,21/2) the damage
done by a bad foreign policy (32) //, (1352112) "1011021"
20. but it is no exaggeration to say / that (21/2-)
	
even the
best of diplomatic policies (14) may fail (-21/2,31) /, if
it neglects the task of interpretation and persuasion /
which modern conditions impose	 (32)	 ///.	 (1322122)
"0111012"
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PASSAGE THREE 
1. The aim of this dissertation (14)
	 / is (21/2) to consider
Catholicism in Yorkshire / as illustrated in the activities
and aspirations of the different sections of the Church (31)
/,	 that is /, bishops,	 priests and people (32)	 ///.
(1327000) "----0--"
2. The bishops (14) were, on the whole /, chiefly concerned
(21/2) with the administration of their own dioceses (32)
//, (1155311) "0711021"
3. and although they were important figures in the English
Church (13) /, the part they played in Catholic affairs out
-
side Yorkshire (14) was limited (21/2,32) /1/. (1332511)
"0711011"
4. Hence (13) the Catholic questions and controversies of the
period (14) / are discussed (21/2) only when they directly
affected the administration of
	 the diocese (32)	 //,
(1332361) "0623021"
5. as (14) did (21/2) the schools question (32) ///. (1155521)
"0112011"
6. It (10) was (21/2) the priest (14) who represented the
Church at the local level /; and who, under the direction of
the bishop //, provided for the spiritual, social and educa -
tional needs of the laity (32) ///. (1155315) "0711021"
7. Mission life (14) was (21/2)
	 the focal point of Yorkshire
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Catholicism (32) //, (1355911) "0711021"
8. and therefore (14) of primary importance for this study (32)
//. (2356011) "0613021"
9. The laity (14) were (21/2), of course (13), the major ele-
ment in the Church (32) //, (1155318) "0711021"
10. and in considering their role both in the Church and in the
non-Catholic community of Yorkshire (14)
	 //, I (11) have
emulated (21/2) John Bossy (31)	 /, and tried to describe
(21/2) / "the religious and social experience of the average
Catholic" (32) ///. (2332511) "0711011"
* * * * * * *
	 * *
11. The scope of the dissertation (14) has, to some extent /,
been dictated (21/2) by the sources available (32) ///.
(1327000) "0021421"
12. Although the First Synod of Westminster / recommended that
"Every Bishop should have a keeper of the archives" (14) //,
not all diocesan records for the nineteenth century (32)
have been preserved (21/2) //. (2335161) "0711421"
13. Sources for the administration of Robert Cornthwaite (14)
are (21/2) plentiful (32) //, (1312521) "0711021"
14. and this (14) is (21/2) fortunate (31) as this bishop was
such an important figure in Yorkshire Catholicism during the
period (32) ///. (1156011) "1411011"
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15. There (10) is (21/2) also (111 sufficient material (31) on
John Briggs (32) //; "0711021"
16. but unfortunately (13) / the pastoral and ad clerum letters
of Richard Lacey /, first Bishop of Middlesborough (14),
have been destroyed (21/2,32) //, (1312133) "0111012"
17. and so (14) too (13) has (21/2) much of the personal corre-
spondence of William Gordon (32) ///. (1156031) "0113011"
18. In the case of Bishop Lacey (13) a fair amount of material
(14) has been found (21/2) in the local and Catholic press
(32) / to compensate for (21/2) the missing diocesan records
(32) //; (1315131) "0711021"
19. but Bishop Gordon (14) remains (21/2) a somewhat insubstan-
tial figure (32) //, (1155212) "0111012"
20. and it is possible that (21/2-) he (11) played (-21/2) a
more active and important role (31) / than the surviving
records suggest (32) //. "0611011"
21. Material on the clergy and mission life (14) is (21/2) plen-
tiful (31) / in both the Leeds and Middlesborough diocesan
archives (32) //, (1115529) "0711021"
22. with visitation returns (14) /, although few in number (31)
/, proving (21/2) a most valuable source (32) ///.
(1360000) "0711011"
23. Local and Catholic newspapers (14)
	 / have (21-) also (13)
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provided (-21/2) much useful material (31) /, and these (14)
form (21/2) the major source (31) for the section on the
laity (32) ///. (1360000) (1252511) "0713021"
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PASSAGE FOUR
1. Government information services / and official Press Depart-
ments / were (21/2) unknown (31) in nineteenth century Brit -
ain (32) //. (1360000) "----0--"
2. Publicity (14) was (21 —) not (32—) then (13) considered to
be (-21/2)	 a responsibility of Government (-32) 	 //,
(2155511) "0711021"
3. and attempts to secure public support for policies formu
-
lated by the ruling elite (14)
	
/ were considered (21/2)
unnecessary (32) ///. (1360000) "0711011"
4. On rare occasions (14),
	 such an attempt (11) 	 was made
(21/2,32) //, (2352522) "0111012"
5. as (11) in 1876 (31) / when the Post Office embarked upon
its innovative publicity campaign // by distributing over
one million handbills / to advertise the facilities offered
by the Post Office Savings Bank (32) ///, "0811011"
6. but this (14)	 provided (21/2) a notable exception rather
than the rule (32) //. (1155511) "1411012"
7. Apart from the publication of Hansard and Parliamentary
bluebooks //, infrequent official announcements and minis
-
terial speeches (14) //, there (10) was (21/2) no access to
information concerning the workings of Government (32) ///.
(2360000) "0711021"
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* * * * * * * * * *
8. It is a truism /, but nonetheless worth stating //, that
(21/2-) the conduct of propaganda (14) / presupposes (-21/2)
the existence of an audience (32) ///. (1252555) "0021421"
9. The field for official propaganda activity (14) / remained
(21/2) narrow (31) so long as effective public opinion / was
restricted by low standards of literacy and education (32)
//, (1322561) "0711021"
10. and until technology provided means for influencing that
opinion / other than through the medium of newspapers /
which were often difficult to read even for the literate //,
and which enjoyed only a limited circulation (32) ///.
"0912011"
11. Hence (13) the enormous implications for propaganda (14) /
with (21/2) the advent of the so-called 'new journalism' //,
wireless telegraphy / and the cinematograph towards the
close of the century (32) ///. (1322262) "0623021"
12. However (11) //, the prevailing official attitude was that
(12) / 'opinion, like trade and industry (14) /, should
(21-) under the old liberal conception (31) be allowed to
flow (-21/2) in its own natural channels (31) / without any
artificial regulation (32) ///. (1360000) "0613022"
13. Despite a discernible trend away from this assumption in the
years following the Boer War (13) //, a fundamental reap-
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praisal (14) did (21-) not (32-) occur (-21/2) until the
outbreak of hostilities in 1914 (32) 	 ///,	 (1316031)
"0711721"
* * * * * * * * * *
14. During the course of the First World War (14) //, it became
necessary (21/2-) for the British Government (11) to mobi-
lize (-22) elements in society / which had hitherto remained
generally uninvolved in the exigencies of national survival
(32) ///. (2125211) "0711021"
15. It also became necessary (11) /, essentially for the first
time (12) //, to embark upon (21/2) a campaign of national
self-advertisement abroad (31) / in order to counter the
detrimental effects of aggressive enemy propaganda /
directed against British interests and prestige /, particu-
larly in neutral countries (32) ///. "0113021"
16. The control of opinion (14) / became (21/2) a military asset
(32) //, (1222114) "0621021"
17. and propaganda (14) emerged (21/2) as the major instrument
of power over opinion (32) ///. (1252266) "0621011"
18. A number of additional departments (32) were created (21/2)
within the Governmental machinery (11) / to meet these new
and swiftly developing requirements of modern warfare (14)
//, (2196013) "0631021"
19. culminating in the establishment (21/2) 	 of a full Ministry
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of Information (32) in 1918 (31) ///. "0711011"
20. Most of these departments (14) / proved to be (21/2) tempo-
rary expedients (31) and did not outlast (21/2) the war (32)
//. (1115112) "0322021"
21. One which did survive (14), however (13) /, was (21/2) the
News Department of the Foreign Office (32) ///. (1212131)
"0113022"
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PASSAGE FIVE
1. This thesis (14) is concerned with (21/2) the development of
the Leeds Labour Movement between 1880 and 1914 (32) //,
(1257000) "19--0--"
2. but more particularly (14) / two related issues in the
political history of the movement (32) are analyzed (21/2)
///.	 (2355521) "0713012"
3. These issues (14) are (21/2) / on the one hand ( 11 ) / the
relationship between Liberalism and the rise of a politi-
cally independent labour movement (32) //; (1155511)
"0711021"
4. and on the other (11) / the role of socialist organizations
/, personalities and ideas in the labour movement during the
period (32) ///.	 "0711011"
5. The West Riding of Yorkshire (32) / was amongst (21/2) the
most important regional centres of the new movement for an
independent Labour Party (14) //; (1125312) "2121021"
6. although a great deal has been published on the relationship
between Liberalism and Labour (14) //, much (13) still needs
to be done (21/2) in the form of local and regional studies
(32) /// •	 (2335513) "2121011"
7. Reynolds, and Laybourn, and Clark (14) /, have surveyed
(21/2) developments in Bradford and the Colne Valley respec -
tively (32) /1/ .	( 1352421) "0711021"
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8. This study of Leeds (14) will, it is hoped /, fill (21/2) an
obvious void (32) ///.
	 (1257000) "1821621"
9. At the same time (13) /, the intention (14) is (21/2) to
analyze not merely the electoral fortunes of the Labour and
Liberal parties (31) //, but to describe the variety of
ideas and policies / which socialists thought for the labour
movement //, and the way in which these perceptions changed
during the period 1880 to 1914 (32) ///. (1360000)
1821621"
10. This (14), it is hoped /, will add (21/2) something (31) to
the debate about the nature of the Labour Party (32) ///.
(1156011) "0611021"
* * * * * * * * * *
11. Developments over this period (14) // cannot be adequately
comprehended (21/2) without some reference to the structure
and ideas of the labour movement / in the decades which pre-
ceded the 1880's (32) ///.
	 (1155912) "2031021"
12. In the third quarter of the century (13) / "the labour ques-
tion" (14) was regarded (21/2) on all sides (11) as a vital
one (32) //	 (1325361) "0711021"
13.
- a question which (14) preoccupied (21/2) liberal theorists
and politicians in the pre-socialist period (31) // as much
as it did later in the century (32)
	 //,	 (1252511)
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"0111611"
14. when competition with the socialists for the minds of labour
(14) // failed to draw (21/2) from Leeds liberalism (11) /
the clarity of intellect / and depth of enthusiasm required
(32) ///. (1332212) "0111011"
15. It was recognized by liberal opinion (21-) // that after
1867 (13) // not only the political future of Leeds liberal-
ism / but the whole broader question / of industrial and
economic relations (32) // were dependent upon (21/2) a sat-
isfactory resolution of the labour question (14) ///.
(1332513) "0711021"
16. The quality of debate about the role of labour in society
(14) / was carried on at times (21/2) to a very high level
indeed (31) //, and with a detachment and depth of percep-
tion not often encountered in the West Riding in later years
(32) ///.	 (1332311) "1411021"
17. As we shall see //, the ideas developed about social justice
in Leeds in terms of the relationship between the classes
(14) // indicate (21/2) that the conventional stereotype //
of the 'one-dimensional' Victorian mind / calculating
mechanically according to the laissez-faire ideas of politi-
cal economy // is not an entirely accurate one (32) ///.
(1315226) "0621021"
* * * * * * * * * *
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18. The 'shape' of the Leeds labour movement after Chartism (14)
/ came into focus (21/2) in the 1860's (31) / as a result of
the attentions of radical liberals If who wished to bring
the labour vote created after 1867 / as much as possible
into the Liberal fold (32) ///.	 (1335317) "2031021"
19. Two of these Liberal "missionaries" /, Hales and Brighty
(14) /, visited (21/2,31) Leeds (11) /, and reported (21/2)
/ that "the increase .... in Leeds is enormous I. The old
register was only 8480 / while the new one will be a little
over 38,000 (32) //. (1155921) "0711021"
20. This extraordinary addition (14) is principally composed of
(21/2) mechanics and factory workers //, or as they are
termed here "mill hands" (32) //.
	 (1155511) "0711021"
21. There (10) has been (21/2—) no gauge (31) taken (-21/2) of
their opinions (32) /, but they (14) are believed to be
(21/2) Liberal (33) ... // "0711021"
22. The Trades Societies (14) are (21/2) both numerous and
strong (31) /, and will be (21/2) useful for working (32)
/// ..." (1360000) "0012021"
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PASSAGE SIX
1. The emigration of ethnic /, national, minority, religious,
agricultural and industrial groups from Europe (14) // has
attracted (21/2) detailed research (32) /1/. (1370000)
"21--0--"
2. In particular (13) /, the study of British emigration to
North America (14) is (21/2) a well-trodden path (31) //,
and the Scots, Welsh and Cornish (14) // have all received
(21/2) due consideration (32) /1/. (1356021) (1352221)
"0711021"
* * * * * * * * * *
3. In no way (32-) is (21-) the emigration of Yorkshiremen to
North America in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
(14) // considered to be (-21/2) the movement of an ethnic
group (-32) ///,	 (1352221) "2221221"
4. though many of the natives of the Country of the Broad Acres
(14) would believe (21/2) / that they possessed characteris-
tics / sufficiently unique to suggest a high degree of indi-
vidualism //, or even perhaps of separatism (32) ///.
(1252221) "0112012"
5. Without investigating the question of "What makes a York-
shireman?" (13) //, it is sufficient to note that (21-) /,
although living and working many miles apart (13) //, the
farmer of the Yorkshire Wolds or the Vale of York //, the
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leadminer of the Pennine Dales / and the weaver or cutler of
the West Riding (14) // identified themselves (-21/2) as
Yorkshiremen (and Englishmen) all (32) ///.	 (1252121)
"0111021"
6. They (11) readily looked upon themselves (21/2) / as being
quite different creatures from those who lived to the west
of the Pennines /, north of the Tees or south of the Trent
(32) //,
	 "0711021"
7. though there (10) possibly was (21/2) some slight modifica-
tion (31) of this belief (14) / on the extreme peripheries
of the county (32) ///.
	 (1156011) "0112012"
8. Yorkshire (14) was (21/2) not only a county (31) /, but also
a regional consciousness (32) //.
	 (1252214) "0711021"
9. For the purposes of this study (14) /, Yorkshire (11) is
taken to mean (21/2) / the county as it was known in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries //, and indeed in the
twentieth until the reorganization of Local Government in
1974 (32) ///.
	 (2227000) "2221021"
10. The division of the county into three Ridings / — North,
East and West (14)
	 / — should also be seen (21/2) in the
context of former years (32) ///.
	 (1391511) "0711021"
* * * * * * * * * *
11. The 'aspects' of Yorkshire emigration (14) / have been cho
-
sen (21/2) so as to include a geographical and occupational
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cross—section of the county (32) /1/.	 (1322518) "1931421"
12. The predominantly rural and agricultural eastern half of the
county // — the North York Moors, 	 the Vale of York /, the
Yorkshire Wolds and Holderness (14)	 //— is represented
(21/2) by emigration on the eve of the American Revolution
// and by the generally cyclical departures of agricultural -
ists / during the first half of the the nineteenth century
(32) /1/.	 (1322311) "0711021"
13. In the context of mainly rural exodus (11) /, the important
role of Hull as an emigration port for North America (32) is
considered (21/2) ///,
	 "0711021"
14. as (14) are (21/2) the parts played in this trade by the
smaller Yorkshire ports (32) ///. (1156031) "0112011"
15. On the eastern flanks of the Pennines / and western side of
the county (13) //, the manufacture of wool /, textiles,
steel, hardware and cutlery /, and leadmining (32) /, repre-
sented (21/2) major industries of Yorkshire (14) ///.
(1322213) "0721021"
16. Droves of Yorkshire merchants, manufacturers, traders and
agents (14) / crossed (21/2) the Atlantic (31) // to take up
temporary or permanent residence / in Boston, New York and
Philadelphia (32) ///. 	 (1322211) "0111021"
17. Similarly (13) /, thousands of craftsmen, operatives and
miners (14) //, driven by (21/2)	 a wide range of motives
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(31) //,	 voluntarily expatriated themselves (21/2)
	 / in
expectation of wider opportunities in the United States (32)
///.	 (1352571) "0721021"
* * * * * * * * * *
18. The span of the study (14) / is (21/2) also (13) significant
(32) //.
	 (1327000) "1931421"
19. The years 1760-1880 (14) / saw (21/2) great changes (31) in
agricultural and industrial organization and development in
Yorkshire, as elsewhere (32) ///.	 (1352591) "0711021"
20. However defined (13) /, the Agricultural and Industrial Rev-
olutions (14) / led to (21/2) a situation / whereby Britain
/ was not only the undisputed 'workshop of the world' (32)
//, (1360000) "0711221"
21. but also (14) the world's banker /, clearing house and car-
rier / for a few decades in the second half of the nine -
teenth century (32) ///.
	
(2360000) "0111011"
22. In 1851 /, the year of the Great Exhibition (14) //, Britain
(11) was producing (21/2) over 40 per cent of the total
world output of traded manufactured goods (32) /1;
(2352523) "0721021"
23. and thirty years later (14) /, she (11) still possessed
(21/2) some 38 per cent of the world export trade in manu -
factures (32) ///.
	 (2352531) "0111011"
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PASSAGE SEVEN 
1. This thesis (14) / is (21/2) an examination of the evolution
of the Labour Party's // thinking on the problems of the
international postwar settlement during the years 1940-1945
(32) ///.	 (1257000) "18-50--"
2. It (11) is not concerned with (21/2) the whole range of for-
eign policy issues which arose during the Second World War
(32) //	 "0711221"
3. but it (11) is (21/2) an attempt / to delineate the ideas
which Labour had evolved / for dealing with international
policy in the post-war world (32) ///.	 "0111011"
4. The main aim of the thesis (14), however (13) /, is (21/2)
to inquire into the degree of unity which existed within the
Party / at the time of the dissolution of the Coalition Gov-
ernment / in May 1945 // and the General Election which fol-
lowed (32) /1/. (1327000) "0725021"
5. Very little research (14) has (21-) hitherto (13) been done
(-21/2) on the development of Labour policy during this
period (32) // (1315721) "2121021"
6. and there (10) is (21/2) a need (31) for a systematic analy-
sis of the trend of opinion within the Party (32) 	 ///.
"0611011"
* * * * * * * * * *
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7. The traditional view has been / that (14) during these years
(11) / the Labour Party (12) became divided (21/2) into two
clearly defined groups (32) //: 	 (1360000) "0711421"
8. the Labour Ministers who served in the Government / and who
were consequently drawn away from the traditional Labour
ideas (32) //, "0711011"
9. and the great mass of the Party / 'who retainea their commit -
ment to the principles of a socialist foreign policy (32)
///.	 "0711011"
10. Elaine Windrich has been concerned to show / that (14) the
Labour Party (11) continued to proclaim (21/2) its convic-
tion / that a socialist civilization / was the only founda-
tion for a lasting peace (32) ///.
	
(1352573) "0711021"
11. M.A. Fitzsimons has asserted / that (13) because Attlee and
Bevin had been members of the Coalition Government /, shar-
ing responsibility for foreign policy decisions (14) //,
they (11) ceased to accept (21/2) the Labour ideology (32)
// (2385123) "0711021"
12. and became committed to (21/2) continuity in foreign policy
(32) ///. "0311011"
13. F.S. Northedge / has also explained (14) the marked continu-
ity in British foreign policy after the election of 1945
(13) // as being due to (21/2)	 the fact / that the Labour
leaders had a share in the wartime government (32)
	 //
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(1352573) "0711021"
14. and this experience of office (14) / had given (21/2) them
(11) a much more realistic grasp of foreign policy (32) /1/.
(1155511) "0611011"
* * * * * * * * * *
15. This interpretation (14) / has been much more systematically
demonstrated (21/2) by M.R. Gordon (31) / in the most recent
treatment of this subject (32) ///.
	
(1156011) "0711411"
16. Gordon believes / that (11) a cleavage in outlook (32)
developed (21/2) during the war years (14) //, (2256000)
"0711021"
17.
"splitting (21/2) the party (11) into roughly two sections
(32) //,	 "0701011"
18. each (14) with (21/2) distinct ideas about how to cope with
the postwar situation (32)". /// (1155511) "0701011"
19. An enormous gulf (14), he alleges /, separated (21/2) the
Labour Ministers in the Coalition Government /, who had dis-
carded socialist principles as irrelevant to the interna-
tional problems of the moment (31) //, from the great mass
of the party //,	 who continued to peer at the world in
mid-1945 /	 through socialist eyes (32) 	 ///.	 (1360000)
"0721021"
20. Attlee, Bevin /, Morrison, Dalton and Cripps (14) / had to
rethink (21/2)
	 the premises of accepted socialist beliefs
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and values (32) //,	 (1352859) "0711021"
21. while the rest of the party (14) clung to (21/2) socialist
policy (31) / as accepted party doctrine (32) / and expected
(21/2) that it would govern the behaviour of future Labour
governments (33) ///; (1352531) "0111012"
22. and by average party member (14) / is meant (21/2) not just
constituency zealots (31) //, but almost everybody within
the party other than the Coalition Ministers /, most Labour
M.P.'s / and candidates included (32) ///. (1252511)
"0701011"
23. Gordon contends (11), therefore (13) /, that during the Sec
-
ond World War (1 40 / socialist foreign policy (1g) / sur-
vived tenaciously (21/2) among the party mass (31) / but was
rejected (21/2)
	 by the leadership (32)	 ///.
	 (1154522)
"0633021"
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PASSAGE EIGHT
1. The importance of industrial accidents in the English coal-
mining industry during the second half of the nineteenth
century (14)	 // has not always been fully recognized
(21/2,32) ///. (1337000) "14--0--"
2. At the end of the period 1860-1897 /, when accurate statis-
tics are first available (13) //, more working days (14)
were lost (21/2) as a result of accidents (31) / than as a
result of the far better known industrial disputes (32) /1/.
(1360000) "0711021"
3. In 1896 (13) / some 1,100,000 working days (14) were lost
(21/2) in England (11) / by non-fatal pit accidents (32) //
(1312121) "0311021"
4. whereas only 1,012,000 days (14) were lost (21/2) because of
disputes in mining and quarrying (31) / throughout the whole
of Great Britain and Ireland (32) ///. (1312131) "0112012"
5. During the following year (13) // 867,000 working days (32)
were lost (21/2) in industrial disputes (14) // (2112131)
"0321021"
6. but as many as 1,1000 days (sic) (32) were forfeited (21/2)
as a result of non-fatal coal-mining accidents (14) ///.
(2155563) "0111012"
7. The compensation (14), rather than the prevention of these
accidents (13) // has received (21/2) but scant attention
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(32) //.
	
(1322551) "2131021"
8.	 Although, as Dr Williams has commented //, "the history of
mining trade unionism / apears to have been well covered
(13) // ...	 trade union historians (14) / have contributed
(21/2) little (31) to knowledge of social factors" //, such
as the compensation of colliers and their dependants for
industrial accidents (32) /1/. (1360000) "0711021"
9.	 Indeed (13) / Dr Williams himself (14) devotes (21/2) little
attention (32) to the subject (11) in his history of the
Derbyshire miners (13) ii/-
	 (1352121) "0713021"
10. Dr Challinor (14) is aware of (21/2) the existence of Pit
clubs, disaster funds / and the Lancashire and Cheshire Min-
ers' Permanent Relief Society (32) // (1352122) "0711021"
11. but concludes that (11) the Poor Law (32) remained (21/2)
the major source of compensation for industrial injuries
(14) ///.
	 (1222514) "0615012"
12. He argues / that (11) following the series of disasters
around Wigan between 1868 and 1871 (13) // "clearly (12)
most of the bereaved (14) / would be compelled to beg (21/2)
for poor relief" (32) ///, 	 (1360000) "0721021"
13. and that (11) if a Lancashire miner was "crippled or killed
(13) / .... his family (14) would become (21/2) paupers (32)
." /// (1360000) "0111011"
14. From such incomplete and partial analyses (13) / labour
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historians (14) have been able to do (21/2) nothing (31) to
eradicate /,
	 or indeed to elaborate /, the traditional
belief / held by members of the coal-mining community //
that during the nineteenth century / injured miners were
thrown "on t' bloody tip" (32) ///.
	 (1252516) "0631021"
15. It is a truism that (21/2-) "The well-being of workers (14)
depends on (-21/2) many things beside their financial cir-
cumstances (32) //,
	 (1352254) "2231021"
16. and the latter (14) depends on (21/2) many things besides
wages (32) //. (1155911) "0111011"
17. It (10) is (21/2) impossible (31) to discuss all of them
(14) /, but some of them (14) cannot be omitted (21/2,32)
//, (1155121) "1911321"
18. and one (14)	 is (21) the special provision made for this
class /	 against misfortune	 by accident	 (32)	 ///."
(1252521) "0711011"
19. The aim of this study (14) / is (21) to rectify a major
deficiency in our knowledge of the "well-being" of English
miners and their families between 1860 /, when colliery
accidents first became an issue of major concern //, and
1897 //, when the workmen's Compensation Act was passed (32)
///. (1327000) "1825021"
20. A detailed examination of the extent and effectiveness of
the sources of compensation available after industrial acci-
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dents to workers / engaged in a particular lY hazardous
occupation (14) // will contribute (21/2) to a more accurate
understanding of late nineteenth century povertY ( 3 2) ///.
(1392559) "0611021"
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PASSAGE NINE
1. In the period between 1783 and 1815 (13) //,	 many of the
Indian tribes with whom Britain dealt (14) // lived (21/2)
within the territories of the United States (32) 	 ///.
(1360000) "20--0--"
2. British-Indian relations (14) thus (13) existed (21/2) /
against the backcloth of a delicate international situation
/ which could alter, and itself be altered by, those rela-
tions (32) M.	 (1252211) "0613021"
3. There (10) was (21) in effect (12) / a three cornered Anglo-
Indian-American situation (32) //, "0713021"
4. in which (13) the relationship between any two of the par-
ties (14) was influenced by (21/2) their separate relations
with the third (32) ///.
	 (1212162) "0702011"
5. This (14) was (21) particularly so (31) in the area of the
Ohio-Great Lakes-Mississippi triangle (32) //,	 (1156021)
0713021"
6. where the main contacts and conflicts (32) took place (21/2)
in these years (14) ///. (2252515) "0702011"
7. However (13) //, the British-Indian relationship (14) // was
(21) not merely an issue in Anglo-American affairs (31) //,
but had (21/2) an extensive and significant existence inde-
pendent of the United States (32) ///. (1252515) "2023021"
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8. Contacts (14) occurred (21/2) /, whether for military,
commercial, or exploratory reasons (31) //, over almost the
whole of the North American continent //, from the sub-arc-
tic / to the Gulf Coast //, from the Atlantic to the Pacific
(32) ///.	 (1155122) "0711021"
9. This thesis (14) / is (21-) not (32-)	 intended (-21/2)
therefore (13)
	
to be another study of relations between
Great Britain and the United States / with reference to the
Indians as an interested third party or major issue (-32)
/1/ .	( 1257000) "0623021"
10. Nor (32-) is (21/2) it (11) simply a narrative of the events
involving Britons and Indians (-32) //. "0111021"
11. Nor (32), indeed (12) /, is (21/2) it (11) a study of Brit-
ish policy towards, or administration of, Indians (32) //,
0113021"
12. except in so far as these areas reflected or influenced
attitudes and relations (32) ///.	 "0701012"
13. What the thesis does try to do (14) / is (21/2) to pay due
attention to Indians as partners in the British-Indian rela-
tionship (32) //,	 (1156031) "1821021"
14. and to obtain some idea of what Britons and redmen thought
of one another //, why they thought as they did /, and what
governed their attitudes (32) ///.	 "0111011"
15. Because the records are often silent on the Indian point of
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view (14) / does not necessarily mean (21/2) that Indians
were (32) ///.
	 (2395921) "0711021"
16. Far from being mute and passive objects of British exploita
-
tion and opinion (13) //, Indians (14) followed (21/2) their
own interests (31) / and offered (21/2) their own comments
(31)	 upon whitemen and white civilization (32)	 ///. -
(1252311) "0711021"
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PASSAGE TEN
1. It (10) is (21/2) fourteen years (31) since I (11) was first
introduced to (21/2) a confused /, 	 dirty /,	 unsorted,
largely unknown set of archives / which were described as
those belonging to the old Archdeaconry of Richmond (32) //,
"----0--"
2. and which (14) as late as 1952 (13) / has been reported
(21/2) by the Pilgrim Trust (31) as entirely lost (32) ///.
(1155111) "0702011"
3. Shortly afterwards (14) I (11) was introduced to (21/2) an
equally mixed and probably dirtier collection / deposited at
Chester by the Diocesan Registrar (32) ///. (2354532)
"0323021"
4. Since that date / (1957) (14) it (10) has been (21/2) my
hobby (31) to sort, classify and catalogue the records of
the former (32) // (2352531) "0311021"
5. while the archivist and his staff at Chester (14) / have
attempted to bring (21/2) some order (31) out of the chaos
that existed there (32) ///. 	 (1325312) "0312011"
6. The many problems associated with the use of these records
(14) / are dealt with (21/2) in the introduction to the bib -
liography (32) ///.
	 (1335911) "0021021"
* * * * * * * * * *
7. Very little (32) appears to have been written (21/2) about
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this diocese as a whole (14) //. (1252212) "2131021"
8.	 What written material does exist (14)	 / is to be found
(21/2) in the publications of the various county Historical
and Archaeological Societies // in Cheshire, Lancashire /,
Cumberland /,	 Westmoreland and Yorkshire	 (32)	 ///.
(1156011) "0711021"
9	 So far as I am aware (12) /, at the time of writing (11) /,
no definitive study of the entire diocese at any period of
its history (32) / is in existence (21/2) / other than this
all too brief work (14) ///.
	 (1317000) "0711021"
* * * * * * * * * *
10. It (10)	 has been possible to throw some new light (21/2)
upon the Hanoverian church, in this diocese /, towards the
latter end of the eighteenth century //, and to see some of
the problems that faced it (32) ///. 	 "1821021"
11. The fortunate survival of large quantities of correspondence
between the clergy and their bishops (14) // has enabled
(21/2) one (11) to discuss the problems facing the clergy /
trying to get assistant curates in the remoter parishes /,
the problems of dissent in the towns /, the strength of the
Catholics /, the withdrawal of the working class /, or cer-
tain sections of it, from the parish church If and the devo-
tion of many clergy to their parishioners (32) ///.
(1360000) "1821021"
12. Many assumptions	 /,	 especially
	 that the	 number of
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celebrations of Holy Communion were few (14) /, have to be
changed (21/2,32) //. (1360000) "1821421"
13. In no other diocese (32) was (21/2) the frequency of cele -
brations (14) so high (31) // and the weekly and daily ser-
vices (14) so regularly performed (31) /1/. (1352831)
(1360000) "0711021"
14. Under every crag, in the northern half of the diocese (14)
/, there (10) was (21/2) a grammar school (31) / and few
(14) could compete with (21/2) Chester (31) in the overall
provision for education of all types (32) ///. (2335214)
"0711021"
15. In the almost inaccessible and conservative rural parishes
of the Archdeaconry of Richmond (14) //,	 there (10) was
(21/2) a sense of purpose and responsibility (32) 	 ///.
(2325319) "0711021"
16. Incumbents (14) tended to remain (21/2) for many years (31)
in the same living //, often on very small stipends (32) //,
(1360000) "0711021"
17. but they (11) were not (21/2) exclusively parochial (31) /
for many of them (14) used (21/2) their energies (31)
towards raising funds for the S.P.G., charity and Sunday
Schools (32) /1/. (1252521) "0611012"
******************* *
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APPENDEk D
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APPENDIX E
Text
No: -- -
Mo And Tot
1 4 1 3 15 1 0 24
16.7 0 4.2 12.5 62.5 4.2 0 100.1
o...n••••n••••nn
2 21 1 1 7 32 6 68
30.9 1.5 1.5 10.3 47.1 8.8 0 100.1
- -
3 2 0 0 2 14 2 0 20
10.0 0 10.0 70.0 10.0 0 100.1
4 7 1 2 18 0 1 29
24.1 3.4 6.9 62.1 0 3.4 99.9
- -
- _
5 5 0 21 0 2 28
17.9 0 0 0 75.0 7.1 100.0
6 2 0 1 4 17 0 2 26
7.7 3.8 15.4 65.4 0 17.7 100.0
-
_ -
-
7 5619 1 4 2 24 1 5
33.9 1.8 7.1 3.6 42.9 1.8 8.9 100.0
8 15 0 3 5 23 0 4 50
30.0 0 6.0 10.0 46.0 0 8.0 100.0
- -
9 4712 2 4 28 1
25.5 0 4.3 8.5 59.6 9.1 0 100.0
- -
--
0 5710 29 1 4 23
50.9 1.8 7.0 40.4 0 100.1
-
Tot 116 3 13 33 215 11 14 405
28.6 0.7 3.2 8.1 53.1 2.7 3.5 99.9
TABLE E.1
Cohesive Items used in English Corpus A
111	 Vol II
-
Text R	 S	 E	 C	 L	 Mo Wa Tot
No: - - --	 ---- -_-- ---- ---- ----
1 13 0 1 8 28 4 6 55
21.7 0 1.7 13.3 46.7 6.7 10.0 100.1
---- ---- ---- ---- -----
2 5 0 0 3 42 13 8 71
7.0 0 0 4.2 59.2 18.3 11.3 100.0
--- -
-
---- --- ---- ---- --- -
3 10 0 4 3 33 3 8 61
16.4 0 6.6 4.9 54.1 4.9 13.1 100.0
--- ----
- -- -
---- ---- ----
4 2 0 0 0 5 3 2 12
16.7
--
0
--
0
----
0
----
41.7
----
25.0
----
16.7 100.1
--_-
5 5 1 0 4 20 4 7 41
12.2 2.4 0 9.8 48.8 9.8 17.1 100.1
---
- - -
---- ---- ---- ----
6 5 0 1 4 25 0 6 41
12.2 0 2.4 9.8 61.0 0 14.6 100.0
---- ----
---- ---- ---- -------- ----
7 5 0 0 8 22 5 2 42
11.9 0 0 19.0 52.4 11.9 4.8 100.0
---- ---
---- ----
----
8 5 0 0 7 62 3 7 84
6.0 0 0 8.3 73.8
----
3.6
----
8.3
----
100.0
--- -
--
---- ----
9 4 0 0 0 7 6 1 18
22.2 0 0 0 38.9 33.3 5.6 100.1
---- ---
---- ----
---- ----
10 45 0 0 15 31 1 10 102
44.1 0 0 14.7 30.4 1.0 10.0 100.2
---- ----
___- ---- ---- ---- -___
Tot 99 1 6 52 275	 1	 42 57 532
18.6 0.2 1.1 9.8 51.71	 7.9 10.7 100.0
- __-- ----I----- - ---- _____
TABLE E.2
Cohesive Items used in Arabic Corpus B
112	 Vol II
TextRSECLMo And Tot
No:-- •n•nn •••, •nn•n •=, •nn••n ••• •nn•n•nn
1 13 0 0 3 48 0 1 65
20.0 0 0 4.6 73.8 0 1.5 99.9
2
•=1.1nn
6
n•nn••nn
0 5
•n•n••n••=1.
5
•n•n•••n•nn
61
n•n••n•nnn
0 2 79
7.6 0 6.3 6.3 77.2 0 2.5 99.9
-
3 12 2 1 7 63 1 7 93
12.9 2.2 1.1 7.5 67.8 1.1 7.5 100.1
4 8 1 3 6 49 0 3 70
11.4 1.4 4.3 8.6 70.0 0 4.3 100.0
5 16 0 4 2 63 1 1 87
18.4 0 4.6 2.3 72.4 1.1 1.1 99.9
6
n•nn••=1
13
•nnnn•n
0 1
•nn•nn•n
9
nnn••=1,
88
nnnn••nn
0
•n••n•nn•n
1
NI/nnnnn
112
11.6 0 0.9 8.0 78.6 0 0.9 100.0
7 18 0 4 6 104 0 5 137
13.1 0 2.9 4.4 75.9 0 3.6 99.9
8 8 1 3 3 77 1 2 94
8.5 1.1 3.2 3.2 81.9 1.1 2.1 100.0
9
•••nnn•
12
•••nnn •=1,
1
•••••n•n••n
2
mims•n •=,
5
•nn•n •••
43
•n••n•n •nn
0
•••••n•n ••••
0
•n •nn••••••n
63
19.0 1.6 3.2 7.9 68.3 0 0 100.0
10 13 0 5
•n•=nie=
3
•n•nn•n••n
28
••••••••
3
ANII•n•nn
1
•n••n•••n=0
53
24.5 0 9.4 5.7 52.8 5.7 1.9 100.0
Tot 119 4
_
28 49 624 6 23 853
14.0 0.5 3.3 5.7 73.2 0.7 2.7 100.1
TABLE E.3 •
Cohesive Items used in English Corpus C
113	 Vol II
TextRSECLMo	 Wa	 Tot
No :-- -_-- ---- ----	 - ---- -__- --
1	 15	 0	 0	 4	 40	 3	 8	 70
21.4	 0	 0	 5.7 57.1	 4.3	 11.4	 99.9
---- ---- ----	
---- ---- ----
2	 11	 0	 0	 7	 47	 9	 9	 83
13.3	 0	 0	 8.4 56.6 10.8 10.8	 99.9
____- ___- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
	
- --
3	 11	 0	 0	 5	 54	 3	 6	 79
13.9	 0	 0	 6.3 68.4	 3.8	 7.6 100.0
---- --__ ---- ---- __-- ---- ----
4	 18	 0	 0	 3	 44	 3	 11	 79
22.8	 0	 0	 3.8	 55.7	 3.8	 13.9 100.0
-__- ---- ----	 - ____	
-	 - ----
5	 12	 0	 0	 9	 57	 0	 11	 89
13.5	 0	 0	 10.1 64.0	 0	 12.4 100.0
----- ----	
---- ---- ----
6	 14	 0	 2	 8	 58	 1	 9	 92
15.2	 0	 2.2	 8.7 63.0	 1.1	 9.8 100.0
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----
	 - ----
7	 30	 0	 2	 4	 72	 5	 11	 124
24.2	 0	 1.6	 3.2 58.1	 4.0	 8.9 100.0
---- ---- ---- -_-- ---- ----	 -----
8	 10	 2	 0	 3	 52	 2	 10	 79
12.7	 2.5	 0	 3.8 65.8	 2.5 12.7 100.0
----	 ----	 ---- -_-- ---- ---- ---- ----
9	 12	 0	 2	 2	 58	 1	 7	 82
14.6	 0	 2.4	 2.4 70.7	 1.2	 8.5	 99.8
_-- ---- ---- -_-- ----	 --- ----
10	 21	 0	 0	 4	 44	 11	 5	 85
24.7	 0	 0	 4.7 51.8	 12.9	 5.9 100.0
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---_ ----
Tot	 154	 2	 6	 49	 526	 38	 87	 862
17.9	 0.2	 0.7	 5.7 61.0	 4.4 10.1	 100.1)
---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ----	 1
TABLE E.4
Cohesive Items used in Arabic Corpus D
114	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.%
.....M.••n•••nn•=1
26.0413 14.3144 220.1778
s2 278.4781 16.8090 182.0235
s 16.6877 4.0999 13.4916
Arabic
Av.% 17.1325 17.6076 17.3700
s2 173.2016 23.8214 98.5610
s 13.1606 4.8807 9.9281
t 1.2575 2.2521 0.7306
sig. at 0.3 0.05 0.5
TABLE E.5
A 't' —Test on carried out on
the Reference Items
115	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 0.7325 0.6317 0.6821
s2 1.2828 0.7195 1.0037
s 1.1326 0.8482 1.0019
Arabic
Av.% 0.2862 0.2297 0.2580
s2 0.7373 0.4750 0.6069
S 0.8587 0.6892 0.7791
t 0.9420 1.1035 1.4566
sig.	 at 0.4 0.3 0.2
TABLE E.6
A 't' —Test carried out on
the Substitution Items
116	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
_
Av.% 2.9295 3.4911 3.2103
s2 6.1432 5.4682 5.8845
s 2.4785 2.3348 2.4258
Arabic
Av.% 0.9773 0.6551 0.8162
s2 3.1203 1.0408 2.1065
s 1.7664 1.0202 1.4514
t 1.9242 3.3348 3.6916
sig. at 0.1 0.01 0.001
TABLE E.7
A 't' —test carried out on
the Cases of Ellipsis
117	 Vol II
English A v B C v D
Av.% 8.6037 5.7297
s2 25.6030 4.6859
S 5.0599 2.1647
Arabic
Av.% 9.6418 5.8584
s2 49.5431 9.3296
S 7.0387 3.0544
t 0.3499 0.1031
sig.	 at - —
TABLE E.8
A 't' —Test carried out on
the Conjunctive items
118	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 55.2400 72.3703 63.8039
s2 143.3790 187.6297 238.8873
s 11.9741 13.6978 15.4560
Arabic
Av.% 51.9062 61.0946 56.5004
s2 450.9580 77.9326 285.5518
s 21.2358 8.8279 16.8983
t 0.4102 2.0759 1.3901
sig. at — 0.1 0.2
TABLE E.9
A 't'—Test carried out on
the Lexical Items
119	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 2.7939 0.8337 1.8138
s2 24.2967 2.0252 14.1216
4.9292 1.4231 3.7579
Arabic
Av.% 7.7864 3.8967 5.8361
s2 48.0218 9.1525 32.3909
6.9298 3.0253 5.6913
1.7563 2.7485 2.5708
sig. at 0.1 0.02 0.02
TABLE E.10
A 't'—Test carried out on
the Modal Expressions
120	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
—_—__—
Av.% 3.3538 2.5376
-----___
2.9457
s2 14.2903 5.9210 10.2722
s 3.7802 2.4333 3.2050
Arabic
Av.% 9.7578 10.2341 9.9959
s2 29.7131 7.6216 18.7241
s 5.4510 2.7607 4.3271
t 2.8962 6.2743 5.7070
sig.	 at 0.01 0.001 0.001
TABLE E.11
A 't' —Test carried out on
the Occurrences of 'and' and "wa"
121	 Vol II
No: - -
1
---- --- -
2	 12
50.0 150.0
--
_-- -
0
0
R1	 R2	 R3	 TOt
6	 7	 0	 13
46.2 53.8	 0	 100,0
4
100.0
---- --
2 18	 I	 0
85.71
	
0
----
3
14.3
-----
21
100.0
2
40.0
---- ---- ----
__-- _--- -__
)50.0150.01	 0
3
60.0
1	 4	 0	 5
20.0 80.0	 0	 100,0
--
5
100,0
---.-
5
100.0
---, _
5
100, 0
3 012
0	 110 0.
-
o
0
-----
2
100.0
6	 4	 0	 10
60.0 40.0	 0	 100,0
I----1----1----1 ----/
11	 1	 Ii0/	 2	 1
_ --1----
o
0
- -
4	 5	 12	 0
71.4128.6
	 0
71
100.0
-	 __--
5	 1
	 12	 2
20.0 40.0 40.0
---- ----
-
5
100.0
6	 0	 12	 0
0	 1100.	 0
--___ ---- _-_-
7	 3	 113	 3
15.8 68.4	 15.8
-. -. -
-
2
100.0
3
60.0
__- -
4
80.0
----
2
40.0
--- -
1
20.0
0
o
0
0
-
19
100.0
-----
8	 8	 15	 2
53.3 33.3 13.3
---- ----
9	 7	 13	 2
58.3 25.0	 16.7
--
15
99.9
3
60.0
4
100.
----
2
40.0
----
o
0
o
0
-
o
0
"....••••n
5
100.0
-----
12
100.0
---..-
4
100. 0
.................
---	
___-
10	 21	 I	 5	 3
72.4J 17.2	 10.3
__-- ---_ _-_-
Tot	 65	 136	 15
56.0 31.0
	 12.9
-----
29
99.9
-
34	 9	 2	 45
75.6120.0	 4.4[100.0(
--- -I --- -I --- -I ---- 1
64	 133	 1	 2	 1	 99	 1
64.6133.31	 2.01	 99•91
----1.
 ---I ----I -----1
116
99.9
----	 --- --_-
TABLE E.12
Reference Items found in Corpuses A and B
Text R1 1 R2 R3
---- ----
-----
-I-
Text
No: - -
R1
-
R2
-_- -
R3 Tot
122
RI
--_ _
R2
--
R3 Tot
- -
1 5 6 2 13 5 8 2 15
38.5 46.2 15.4 100.1 33.3 53.3 13.3 99.9
___-- -__- -
2 0 3 3 6 4 6 1 1 1
0
-
50.0
-
50.0
--
100.0 36.4 54.5 9.1 100. 0
3 3 8 1 12
-_- -
4 7
-
o 11
25.0 66.7 8.3
-
100.0
_--__
36.4 63.6 0 100.0
4
----
0 8 o 8
__--
6 10 2
--___
18
0 100.
-
o 100.0 33.3 55.6 11.1 100.0
- --_ -
--- -
_
5 1 11 4 16 4 6 2 12
6.3 68.8 25.0 100.1 33.3 50.0 16.7 100.0
- _--__
----
--_-
6 2 9 2 13 8 3 3 14
15.4 69.2 15.4 100.0 57.1 21.4 21.4 99.9
---- ---- -
7 18 303 14 1 10 16 4
16.7 77.8 5.6 100.1 33.3 53.3 13.3 99.9
- __--_ __--n•••n••nn
8 2 5 1 8 4
----
5 1
-----
10
25.0 62.5 12.5 100.0
-----
40.0 50.0 10.0 100.0
9
-_--
1
___-
11
----
o 12
--- -
3
--- -
7
-
2 12
8.3 91.7 0 100.0 25.0 58.3 16.7 100.0
----
-----
---- ---- -----
10 1 9 3 13 5 16 0 21
7.7 69.2 23.1 100.0 23.8 76.2 0 100.0
---- - - -- -
--__ -
- -- - --- -
--
Tot 18 84 17 119 53 84 17 154
15.1 70.6 14.3 100.0 34.4 54.5 //.0(	 99.9
Vol II
TABLE E.13 •
Reference Items found in Corpuses C and D
123	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 47.1659 13.5604 30.3631
s2 1798.5309 105.7321 1234.4632
S 42.4091 10.2826 35.1349
Arabic
Av.% 56.9200 35.6800 46.3000
s2 528.2281 143.8643 448.8305
s	 1
1
22.98321	 11.9943)
f
21.1856/
I	 I	 I	 I
t	 )	 0.6066)	 4.20031	 1.69321
--__--
	 1	 I	 I	 I
sig.	 at 	 —	 I	 0.001	 1	 0.2	 I
I	 I	 I	 I
TABLE E.14
A 't' —Test carried out on
the Pronominal Items
124	 Vol II
Corpus
Head
C
Non—
head
Corpus
Head
D
Non—
head
Sub 11
61.1
2
11.1
30
56.7
7
13.2
Corn 3
16.7
0
0
8
15.1
4
7.5
Adj
—
0
0	 I
1
5.6
1
1.9
—
1
1.9
Sub—
ord
MINNIMInnn•nn••n
0	 I	 1
0	 I	 5.6
2
3.8
0
0
Tot
_----- ---__—
18 53
100.1	 100.1
•••n••=1.11FM
TABLE E.15
Pronominal Items divided according to
Syntactic Criteria
125	 Vol II
Text	 Cl	 C2	 C3	 C4	 Tot
No: - -	 -	 -	 -
1 2 3 3 o 8
25.0 37.5 37.5 o 100.0
---- --- - --- -
-
-
2 1 0 0 2 3
33.3 o o 66.7 100.0
----.•n•n•••••
3 o 2 o
----
2o
o
-
100.
-__-
o
----
0
--
100.0
OINI!•••nn
4 o 1 1 0
----
2
o
--
50.0 50.0
----
o 100.0
5 o o 0 0
--_-
o
0 0 0
--- -
0
--
o
6
----
2 1 1 o 4
50.0 25.0 25.0
_
o 100.0
7
----
o 1 0 1 2
o 50.0
----
0
-
50.0
--
100.0
----
8 2 2 1 o 5
40.0 40.0 20.0 0
--
100.0
nnnn•n•••n
9
-
1
-
3
----
0 o 4
25.0 75.0 o o
--
100.0
••n•••••nnnn
10
--- -
1 1 1 1 4
25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 100.0
--- -
_
--- - --- -
Tot 9 16 6 2 33
27.3 48.5 18.2 6.1 100.1
-_-- ---- -_--
TABLE E.16 •
Conjunctive Items found in Corpus A
126
Text
No: - -
Cl
-_- -
C2 C3
--- -
C4
_
Tot
81 2 3 3 o
25.0 37.5 37.5 o 100.0
--- - --- - --- _-- -
2 1 0 0 2 3
33.3 0 o 66.7 1 00.0
•nn•n•••• --- - --- - ----
3
-_--
1 30 2 o
0 33.3 66.7 o 1 00. 0
4
--- -
0 0
-
0
--- -
o 0
0 o 0 o 0
•n•n•••=
5
_
I
--- -
2
-
1
--- -
o 4
25.0 50.0 25.0 o 100.0
.11•••nnn•nn
6
----
o
-
o
--- -
2
--- -
2 4
0 0 50.0 50.0 100.0
--- -
- --- -
--- -
7 1 2 5 0 8
12.5 25.0 62.5 o 100.0
--- -
---- --_ -
-- - -
8 3 0 1 3 7
42.9 o 14.3 42.9 100. 1
--- -
----
----
9 00 o o o
0 o 0 o 0
--- - --- - --
--- -
10 4 2 5 4 15
6.7 3.3 3.3 6.7 00.0
--_ - ----
Tot 0 1 522 9
3.1 9.2 6.5 1.2 00.0
---- ----
--
TABLE E.17 •
Conjunctive Items found in Corpus B
Vol II
127	 Vol II
Text
No:--
C l
-
C2 C3
-
C4
-
Tot
-
1 o 2 o 1 3
o
--
66.7 o 33.3 100.0
2 1 3
•IIM
o 1 5
20.0 60.0 o 20.0 100.0
3
--- -
3
-
2
--
2
--_-
o
----
7
-
42.9
--- -
28.6
-
28.6
----
0 100.1
--
14 3 2 1 o 6
50.0
----
33.3
----
16.7
----
0
--
100.0
n•nn••nnnn••
5 1 1 o o 2
50.0 50.0 o o 100.0
6
--- -
6
----
3
-
o
- -
o 9
66.7 33.3 o o 100.0
-_- - -- _
7 2 3 1 0 6
33.3 50.0 16.7 o 100. 0
-----
8 3 3o o o
0 100. o
--
o 100.0
9
--
1
----
2 2
_
o 5
20.0 40.0 40.0 0 100. 0
_
10
----
o
-
1
----
o
--
2 3
o 33.3 0 66.7
--- -
100.0
- --- --
----
Tot 17 22 6 4 49
34.7 44.9 12.2 8.2 100.0
---- ----
----
-
-
TABLE E.18
Conjunctive Items found in Corpus C
128	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
C l C2
--- -
C3 C4 Tot
-
1
-
o
----
41 2 1
25.0 50.0
----
25.0
----
0
- _
100.0
2
----
1 3 3 o
----
7
14.3 42.9 42.9 0
- -
100.1
--- -
-_- -
_
3 3 0 2 0 5
60.0 o 40.0 o 100.0
4
--- -
2
-
o
----
1
- .-
0
_---
3
66.7 o 33.3 o 100.0
-- ---- - _----nnnnnn•n••••
5
_
3 1 o 5 9
33.3 11.1 o
- -
55.6
----
100.0
n•••n•nnnn•n --- -
--- -
6 2 2 2 2 8
25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 100.0
•••••nn••••1	 --- -
-
7 2 2 0 o 4
50.0 50.0 o o
_-
100.0
--_-
8
-_--
1
--- -
1
-
1 o 3
33.3 33.3 33.3
-
o
_-
99.9
-
9
--- -
2
----
o o o 2
100. 0 o
_-
0
--
100.0
10
---
2
--- -
2 o 0 4
50.0 50.0 0 o 100.0
-
--- -
--- -
--- -
--- -
----
Tot 19 12 10 7 48
39.6 25.0 20.8 14.6 100.0
----
-_--
-
----
----
TABLE E.19
Conjunctive Items found in Corpus D
129	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 51.7872 47.4901 49.5256
s2 692.1637 486.9259 588.7472
s 26.3090 22.0664 24.2641
Arabic
Av.% 22.2095 26.1600 24.4042
s2 443.2322 410.4674 428.8831
s 21.0531 20.2600 20.7095
t 2.3844 2.5158 3.2862
sig. at 0.05 0.05 0.01
TABLE E.20
A 't' —Test carried out on
the Adversative Items
130	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 17.8765 11.6466 14.5977
s2 184.7071 262.5673 235.3621
S 13.5907 16.2039 15.3415
.......n••n••nn
Arabic
Av.% 37.1946 19.3232 27.2660
s2 435.6945 263.2858 418.7724
S 20.8733 16.2261 20.4639
t 2.1460 1.0043 2.0792
sig. at 0.05 0.4
-
0.05
TABLE E.21
A 't'—Test carried out on
the Causal Items
131
Text	 1	 11	 21	 3 41	 51	 6 71	 81	 9 Tot.
— — 1 --I — — — —1--1--
1
	 I	 41	 01	 1 11	 11	 0 11	 11	 0 9
I--
31	
--
	 21	 0
--1--1--
41	 11	 02	 1101 01 	0
__--
20
--I --I — — — —1--1-- --__
3	 I	 ii	 31	 0 01	 01	 0 11	 01	 0 5
--1 --1 — — --1--1--
4	 I	 31	 01	 0 01	 11	 1 21	 01	 0 7
— — 1 — — 1 — — --1--1- - —__--
5	 I	 31	 01	 0 21	 01	 2 01	 01	 0 7
- -1 --I - - --1--1-- —
6	 I	 21	 21	 0 01	 11	 2 11	 01	 0 8
--1 --I - - --1--1-- —1
7	 I	 21	 01	 0 41	 11	 3 11	 01	 0 11
--I --I - - --1--1--1
8	 I	 11	 01	 0 31	 31	 1 21	 11	 0 11
--I --I - - --1--1--__-- I 	 1
9	 I	 31	 21	 0 61	 01	 1 01	 01	 0 12
--I --I — — --1--1--1
10	 I	 81	 ii	 0 61	 41	 0 11	 01	 0 20
--I --I — — --1--1--1
Tot	 1371
	
81	 1 25113110 131	 31	 0 1 10
--I --I — — --1--1------ 1	 1
TABLE E.22
Types of Clause Relations
found in Corpus A
Vol I I
132
Text	 1	 11	 21	 3 41	 51	 6 71	 81	 9 Tot.
--I --I — — --1--1--
1	 I	 21	 41	 1 11	 11	 1 41	 21	 0 16
---- 1	 1 --1--1--
2	 I	 71	 ii	 0 01	 01	 3 11	 01	 0 12
---- 1	 1-- --1--1--
3	 I	 4 1	 CI	 1 01	 41	 3 21	 01	 0 14
--I --I — — --1--1--
4	 I	 21	 CI	 0 01	 01	 0 01	 01	 0 2
--I --I — — — —1--1-- _—_—_—
_	 5	 I	 51	 21	 0 11	 21	 1 11	 01	 0 12
--I — — 1 -- --1--1--_—_—
6	 I	 5 1	 ii	 1 01 	 31	 0 11	 11	 0 12
--1--1 — — --1--1-- mat.
7	 I	 01	 11	 0 01	 61	 2 11	 11	 0 11
1	 1-- --1--1--
8	 I	 41	 81	 0 01	 11	 0 01	 01	 0 13
1	 —1-- --1--1--
9	 I	 51	 01	 0 01	 01	 0
— —
21	 01	 0 7
--I --I --1--1-- _
10	 I	 41	 21	 0 91111	 0 21	 11	 0 29
--I --1 — — --1--1--1
Tot	 1381191	 3 11128110 141	 51	 0 128
— 1	 1	 1 --I — — 1 — — --1--1--
TABLE E.23
Types of Clause Relations
found in Corpus B
Vol I I
133	 Vol II
Text	 I	 11	 21 3 41	 51	 6 71	 8 1	 9 Tot.
--I --I - - --I....-I-- -----
1	 1101
	 0 1 3 11	 01	 0 2 	 01	 0 16
__-- -1 - -1 --I _-
--I --I - - --1--1-- .......S....
2	 1111	 01 0 61	 11	 0 11	 01	 0 19
--I --I -- --1--1--1	 1	 1
3	 1141	 31 0 11	 21	 0 21	 01	 0 22
-- --1 --I - - --1--1-- ------I - -I - -I
4	 1	 81	 21 0 31	 41	 0 21	 01	 0 19
- -1 - -I - - --I--I-- -----1	 1	 1
5	 1L01	 11 0 21	 01	 0 71	 11	 0
--I--1--
21
1	 1	 1 - -1 - ---I _
6	 1151	 31 0 01	 01	 0
--I --I - -
41	 01	 0
--1--1--
22
1	 1	 1 _
7	 1151	 01 1 3)	 1)	 0 /	 11	 01	 1/1	 22
--1 --1 - -	 --1--1-- •n•nnnnn•..••n••
----	 1	 1	 i
8	 1	 81	 21 0 41	 01	 1 31	 01	 1 19
- _
--I --I - - --1--1-- ••n•nn•n•n•---- -1 - -1 - -1
9	 1	 61	 51 0 01	 21	 0 11	 11	 0 15
0
--I - -1 - -
21	 21	 0
- -I - -1 - -
--1--1--
51	 01	 0
--1--1--
•n••••nn....,
16
1	 1	 1
10	 1	 61	 11
I	 1	 1 _
Tot	 1031171 4 221121	 1
--I - -1 - -
281	 21	 2
--1--1--
191
I	 1	 1 _
TABLE E.24
Types of Clause Relations
found in Corpus C
134
Text	 1	 11	 21 3 41	 51 6 71	 81	 9 Tot.
— — 1 --I — — --1--1--
1 I	 81	 11 0 11	 41 0 21	 11	 0 17
----
— — 1 --I — — --1--1 --I	 1
2 I	 11	 21 0 31	 41 1 51	 01	 0 16
--I — — 1 -- — —1-1-- —1
3 I	 51	 ii 1 21	 31 0 41	 Cl	 0 16
--I --I - - — — 1--1 --1
4 I	 61	 41 1 31	 0 1 3
— —
01	 01	 0
--1--1--
17
---- 1
--1 --I _
5 I	 31	 41 0 61	 31 2 21	 01	 0 20
— — 1 --I — — --I--1------ 1
6 1101
	
31 0 31	 21 3 01	 01	 0 21
--I --I — — --1--1--1
7 1121
	 21 0 01	 01 0 41	 11	 0 19
--I --I — — --1--1--1
8 I	 91	 21 0 01	 11 0 21	 11	 2 16
--I --I —— --1--1-- -------- I	 1
9 I	 61	 21 0 51	 01 0 31	 01	 0 16
— — 1 --I —— --1--1--1
10 61
	 21 0 31	 21 0 31	 01	 0 16
--I --I —— — —I--1--1
Tot	 1661 2 31 2 261191 9 251	 31	 2 175
--I --I —— — —1--1--1	 1
TABLE E.25
Types of Clause Relations
found in Corpus D
Vol I I
135	 Vol II
Text Li L2 L3 L4 L5	 L6
	
L7 L8 L9
No:--	 --- -	 - _	 --	 --
1 4 1 o o 0 0 1 o 0
26.7 6.7 o o 0 0 6.7 o o
•••n•••••
2 6
----
3 5 1 0 1
-
3 1
-
9
18.8 9.4 15.6 3.1 0 3.1 9.4 3.1 28.1
-__ - -- ---- - -- _
3 5 0 1 4 0 1 1 1 0
35.7 0 7.1 28.6 0 7.1 7.1 7.1 0
4 8
-
3
-
1 0 _O 1 o 1 3
44.4 16.7 5.6 o 0 5.6
--
o 5.6 16.7
5
_
13 2
----
0 1 o o o
--
1
_--_
2
61.9 9.5 0 5.6 o 0 0 5.6 9.5
6
-
6
-
1 o 2
-
o 0 0 3 2
35.3 5.9 0 9.5 o
--
0 0 17.6 11.8
7
-
9 1
^ _
1
•••n•••••n •n
o 0 2 0
_
2
-
4
37.5 4.2 4.2 0 o 8.3 0 8.3 16.7
••n•n•••n•n•
8 9
-
1
-
0 2
-
o 2 o
-
2
----
4
39.1 4.3 o 8.7 o 8.7 0 8.7 17.4
--- -
•••••••••n ••••• ---- ---- -- _-_-
9 113 2 4 4 2 0 o o
46.4 7.1 14.3 14.3 3.6 7.1 o o o
----
----
10
----
2 3
----
4
-
1
-
1 1 43 0
13.0 8.7 13.0 17.4 4.3 4.3 0 4.3 17.4
--- -
--- - ---- --- - --- -
-- -__ - _-_ -
Tot 76 16 15 18 2 10 5 12 28
35.3 7.4 7.0 8.4 0.9 4.7 2.3 5.6 13.0
---
- --
----
----
---- --_ _--- -
TABLE E.26a	 -
Lexical Items found in Corpus A ...
136
Text L10 L11 L12 L13 L14 Tot
No: - - - ---- -- _
1 4 2 1 2 0 15
INNIMMINnIMIIn
26.7 13.3 6.7 13.3 0 100.1
2 1 1
-
1
----
o
-
o
-----
32
3.1 3.1 3.1 0 o 99.9
- - -
3 o 0 1 o o 14
0
-
0 7.1 0 0 99.8
4 0 0
-
o
-
1
-
o 18
o
-
o o 5-6 0 100.2
5 o o
--
1
--
1
--
o 21
o
-
o 4.8 4.8 0 100.1
6 0 o o
-
3
-
o
-----
17
0
-
o
--- -
0 17.6 o 100.0
7 0 3
--
2
----
o
--
o 24
o 12.5 8.3 0
-
0
8
-
1 o
-
o 2 0 23
4.3 0 o 8.7 o 99.9
-
--- -
-
-
9 28o 1 0 1 0
0 3.6 0 3.6 0 100.0
10
-
0
----
o
-
o
-
4 0
-----
23
0 o 0 17.4 0 99.8
- --- - --
----
Tot 6 7 6 14 0 215
2.8 3.3 2.8 6.5 0 100.0
-
----
-
-----
TABLE E.26b
Lexical Items found in Corpus A
Vol II
137	 Vol II
No:-- --- - -- -- --- --1 ---
Ii
-
0
-
01 7 2 0 o 8 5
25.01 3.6 7.1 0 o o o 28.6 17.9
WIYIn•••nnn••n•
2
----I
11
---
1	 0
----
o
-
2
-
o 1
-__
1
-
7 1
26.21	 0 0 4.8 0 2.4 2.4 16.7 2.4
-
--- -1 --- - -- -- en ---
3
-
53 15	 1	 0 o 1 0 2 3
45.5 0 o 9.1 3.0 0 6.1 9.1
----
4 0 o
-
0
-
o 0 o o 32
40.0 0 o o
-
o
-
o 0
---
0 60.0
_
5
-
7 4 o o o 0 0 2 0
35.0 20.0 o 0 0 0 o
-
10.0 0
-
6
----
11 2 0
-
0 o o 0 4 0
44.0 8.0 0 0 0 0 0 16.0 o
---- -- -- --
- -- _ --
7 13 1 o 1 o 1 0 3 o
59.1 4.5 0 4.5 0 4.5 0 13.6 0
-----_-!EMMY=
8
-
34 2
-
o 0
-
o 7 1 4 5
54.8 3.2 o o 0 11.3
---
1.6
--
1.6
--
6.5
9
-
3
--
o o
-
0
--
0 o 1 o
--- -
1
42.9 o o o o o 14.3 0 14.3
- ----
10
-
14
__-
2
---
o
---
2 0 o 1 3 2
45.2 6.5 0 6.5 0 o 3.2 9.7 6.5
- --_ - -- - -- - ---- -_
Tot 117 12 2 8 1 9 6 36 20
42.5 4.4 0.7 2.9 0.4 3.3 2.2 13.1 7.3
- -
---- --- -
- -
TABLE E.27a
Lexical Items found in Corpus B ...
Text Li L21 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9
_138
Text L10 L11 L12 L13 L14 Tot
No:-- -- - _---
1 o o 1 4 o 28
•n••••n••n••nn
0 0
--_-
3.6 14.3 0 100.1
2 o 1 4
----
14
-
o 42
0 4.8 9.6 33.3 o 100.2
3 0
MD ---
3
-_
0
--- -
1
--
o
-
33
o 9.1 o 3.0 0 100.1
4 0
-
o o
-
o
-
o 5
0 0
-
0 o 0 100.0
5 0
-
2
-
2
-
3
--
o 20
0 10.0 10.0 15.0 0 100.0
6 0
-
o
-
2 5
-
1 25
0 o 8.0 20.0 4.0 100.0
7 o
--
o
_
0
_
3
--
0 22
0 o 0 13.6 0 99.8
8 o
-
o
-
8
-
1 o 62
0 0 12.9 1.6
--
o
-M.-
100.0
9 0 0 2 0 0 7
0 0 28.6 o o 100.1
10 0 1
---
5
-
1 o 31
0 3.2 16.1 3.2 o
--
100.1
Tot o 7 24
-_- -
32 1 275
o 2.5 8.7 11.6 0.4 100.0
- ---- -
TABLE E.27b
Lexical Items found in Corpus B
Vol II
L2 L3
- _
2
L7L6Li
--
L4 L8
---
7
14.6
--
L9
_-- -
12
25.0
515 02
-
o
o
-
4.210.431.3
-
04.2
_
Text
No: - -
1
L5
-
1
1.3
-
2
4.7
-
0
o
2
2.6
--
0
0
-
0
o
-
8
9
10
-
1.6
2
2.3
_
0
0
o
o
-
0
o
-
139	 Vol II
2
3
4
5
6
7
49.2
- ---
41
30
12.7
11.5
8
7
11.5
1	 J 0 J 2 10 )1 )12 17 /
4.8
7
3
0
--
o
0
1.6
-
1
1.6
1 o
1
1.6
o
0
0
0
3
6
9.8
-
3
4.8
-
6
9.8
-
65.1
27	 1 4
42.91 6.3
41	 18
46.6J 9.1
---- --- -
45	 117
43.3 116.3
---- ---
31	 I 6
40.3J 7.8
---- --- -
19	 I 2
44.21 4.7
----
11	 I 5
39.3 17.9
---- --- -
Tot 285 164
45.7 10.3
---- ----
1.61 0
	
15	 1
17.0 1.1
- -- -
	
3	 5
2.9 4.8
---- ----
	
3	 6
3.9 7.8
- --- ---
	
2	 2
4.7 4.7
- ---
	
0	 2
	
0	 7.1
- -_- --_-
	
37	 19
5.9 3.0
---- ----
3.21 0
f-
1	 2
1.1	 2.3
- ----
1	 4
1.0 3.8
-
19.0111.11
8	 5
9.1 5.7
-
5	 6
4.8 5.8
-
4	 11
5.2 14.3
---- ----
6	 5
14.0 11.6
- ---
0	 4	 5
0	 14.3 17.9
3	 161	 173	 1
0.51 9.8[11.7(
I----i ----I
0 0 4.8
- --- --FM -F.__ ---- ---- ---- ----
25	 2	 1	 1	 0	 0	 0	 6	 13
51.0 4.1 2.0 2.0 0
	 0	 0	 12.2i2,5.51
_-_ -/ ___ -/ -__ -i --- _I -___ _1 ___ -1 -_- -1 -__ ._(
 (--1
TABLE E.28a
Lexical Items found in Corpus C ...
140
Text
No: - -
L10
--- -
L11 L12 L13 L14
_-- -
Tot
_ ---
1 2 1 2 0 0 48
4.2 2-1 2.1 o 0 100.2
2
-
o
-
1
----
1
-
1
-
1 61
0 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 99.8
-- - - -- --
-
3
-
00 3 o o 63
0 o 4.8 0
--
0 100.2
4 0
-
o
-
o 1 o 49
o 0 o 2.0 0 99.8
- - _---
5 0 0 9 0 0 63
0 o 14.3 0
-
0
-
100.0
6 o
-
0
••nn•n•••n
5 o 0 88
o o 5.7 o
--
0
--
100.0
7
-
1
----
1
-
13 1 2 104
1.0 1.0 12.5 1.0
-
1.9 100.1
8
-
o
---
o
-
7 4 2 77
o
--- -
o
----
9.1
--
5.2
--
2.6
--
100.1
-_-__
9 o o 4 o 1 43
o 0 9.3 o 2.3 100.2
10
-
0
-
0
-
1
---
o 0 28
o 0 3.6 o o 100.1
_--- --
Tot 3 3 45 7 6 624
0.5 0.5 7.2 1.1 1.0 100.0
-
-----
-
TABLE E.28b
Lexical Items found in Corpus C
Vol It
141	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Li
--- -
L2
-
L3 L4
--
L5
-
L6 L7 L8 L9
1 15 2 0 1 1 o 0 5 3
37.5 5.0
-
o
-
2.5
-
2.5
-
o o 12.5 7.5
2 27 1 1 2 2 0 0 6 0
57.4 2.1 2.1 4.3 4.3 0 0 12.8 0
---- ---- ---- - - - ---- ----
3 29 2 0 1 0 2 0 8 1
53.7 3.7 0 1.9 0 3.7 0 14.8 1.9
----- ---- ____ ___- ---- ----
4 20 2 1 2 2 0 0 4 5
45.5 4.5 2.3 4.5 4.5 0 0 9.1 11.4
---- ---- ---- ---- - -__---- ----
5 26 2 2 3 2 2 0 6 2
45.6 3.5 3.5 5.3 3.5 3.5 0 10.5 3.5
---- --------- --_- ---- ____ ---- --_-
6 16 0 3 5 0 1 0 9 7
27.6 0 5.2 8.6 0 1.7 0 15.5 12.1
- - ---- ___- ---- ---- -___ -___
7 36 6 1 2 4 0 0 16 1
50.0 8.3 1.4 2.8 5.6 0 0 22.2 1.4
---- --- ----____ - ---- -_--
8 30 0 5 0 1 0 1 8 1
57.7 0 9.6 0 1.9 0 1.9 15.4 1.9
- -___ --- -__- ---- -------- -_- ---
9 16 3 1 0 3 0 3 3 4
27.6 5.2 1.7 0 5.2 0 5.2 5.2 6.9
10 22 1 6 3 1 0 2 5 2
50.0 2.3 13.6 6.8 2.3 0 4.5 11.4 4.5
Tot 237 19 20 19 16 5 6 70 26
45.1 3.6 3.8 3.6 3.0 1.0 1.1 13.3 4.9
- --- -------- ---- ---- ---_ -_--
TABLE E.29a
Lexical Items found in Corpus D ...
142
Text L10 L11 L12 L13 L14 Tot
No:-- -- - - - ----
1 o 0 8 5 o 40
o 0 20.0 12.5 0 100.0
••••n•nn••nnn••n ---
2 o o 7
-
1
-
o 47
o
--- -
0
-
14.9 2.1 o 100.0
3 o o
-
9
--
2
-
0
----
54
o
----
0 16.7 3.7 o 100.1
4 o
_
2
--_-
3
-
2
-
1
-----
44
•••nnnn•nnn
o
-
4.5
--
6.8 4.5 2.3 99.9
5 0 o
--- -
7
--
4
--
1 57
0 0 12.3 7.0 1.8 100.0
6
-
o
-
2
----
10
-
4
-
1
_----
58
o 3.4 17.2 6.9 1.7 99.9
-7
--- -
o 2
--- -
4
--
0
--
o
----
72
o 2.8 5.6 o 0 100.1
8
--t-
o
-
0
__--
5
-
1
-
0 52
o o 9.6 1.9 o 99.9
-- -- - -- _
9 0 0 21 1 3 58
..1n•n•n•n•••n
0 o 36.2 1.7 5.2 100. 1
10 0
-
o
-
1 1
-
o 44
0 o 2.3 2.3 0 100.0
-- --_- -_- - --
----
Tot 0 6 75 21 6 526
I0 1.1 14.31	 4.0 1.11	 99•91
-----1 _ ----1---- ----I I
TABLE E.29b
	 -
Lexical Items found in Corpus D
Vol II
143	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
OiRMINInn•••n
Av.% 7.2781 10.1153
-------
8.6967
s2 20.3385 20.9638 20.6637
S 4.5098 4.5786 4.7606
Arabic
Av.% 5.0771 3.4600 4.2686
s2 46.6727 6.3545 27.1674
S 6.8317 2.5208 5.2122
----__--_
t 0.8066 3.81201 2.79091
sig.	 at 0.5	 0.01	 0.01
TABLE E.30
A 't' —Test carried out on
Occurrences of Synonymous Items
144	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 2.9140 6.4520 4.6830
—
s2 10.1894 25.1086 20.7782
S 3.1921 5.0108 4.5583
Arabic
Av.% 9.1752 14.0448 11.6100
s2 59.8802 73.0618 72.3993
S 7.7382 8.5476 8.5088
t 2.2440 2.2990 3.1280
sig.	 at 0.05 0.05 0.05
TABLE E.31
A 't' —Test carried out on
Occurrences of Lexical Strings
145	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 6.6316 0.9950 3.8133
s2 44.4451 2.4735 31.4019
S 6.6667 1.5727 5.6037
Arabic
•••nn•n•nn•n•n••
Av.% 12.3285 4.3822 8.3553
s2
••n•nn•nn•nn
199.2667 13.6925 122.2654
S 14.1162 3.7003 11.0574
t 1.0948 2.5273 3.1942
sig.	 at 0.3 0.05 0.01
TABLE E.32
A 't' —Test carried out on
Occurrences of Clause Structure Repetition
Vol II
Tot.
7
10
6
12
9
2
8
14
17
23
108
146
Text 1 21 31 41 51 61 7 1 8 1 9
	
1	 I 71 01 01 01 01 01 01 0
----I
	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I -I - -I - —
	2 	 I 31 ii 11 11 1	 11 11 1
	
1	 1
	 I	 1
	
3	 I 51 ii 01 01 01 01 0j 0
	1 	 1	 I	 I
	4 	 I 71 21 11 11 ii 01 01 0
—_--I
	 I	 I	 1	 1
	
5	 I 81 ii 01 01 01 0 	 01 0
—_--I
	
I	 I	 1
	6 	 I 2J 01 01 01 01 01 01 0
—__—I
	 I	 I	 I	 1
	
7	 I 21 21 21 21 01 01 01 0
—_--I
	 I	 I	 I	 1
	8 	 I 4 L 31 31 11 ii ii ii 0
—_--I
	 I	 I	 I	 I
	9
	 I 81 21 21 11 1 	 ii 11 1
1
	10	 I 61 3	 3	 31 21 21 21 2
---- I	 I	 I	 I	 I
Tot 1521151121 91 61 51 51 4
---- 1	 I	 I I --I - -I --I - -I - -
TABLE E.33
Identity Chains found in Corpus A
Text 1 21 31 41 51 61 7 1 81 9 Tot.
1	 I	 91	 31	 21	 11	 01	 01	 01	 0 15
III	 I	 11 — — 1 — — 1 --
2 	 1	 91	 21
	 01	 01	 01	 01	 01	 0 11
----	 I	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I
3	 1181	 41
	 21	 21	 01	 01	 01	 0 26
— I	 1	 1	 I	 1	 1
4	 1	 11	 01
	 01	 01	 01	 CI	 01	 0 1
1	 1	 I	 I1	 1
5	 1111	 11
	
01	 01	 01	 01	 01	 0 12
I	 1	 1	 I	 1	 1
6	 1101	 41
	
31	 11	 11	 ii	 01	 0 20
----	 1	 1
	
I	 I	 1	 1
7	 1	 51	 21	 21	 11	 11	 ii	 ii	 1 14
----	 1	 I	 I	 I	 I	 1
8	 1111
	
41	 31	 21	 21	 ii	 CI	 0 23
1	 1	 I	 I	 1	 1
9	 1	 41	 0	 0	 01	 01	 0	 0	 0 4
----	 1	 1	 I	 I	 1	 1
10	 1171
	 71	 71	 51	 41	 21	 21	 2 46
1	 1	 I	 1	 1	 1
Tot	 1951271191121
	 81	 51	 31	 3 172
1	 1 -• — 1 --I --I — — 1 — — 1 — — 1 — —
147	 Vol I I
TABLE E.34
Identity Chains found in Corpus B
148	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Tp T(p) D(t) Dt
-
Tot
1 6 1 1 7 15
40.0 6.7 6.7 46.7 100.1
- -
-Wagon/m.0.M
2 20 1 3 14 38
52.7 2.6 7.9 36.8 100.0
-
- -	 -
3 4 1 3 7 15
26.7 6.7 20.0 46.7 100.1
- -n•••••n•••
4 7 124 0 1
33.3 0 8.3 58.3 99.9
-
--
5 0 1 8 9
0 11.1 88.9 100.0
-
6 9 2 7 18
50.0 11.1 38.9 100.0
-
-
•n••nn•n••n•
7 12 2 1 10 25
48.0 8.0 4.0 40.0 100.0
-
-
•n•n••••=1
8 13 3 1 5 22
49.1 13.6 4.5 22.7 100.0
_
-
.II••n••n•n
9 11 1 1 10 23
47.8 4.3 4.3 43.5 99.9
- -
-
•n•n•nn••••n
10 3619 3 1 13
52.8 8.3 2.8 36.1 100.0
- - -
-
Tot 98 12 15 88 213
46.0 5.6 7.0 41.3 99.9
TABLE E.35
Thematic Items found in Corpus A
Tot
_ -
149	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Tp
--- -
T(p) D(t)
----
Dt
--- -
1 5 1 1 18 25
20.0 4.0 4.0 72.0 100.0
.n•nn•nnnn
--- -
••n•••••••• -- -_- -
2 2811 8 o 9
39.3 28.6 o 32.1 100.0
.0M/Me••n•n
--- -
--- -
- _
3 9 2 2 15 28
32.1 7.1 7.1 53.6 99.9
--- -
--_- -__- --- - --_- -
4 3 1 o 1 5
60.0 20.0 0 20.0 100.0
-
- --- -- _---
5 6 3 3 16 28
21.4 10.7 10.7
--_-
57.1
---
99.9
6
--_-
12
-
1 o 7
_
20
60.0 5.0 o 35.0
---
100.0
•n•nn•nn -_- - _ --
7 7 0 2 12 21
33.3 o 9.5 57.1 99.9
-
- _-
8
--- -
11 206 o 3
30.0 0 15.0 55.0 100.0
--- -
-
--- - ----
9 0 82 1 5
25.0 o 12.5 62.5 100.0
--- -
_ -__ -
--- -
•••••n••nn•
----
10 26 6 2 14 48
54.2 12.5 4.2 29.2 100.1
--- -
__- - _
----
Tot 87 22 14 108 231
37.7 9.5 6.1 46.8 100.1
-
,••n••nn••• --_-
TABLE E.36
Thematic Items found in Corpus B
150
Text
	 Tp	 T(p) D(t)
	 Dt	 TotNo:-_ ---_ --__ --_-
	 - ____
1	 6	 2	 1	 16	 25
24.0
	 8.0	 4.0 64.0 100.0
-__- -_-- -_-- _---
2	 2	 0	 8	 20	 30
6.7	 0	 26.7 66.7 100.1
---_ - - -
	 - __-
3	 4	 1	 6	 22	 33
12.1	 3.0 18.2 66.7
	 100.0
___- -_-- ---- ---- ____
4	 11	 1	 3	 17	 32
34.4	 2.7	 9.4 53.1 100.0
-	 - ---- ---- ----
5	 12	 1	 4	 20	 37
32.4	 2.7 10.8 54.1 100.0
---_ -- -- - - - - -
6	 7	 1	 6	 21	 35
20.0	 2.9 17.1 60.0 100.0
----	 ---- ---- ---- -__-
7	 12	 2	 4	 16	 34
35.3	 5.9	 11.8 47.1 100.1
-_-- -__- _--_ ---- --_-
8	 9	 1	 8	 20	 38
23.7	 2.6	 21.1 52.6 100.0
---_	 ___- --_- ---- ---
9	 3	 2	 6	 11	 22
13.6	 9.1 27.3 50.0 100.0
-__- ---- --_-	
-
10	 6	 2	 1	 16	 25
24.0	 8.0	 4.0 64.0 100.0
_---	 ___- ---- ---- ----
Tot	 72	 13	 47	 179	 311
23.2	 4.9	 15.1	 57.6	 100.1
_--_	 ____ --_- ---- ---_
TABLE E.37 .
Thematic Items found in Corpus C
Vol II
•••••n••nnI ---- ---- ----
151	 Vol II
Text	 Tp T(p) D(t) Dt	 Tot
No: - -	 -	 -
1 10 2 2 15 29
34.5 6.9 6.9 53.6 99.9
•n•••nn•• Mb ---- ---- ---
2 11 2 0 15 28
39.3 7.1 0 53.6 100.0
---- ---- ----
3 9 0 1 13 23
39.1 0 4.3 56.5 99.9
---- ---- ---- ----
4 11 0 1 13 25
44.0 0 4.0 52.0 100.0
----
-
-------- --- ----
5 14 1 1 13 30
48.3 3.4 3.4 44.8 99.9
---- ---- ---- _--- ---- -
6 8 1 2 18 29
27.6 3.4 6.9 62.1 100.0
---- ---- ---- ----
7 13 0 3 12 28
46.4 0 10.7 42.9 100.0
_ ---- --- -----
8 7 2 1 13 23
30.4 8.7 4.3 56.5 100.1
--- -
---- ---- --- -----OIMnn••nnn
9 7 1 1 14 23
30.4 4.3 4.3 60.9 99.9
--- -
__-- ----
10 13 4 1 14 32
40.6 12.5 3.1 43.8 100.0
--- -
-_-- -----
Tot 103 13 13 140 269
38.3 4.8 4.8 52.0 99.9
TABLE E.38	 -
Thematic Items found in Corpus D
152	 Vol II
English
_
A v B C v D
Av.Z 46.5746 23.2713
s2 632.5683 110.9939
S 25.1509 10.5354
Arabic
_Av.% 36.6571 37.6351
s2 246.3627 104.5714
s 15.6959 10.2260
t 0.9776 2.9350)
sig.	 at 0.4 0.01
TABLE E.39
A 't'—Test carried out on Proportions of
Items functioning as Theme Proper
I153	 Vol II
English A v B C v D A v C
Av.% 5.0064 14.9604 5.0064
s2 10.7872 57.2726 10.7872
•nn•nn••nn••n••
S 3.2844 7.5679 3.2844
Arabic
Av.%
1
4.64851
	 4.5730 14.9604
s2
1
21.99881
	
8.3097 57.2726
—
S
1
4.69031
	
2.8827 7.5679
t
1
0.18751	 3.4800 3.6197
sig.	 at
1
—	 1	 0.01 0.01
••n•nn•••••••••••n
TABLE E.40
A 't' —Test carried out on Proportions of
Items functioning as Diatheme—oriented Theme
154	 Vol II
Corpus C
Subject/Object 1 Adverbial
Corpus D
Subject/Object 1 Adverbial
2 1 46 2 1 10
Initial Medial Final Initial Medial Final
33 13 0 6 4 2
Adjnucts No.Gr's Clauses Adjuncts No.Gr's Clauses
16 21 9 3 6 3
34.8 45.7 19.6 25.0 50.0 25.0
TABLE E.41
Diatheme—Oriented Themes according to
Function, Position and Realization
,1nnnnnn••• -
155	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Sub.
-
Cora. Adv.
-
Cla.
----
0th.
-
Tot.
1 4 o 1 1 0 6
66.7 o 16.7 16.7 o 1 00. 1
•nn•n••nn•nn•
2 13 2 2
-
o 0 17
76.5 11.8 11.8 o 0 100.1
••n••••nn• -__-
----
--
3 0 1
----
4 5o 0
o 20.0 80.0 o o 100.0
-
4 3 1 o 0 0 4
75.0 25.0 0
-
0 0
-
100.0
---- ---
5	 0	 0 o
-
o 0 o
0	 0
----- --- ----
0 0 0 0
-
6	 0	 2 1 3 0	 6
0	 33.3 16.7 50.0 0	 100.0
---- ---- -_-- --_-
7	 3	 1 1 0 0 5
60.0 20.0 20.0 0 o 100.0
---- --_-
8	 4	 3
----
0 1 0	 8
50.0 37.5 0 12.5 0	 100.0
-----
	 - --- --- -
----
0
_-_-
79	 7	 0 0 o
100.	 0 0 o o 100.0
- - -
10	 12	 2
----
1 o
-
0	 15
80.0 13.3 6.7 0 0	 100.0
-
Tot	 46	 12
--
--- -
10
--
5 o 73
63.0	 16.4 13.7 6.8 o 100.0
---_
	 ---
----
-
TABLE E.42
Theme Proper Items in Corpus A analyzed
according to Function
156	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Sub.
----
COM•
-
Ad v.
----
Cla.
--- -
0th.
-
Tot.
4 51 1 o 0 0
n••n•n••••=1
80.0 20.0
----
0 0 o 100.0
---- ---- ---- -
........nnn
2 11 0 0 0 0 11
100. o 0 0 o 100.0
--- - - --
3 5 2 2 0 0 9
•n•=11••nnn
55.6 22.2 22.2 o o 100.0
4
---
2
----
1 o
-
o
-
0 3
66.7 33.3 o 0 0 1 00.0
5
--- -
5
--- -
1
---
0
--
o
-
0
_
6
83.3 16.7 0 0 0 100.0
---- ---- -
6 5 2 2 3 0 12
41.7 16.7 16.7
-
25.0
_---
0 100. 1
-_- - _
7 4 3 0 0 0 7
57.1 42.9 0 0 o 100 .0
----
8
----
5
----
1 1 o 0 7
71.4 14.3 14.3 o o 1 00. 0
--- -
--- -
9
-
o 22 0 0 0
100. 0 0 0 o 100.0
---
----
----
----
10 18 6 2 0 1 27
66.7 22.2 7.4 0 3.7 1 00. 0
--- -
--- - --- - --- - ---_
Tot. 61 17 7 3 1 89
68.5 19.1 7.9 3.4
----
1.1 1 00 .0
_-- ---- -
TABLE E.43 -
Theme Proper Items in Corpus B analyzed
according to Function
157	 Vol II
Text
No: --
Sub. COIll•
_
Adv.
-__ -
Cla. 0th. Tot.
1 5 1 0 0 0 6
83.3 16.7 o
-
0 0 100.0
2 o o 1
••••••nnnn••n••
o
_---
o 1
0 0 100. 0 o 100.0
m...i..m....11
3 4 0 o 0 1 5
80.0 0 o 0 20.0 100.0
nnnnn•nnn•nn••••
- -
----
4 5 0 2 0 1 8
62.5
__- -
0
_-
25.0
_---
0
-
12.5
--- -
100.0
5 2 1 4 0 0 7
28.6 14.3 57.1
-
o 0 100. 0
6 5
-
o 1
-
0
----
o 6
83.3 0 16.7 o 0 100.0
7 6 2
----
3
-
o
- _
0 11
54.5 18.2 27.3 o 0 100.0
8 3
_-_-
1
-
1
-
o
-
0 5
60.0 20.0 20.0 o 0 100.0
9
----
3
_---
o
-_--
o
-
o o 3
100. 0 o o 0 100.0
10
-
7
-
1
-
1
-
o
-
0 9
77.8 11.1 11.1
_
0
- _
o
- -
100.0
Tot. 40
--- -
6 13 o 2 61
65.6 9.8 21.3 o 3.3 100.0
----
--- - -
TABLE E.44 .
Theme Proper Items in Corpus C analyzed
according to Function
_
158	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Sub. Corn. Ad v.
-_-
Cla. 0th. Tot.
4
-
0 101 4 2 o
40.0 20.0 40.0 0 0 100.0
2
-
9
_---
o
--_-
o 0 o 9
••••n•n•••n
100.
-_- -
o
-
o
-_- -
0 o 100.0
3 5 o 2 0
-
o
-
7
71.4 o 28.6 0 o 100.0
•••n•n••n••••n
4
--_-
5
-__-
2 2 o
----
o 9
.....m......
55.6 22.2 22.2 o o 100.0
5 8
--- -
2 1
-
o
-Y.-
o 1 1
72.7 18.2 9.1
-__-
0
-
o
-
100. 0
n•••••nnn•n
6 5
----
3 0 0 o 8
62.5 37.5 0
--_-
o
--
o 100.0
7
-
12
_---
1 o o
--
o
----
13
92.3 7.7 0 o o
-
100.0
•n •••••••••••nn•
8
---
7
-
0 1 o o
-
8
87.5 0 12.5 o o
----
100.0
9
--_ _
7 o o
••=1
0 o 7
100. 0 o 0 o
-
1 00.0
•••n•n•nnn••n
10
_---
10
---
4
-
0 0 o 14
71.4 28.6 0 0 0
--
100.0
-
Tot. 72 14
-
10 0 o
----
96
75.0 14.6 10.4 0 o 100.0
.....M.n•n•n _-_- - - -
TABLE E.45 .
Theme Proper Items in Corpus D analyzed
according to Function
159	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Sub. Corn. Adv.
_
Cla.
-
0th. Tot.
1 1 3 1 2 7
14.3 42.9 14.3 28.6 100.1
2 8 3 3 0 14
57.1 21.4 21.4 0 99.9
3 5 1 1 7
71.4 14.3 14.3 100.0
•n••n•n•••nn
4 4 0 3 0 7
57.1 42.9 0 100.0
-
5 2 2 4 8
25.0 25.0 50.0 0 100.0
6 6 0 1 7
85.7 0 14.3 0 100.0
7 6 0
-
3
-
1 10
60.0 0 30.0 10.0 0 100.0
8 3 2 0 5
60.0 0 40.0 0 100.0
- -
9 5 0 5 0 10
50.0 50.0 0
-
100.0
10 8 0 4 0 o 12
66.7 0 33.3 100.0
-
-
Tot. 48 9 27 3 0 87
55.2 10.3 31.0 3.4 0 99.9
TABLE E.46
Diatheme Items in Corpus A analyzed
according to Function
160	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Sub.
----
Corn.
--- -
Adv. Cla. 0th.
--- -
Tot.
12 181 2 3 o 1
66.7 11.1 16.7 0 5.6 100.1
2 4 0 5 0
__--
o 9
-_
44.4
--_-
o
--
55.5 0 o 99.9
3 13 1 1 0 0
----
15
86.7 6.7 6.7 0 0 100.1
n•=11.M......•••n
4
----
1
-
o
-
0 o 0 1
100. 0 0 o 0 100.0
5
-__
8
----
4
----
2
--- -
2
--
o
-__-
16
50.0 25.0 12.5 12.5 0
-
1 0 0. 0
•••n•••••••nn•
6 3
-
1 3 o o 7
42.9 14.3 42.9 o 0 100.1
•n•n••n
---- --- -
-- --
7 9 0 2 1 0 12
75.0 0 16.7 8.3 o
-
100.0
_--_
8 9
----
0
--_-
2 o 0 11
81.8 0 18.2 o 0 100.0
----
9
--_-
4
--_-
0
___-
1
-
o
--
o 5
80.0 0 20.0 0 o
-
100.0
10 10
----
2
----
2
-
0 o 14
71.4 14.3 14.3 0 o 100.0
---- -_-- ---- --
--
Tot. 73 10 21 3 1 108
67.6 9.3 19.4 2.8 0.9 100.0
- -- -- _-__-
TABLE E.47 •
Diatheme Items in Corpus B analyzed
according to Function
161
Text
No:--
1
Sub.
-_- -
15
93.8
Corn.
--
o
o
Ad v.
1
6.3
Cla.
----
o
o
0th.
--
o
0
Tot.
---_
16
100.1
••nn••n•••••nnn
2 17 1 1
-
o
-
o 19
89.5 5.3 5.3 0 o 1 00.1
3	 17	 0
--
3 0
--
1 21
81.0	 0 14.3 o 4.8 100.1
---------	 ___
4	 12	 0 5 o 0 17
70.6	 0 29.4 o 0
-_--
100.0
5	 16	 2
--	 - _-- -
2
--
o o
----
20
80.0 10.0 10.0 o o 100.0
-
6	 15	 1
--- ----
3 0 1 20
75.0	 5.0 15.0 0 5.0 100.0
____	 ---- ---_ -- -__ ---_
3 197	 16	 0 o 0
84.2	 0 15.8 o 0 100.0
----
8	 17	 1
----
2 o o 20
85.0	 5.0 10.0 o 0
-
100.0
----	 ---- ----
9	 10	 0 1
--_- -
0 0
-----
11
90.9	 0 9.1 o o 100.0
- -
-----
--_--	 --_
10	 11	 0 6 0 0 17
64.7	 0 35.3 o o 100.0
----
-_-_ _--- -- -- --
Tot.	 146	 5 27	 f 0 2	 1180	 1
81.1	 2.8 15.01	 0 1.1	 100.01
----I	 --
----- __-_
	 ---
I
TABLE E.48 -
Diatheme Items in Corpus C analyzed
according to Function
Vol I I
----
----
162	 Vol II
Text
No:-
Sub.
--- -
Coin.
-
Adv.
--- -
Cla. 0th. Tot.
- - -
1 12 1 2 o o 15
•nn•n•n••••n••n
80.0 6.7 13.3 0 o 100.0
2
----
10 3
----
1
-
0
-
o 14
71.4
--- -
21.4 7.1 o o 99.9
3 10 2
_
1
•••••n•n•• n
o
_
o
-
13
76.9 15.4 7.7 0 o 10 0. 0
4
---
8
_--
1 4
-
0
-
o 13
61.5 7.7 30.8 o o 100.0
5
--- -
9 1 3 0
-
o
----
13
69.2 7.7 23.1 0 o 100.0
6 12 2
----
5
-
0
-
o
-----
19
63.2 10.5 26.3 0 o 100.0
-
-
----
--- -
-- --- - _--_
137 10 o 3 o o
70.0 o 30.0
----
o
-
o 100.0
8
_--
9 o 1 o
----
1
-----
11
81.8 0 9.1 o 9.1 100.0
--- - --
--- -
-- -_- _
9 11 3 1 0 0 15
73.3 20.0 6.7
----
o
-
0
__--
100.0
---- -
10 7 3 4 0 0 14
50.0 21.4 28.6 o 0 100.0
--- -
--
- -
..............n
Tot. 98 16 25 oil 140
70.0 11.4 17.9 0	 I	 0.7 100.0
---
----I ----
TABLE E.49
Diatheme Items in Corpus D analyzed
according to Function
163	 Vol II
English
—
A v B C v D A v C
Av.% 56.0798 81.7401 56.0798
s2 726.3920 132.0094 726.3920
_
S 26.9517 11.4895 26.9517
Arabic
Av.% 66.4717 69.5546 81.7401
s2 386.4180 100.4695 132.0094
S 19.6575 10.0234 11.4895
t 0.9346 2.3976 2.6275
—__—_—
sig. at
-----_---
0.4 0.05 0.02
el•• ...1nn•nnnnn•n••n•nn
TABLE E.50
A 't' —Test carried out on Diathematic
Elements functioning as Subject
Vol II164
English A v B C v D A v C
Av.% 10.0257 2.6782 10.0257
s2 192.5515 13.1340 192.5515
S 13.8763 3.6241 13.8763
Arabic
Av.% 7.7215 10.7513 2.6782
s2 91.9162 49.3882 13.1340
S 9.5873 7.0277 3.6241
t 0.4099 3.0630 1.5369
sig. at — 0.01 0.2
TABLE E.51
A 't' —test carried out on Diathematic
Elements functioning as Complement
165	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Pro.
----
NG. Ad j.
-_--
Cla.
-_--
Tot.
4 0
----
61 1 1
66.7 0 16.7 16.7 100.1
---_
-
----
2
---
19
••••n•n•n••••
o 20o 1
95.0 o o 5.0 100.0
--_- - --- - _
3
-
o1 1 2 4
25.0 25.0 50.0 0 100.0
---- --- -
-
-
4 43 1 0 o
75.0 25.0 o o 100.0
-_-- ----
---
5 0 o0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
---- ---- -----
---
••••nn•nn•••n
6 3 3 1 2 9
33.3 33.3 11.1 22.2 99.9
-__- -_- -
--- -
--__
7 10 2 0 0 12
83.3 16.7 0 0 100.0
-_-_---
8 9 3 0 1 13
69.2 23.1 0 7.7
-_
100.0
---_
9
--__
9 2
- _
o o 11
81.9 18.2 o 0 100.0
--__
10
--_-
15
-__-
2
- _
1 1 19
78.9 10.5 5.3 5.3 100.0
•••n•••. WM -
Tot. 73 14 5 6 98
74.5 14.3 5.1 6.1 100.0
---- ___- --
TABLE E.52
Theme Proper Elements in Corpus A
analyzed according to Composition
166
Text
No: - -
Pro.
--- -
NG. Ad j.
-
Cla. Tot.
0 o
----
51 5 o
100. 0 o o 100.0
n••••••••n
2
---
11
-
0
-
o o
- --- -
11
100. o o 0	 1100.0
--- -
3 2 97 o o
77.7 22.2 o o 99.9
4
--- -
2
_-_-
1
--
o o 3
66.7 33.3 o o 100.0
--- -
--_ -
5 o
--__
66 0 o
100. o 0 o
_
100.0
•••nnn••••n
6	 5 3
---
1 3
-_--
12
41.7 25.0 8.3 25.0 100.0
-- _-_ - -- --- -
7	 7 0 0 0 7
100. o o
-tw-
0 100.0
8	 4
-- ----
2 o o 6
66.7 33.3 o o
--- -
100.0
9	 1
_-_- _-_ -
1
----
o o 2
50.0 50.0 o o 100.0
- -
10	 24
_---
2 o
----
260
92.3 7.7 0
--
o
--
100.0
-_--	 ___-
Tot.	 72 11 1 3 87
82.8 12.6 1.1 3.4 99.9
----
---_
TABLE E.53
Theme Proper Elements in Corpus B
analyzed according to Composition
Vol II
167
Text
No:--
1
Pro.
6
MG. Ad j. Cla. Tot.
6
100. 0 0 0 100.0
nnn••••••nnnn
-
2 2 0 0 2
100. 0 0 0 100.0
-
3 4 0 4
100. 0 0 100.0
-
•••n•n•••n•
4 5 4 2 11
45.5 36.4 18.2 0 100.1
-
5 7 5 0 12
58.3 41.7 0 100.0
-
6 4 3 0 7
57.1 42.9 0 100.0
7 6 4 1 1 12
50.0 33.3 8.3 8.3 99.9
- -
8 4 2 3 9
44.4 22.2 0 33.3 99.9
-
••nn•nn•••n
9 2 0 0 2
100. 0 0 0 100.0
-
-
10 5 1 0 0 6
83.3 16.7 0 0 100.0
-
-
Tot. 45 19 3 4 71
63.4 26.8 4.2 5.6 100.0
•nnnn•n••nn
TABLE E.54
Theme Proper Elements in Corpus C
analyzed according to Composition
Vol I I
n••••n•n••n - _
168
Text
No: - -
Pro.
-
NC.
-
Ad j. Cla. Tot.
-
0 101 6 4 o
60.0 40.0 o o 100.0
2
--- -
11
---
0
-
o 0 11
100.
-
0 o
- _
0 100.0
.1.1••n•n•=1
3
---
4 5 o
-
0 9
44.4 55.6 o 0 100.0
•••n••n••••
--- -
7 4
-
o 0 11
63.6 36.4 o 0 100.0
n•n•n•••••n
5
--- -
6
--- -
8
- _
o 0 14
42.9 57.1 o 0 100.0
aND•n•n•••••••
6
--- -
6
--- -
2
- _
o o 8
75.0 25.0 o o
-
100.0
7 12
-__ -
1
- _
o 0 13
92.3 7.7 o o 100.0
- -
8
--- -
4
--_-
2 o 1 7
57.1 28.6 o
-
14.3
-
100.0
9
--- -
5
-__ -
2 o 0 7
71.4 28.6 o
- _
0
-
100.0
••n•••n••n
10
.11••
13
•nnnn••nn••
o o 0 13
100. o o
- -
0
-
100.0
Tot.
-__-
74
--- -
28 o 1 103
71.8 27.2 o 1.0 100.0
Vol II
TABLE E.55
Theme Proper Elements in Corpus D
analyzed according to Composition
169 Vol II
Text
No: - -
Pro. Nom.
-
Ad j. Cla. Tot.
----
1 1 1 0 5 7
14.3 14.3 0 71.4 100.1
••nn•n•••• _ _---
----
2 2 7 1 4 14
14.3 50.0 7.1 28.6 100.0
-
••••nn••n•••
3 4 7o 1 2
o 57.1 14.3 28.6
---
100.0
_-- - -
-
4 2 1 1 3 7
28.6 14.3 14.3 42.9 100.1
---
---_ --_ -
5 4 8o 0 4
0 50.0 0
- _
50.0
---
100.0
•nnn•n••=,
6 0 6 0 1 7
0 85.7 0
--
14.3
--- -
100.0
wiNNI.MOWNI
7
-_
o
--- -
7 0 3 10
0 70.0 0 30.0
---
100.0
----
8
- _
o
----
4
----
0 1 5
0 80.0 0 20.0
-_-
100.0
----•nnnnn=1“. -
9 0 4 2 4 10
0 40.0 20.0 40.0 100.0
-_-_ __-- ----
.a1.1nn•••.
10 4 5 2 2 13
30.8 38.5 15.4 15.4 100.1
--- - ---_ --- --- -
Tot
	
9
	
43
	
7	 29	 88
10.2 48.9 8.0 33.0 100.1
••••••n•nn1 
----
	
- ----
	
-
TABLE E.56-
Diathematic Elements in Corpus A
analyzed according to Composition
170
Text
No: - -
1
Pro.
3
16.7
2
Nom. Ad j.
-
0
0
Cla.
6
33.3
-
2
Tot.
9
50.0
18
100. 1
2 1 4 9
22.2 11.1 44.4 22.2 99.9
-
n••n••nnn
3 3 9 0 3 15
20.0 60.0 0 20.0 100.0
•••n•n••n - -
4 Li 10 0 0
100. 0 100.0
-
-
5 2 6 8 16
12.5 37.5 0 50.0 1 00. 0
•NO
-
6 0 4 3 7
0 57.1 42.9 0 100.0
-
7 2 7 0 3 12
16.7 58.3 0 25.0 100. 0
-
8 0 9 2 0 11
0 81.8 18.2 0 100.0
••nnn•nn••n
9 1 3 1 5
20.0 60.0 20.0 100.0
-
10 2 10 1 1 14
14.3 71.4 7.1 7.1 100.0
-
-
-
Tot 16 58 11 23 108
J14.8 53.7 10.2 21.3 100.0
I-
TABLE E.57
Diathematic Elements in Corpus B
analyzed according to Composition
Vol II
171
Text
No: - -
Pro.
-
Nom. Ad j. Cla. Tot.
1 1 12 1 2 16
6.3 75.0 6.3 12.5 100.0
••nn•nn•n•
2 0 14 0 5 19
66.7 26.3 100.1
••n•n•n
3 2 14 1 4 21
9.5 66.7 4.8 19.0 1 00. 0
-
-
4 1 5 2 9 17
5.9 29.4 11.8 52.9 100.1
-
•n••nn••••n
5 14 211 1 5
4.8 66.7 4.8 23.8 100.2
-
-
6 0 15 0 5 20
0 75.0 0 25.0 100.0
- -
•n••n•n••n
7 0 11 5 16
0 68.8 0 31.3 100.1
-
n••••n•••••n
8 1 17 2 20
5.0 85.0
-
---
10.0
-
100.0
•IMI•nn••••=1.
9 1 8 o 2 11
9.1 72.8
-
18.2
• n•• • •	 .NO
100.1
n• •••••••••n
1 0 2 9 2 4 17
11.8 52.9 11.8 23.5 100.0
Tot 9 119 7 43 178
5.1 66.9 3.9 24.2 100.1
•nn•n••••
TABLE E.58 .
Diathematic Elements in Corpus C
analyzed according to Composition
Vol II
172
Text
No: - -
Pro. Nom. Ad j. Cla.
_
Tot.
1 7 7 1 0 15
46.7 46.7 6.7 0 100.1
2 2 10 0 4 16
12.5 62.5 25.0 100.1
MMM.M.M,
1
-
8 43 13
7.7 61.5 0 30.8 100.0
-
4 2 7 1 3 13
15.4 53.8 7.7 23.1 100.0
-
5 0 8 0 5 13
0 61.5 0 38.5 100.0
-
6 2 12 2 3 19
10.5 63.2(10.5 15.8(100.0
--
7 1 7 1 4 13
7.7 53.8 7.7 30.8 100.0
8 4 4 1 4 13
30.8 30.8 7.7 30.8 100.1
9
.M.MWM.M1
4 7 4 15
26.7 46.7 26.7 100.1
-
-
10 5 5 4 14
35.7 35.7
75
52.1
0
-
6
4.2
28.6
-
35	 (144
100.0
Tot 28
19.4 24.31100.01
f
--- -1 ---- I
TABLE E.59 -
Diathematic Elements in Corpus D
analyzed according to Composition
Vo l
 II
173	 Vol II
English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 9.1075 4.9906 7.0491
s2 149.9712 13.9770 86.2114
S 12.2463 3.7386 9.2850
Arabic
Av.% 16.6705 18.5438 17.6071
s2 102.9119 173.6844 139.1754
S 10.1446 13.1789 11.7973
t 1.4268 2.9681 3.0655
sig.
	 at 0.2 0.01 0.01
TABLE E.60
A 't' —Test carried out on Pronouns
having Diathematic Status
0i.
174
Text
No: - -
1
nn••••nn•n
1
- -
o
o
2
_
3
42.9
3
4
57.1
Tot.
7
100.0
2 3 6 5 14
21.4 42.9 35.7 100.0
nn••nnnnnnn
-
--_- _---
3 1 3 3 7
14.3 42.9 42.9 100.1
-__- ---- -_- ----
4 1 6 0 7
14.3 85.7 0 100.0
---- -___ ---- --__
5 2 2 4 8
25.0 25.0 50.0 100.0
---- --__--_ -__-
6 2 4 1 7
28.6 57.1 14.3 100.0
_-_- - ----
7 1 8 1 10
10.0 80.0 10.0 100.0
_-- -__ ----
8 0 4 1 5
0 80.0 20.0 100.0
•n••nnn
9 1 7 2 10
10.0 70.0 20.0 100.0
----
10 3 6 4 13
23.1 46.2 30.8 100.1
- -----__ ___-
Tot 14 49 25 88
15.9 55.7 28.4 100.0
---- --_- ------_ _---
Vol
 II
_
TABLE E.61 .
Head Word Connection
in Corpus A
Key:
1. Cases where head is connected to head (5/1=5/1)
2. Cases where either head functions as a connector.
3. Cases where neither head functions as a connector.
175
Text
No: - -
1 2 3 Tot.
1 6 5 7 18
33.3 27.8 38.9 100.0
-
2 4 4 1 9
44.4 44.4 11.1 99.9
3 7 7 1 15
46.7 46.7 6.7 100.1
4 0 1 0 1
0 100. 0 100.0
-
5 3 4 9 16
18.8 25.0 56.3 100.1
6 2 4 1 7
28.8 57.1 14.3 100.2
7 2 7 3 12
16.7 58.3 25.0 100.0
-
8 2 6 3 11
18.2 54.5 27.3 100.0
9 1 1 3 5
20.0 20.0 60.0 100.0
10 6 6 2 14
42.9 42.9 14.3 100.1
Tot 33
_
45 30 108
30.6 41.7 27.8 100.1
_
TABLE E.62 .
Head Word Connection
in Corpus B
Vo l
 II
176	 Vol II
Text
No: - -
1
-
2 3 Tot.
-_-
1 4 6 6 16
25.0 37.5 37.5 100.0
-- ---
----
2 7 6 7 20
35.0 30.0 35.0 100.0
---- --- ---
----
3 6 11 5 22
27.3 50.0 22.7 100.0
--_- ---- --_-----
4 6 4 7 17
35.3 23.5 41.2 100.0
- ----
5 4 8 8 20
20.0 40.0 40.0 100.0
- ----
6 5 9 7 21
23.8 42.9 33.3 100.0
--_- -__-
----
7 7 6 3 16
43.8 37.5 18.8 100.1
---
---
8 9 5 6 20
45.0 25.0 30.0 100.0
_
---
---
9 4 5 2 11
36.4 45.5 18.2 100. 1
--- -
--- -
----
10 4 4 8 16
25.0 25.0 50.0 100.0
-_- -
--- -
Tot 56 64 59 179
31.3 35.8 33.0 100.1
-_--
---
---
----
TABLE E.63 .
Head Word Connection
in Corpus C
177 Vol II
2 Tot.3
-
42.9
39
27.9
42.9
-
73
52.1
14.3
Tot 28
20.0
al FNMA
100.1
140
100.0
Text
No: - -
1 7
46.7
4
26.7
-
4
26.7
-
15
100.1
••n••••n
2	 5 5 5 15
33.3 33.3 33.3 99.9
3	 3 7 3 13
23.1 53.8 23.1 100.0
-•n•••nn••••••
4	 1 7 5 13
7.7 53.8 38.5 100.0
-
5	 1 8 4 13
7.7 61.5 30.8 100.0
6	 3 12 3 18
16.7 66.7 16.7 100.1
-
-
7	 2 7 3 12
16.7 58.3 25.0 100.0
-
8	 2 9 2 13
15.4 69.2 15.4 100.0
-
9	 2 8 4 14
14.3 57.1 28.6 1 0 0. 0
-
10	 2 6 6 14
TABLE E.64
Head Word Connection
in Corpus D
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English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.% 15.4744 31.6653 23.5699
s2 136.3196 88.4515 177.9218
".........Mn••n
s 11.6756 9.4049 13.3387
Arabic
Av.% 29.5598 19.2260 24.3929
s2 331.6225 116.1156 250.5660
s 18.2105 10.7757 15.8293
t 1.9534 2.6092
--------_
0.1733
------_—
sig.	 at 0.1 0.02 OM
TABLE E.65
A 'C—Test carried out
on Headword Connectors
Text
No: - -
1
1+2
-
1
14.3
3+0
4
57.1
179
4+5
-
1
14.3
6
1
14.3
7 Tot.
Vol II
7
100.0
••••••n•••••
2 9 3 1 1 14
64.3 0 21.4 7.1 7.1 99.9
••••nnn•n
3 2 1 2 1 7
14.3 28.6 14.3 28.6 14.3 100.1
4 1 2 3 1 7
14.3 28.6 42.9 14.3 100.1
- -
-
5 2 2 2 0 2 8
25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 100.0
•••n• n•••n
6 4 1 0 2 7
57.1 14.3 0 0 28.6 100.0
-
7 4 1 2 3 10
40.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 100.0
•n•••nn•
8 3 1 1 0 0 5
60.0 20.0 20.0 0 100.0
-
--
9 4 1 1 3 1 10
40.0 10.0 10.0 30.0 10.0 100.0
••nn•n•n•n••n
10 6 3 2 0 2 13
46.2 23.1 15.4 15.4 100.1
-
-
•n•••
Tot. 35 15 13 12 13 88
39.8 17.0 14.8 13.6 14.8 100.0
TABLE E.66
Diathemes in Corpus A analyzed according
to FSP function of Predecessor
Key:
1. Theme 2. Diatheme
3. Transition 4. Rheme
5. Rheme Proper 6. Whole clause
7. Exophoric connection 0. Not applicable.
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Text 1+2 3+0 4+5 6 7 Tot.
No: -- - -- --- - -_- _
----
1 7 5 2 2 2 18
38.9 27.8 11.1 11.1 11.1 100.0
2
...•n••••••••
o 1 4 4 0 9
o 11.1 44.4 44.4 0 99.9
_-- - -_-- --- -
-
3 5 150 8 1 1
33.3 o 53.3 6.7 6.7 100.0
••n•n•••••••=1
4
-
o
-
0
-
o 0
-
1 1
0 o o 0 100. 100.0
- -- -
--- -
-_--
5 1 6 7 2 0	 16
6.3 37.5 43.8 12.5 0	 100.1
6
-
1 1
--_-
1
----
2 2 7
14.3 14.3 14.3 28.6 28.6 100.1
-__- -__-
--- -
_
----
7 1 1 6 2 2 12
8.3 8.3 50.0 16.7 16.7 100.0
8 6
-
o
-
3
----
2
-
o 11
.................
54.5 o 27.3 18.2 o 100.0
9 1 3 1
----
o
--
o 5
20.0 60.0 20.0 o o 100.0
Vol II
.........M.NIO - ---
10 7 1 3 1 2 14
50.0 7.1 21.4 7.1 14.3 99.9
••n•••n•nn 	 •Im.	
••n•••nn WO _-_-
Tot.	 29	 18 35 16	 )10	 NOB
126.9116.7 32.4 14.81	 9.31100.11
-----1 ----I ---- 
-
TABLE E.67 -
Diathemes in Corpus B analyzed according
to FSP function of Predecessor
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Text 1+2
_
3+0 4+5 6 7 Tot.
No: -- - - ----
1 5 3 7 o 1 16
31.3 18.8 43.8 0 6.3 100.2
-
----
2 10 6 1 2 1 20
50.0 30.0 5.0 10.0 5.0 100.0
--- -
----
3 6 2 9 3 2 22
27.3 9.1 40.9 13.6 9.1 100.0
nnn•••n•n•n
----
-
- -
4 7 4 4 2 0 17
41.2 23.5 23.5 11.8 o 100.0
--- -
- - --- -_- -
----
_
5 5 2 10 1 2 20
25.0 10.0 50.0 5.0 10.0 100.0
OMM!...•n
6
----
14 2
-
o 3 2 21
66.7 9.5 o 14.3 9.5 100.0
--- -
-
--- - ----
7 5 2 5 2 2 16
31.3 12.5 31.3 12.5 12.5 100.1
---
--_- -----
----
8 11 4 3 0 2 20
55.0 20.0 15.0 o 10.0
----
100.0
-_-_
9
-
5 1
-_- -
2
-
2 1 11
45.5
---
9.1 18.2 18.2 9.1
----
100.1
_
_
10 4 4 6 1 1 16
25.0 25.0 37.5 6.3 6.3 100.1
--- -
----
--- -
----
----
---
Tot. 72 30 47 16 14 179
40.2 16.8 26.3 8.9 7.8 100.0
Vol II
MINI•nnnn••MMID
---- ---
TABLE E.68 .
Diathemes in Corpus C analyzed according
to FSP function of Predecessor
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Text	 1+2 3+0 4+5 6 7 Tot.
No:-- - -- --
1	 5 2 4 2 2 15
33.3 13.3 26.7 13.3 13.3 99.9
eiNi.n•n••n•••••
-
2	 3	 3	 5	 2	 2	 15
20.0 20.0 33.3 13.3 13.3
	 99.9
-	 -	 -- - -.
3	 5	 1	 5	 1	 1	 13
38.5	 7.7 38.5	 7.7	 7.7	 100.1
-----	 -__	 ---_	 ----
4	 2	 1	 4	 3	 3	 13
15.4	 7.7 30.8 23.1 23.1	 100.1
5	 7	 2	 4	 0	 0	 13
53.8 15.4 30.8	 0	 0	 100.0
- -	
- -.. -
6	 8	 3	 6	 1	 0	 18
44.4 16.7 33.3	 5.6	 0	 100.0
-- --	 --	
-	 -
7	 4	 1	 5	 1	 1	 12
33.3	 8.3 41.7	 8.3	 8.3	 99.9
- - - - - -
8	 3	 2	 5	 3	 0	 13
23.1 15.4 38.5 23.1	 0	 100.1
9	 3	 2	 7	 2	 0	 14
21.4 14.3 50.0 14.3	 0	 100.0
10	 2	 6	 3	 2	 1	 14
14.3 42.9 21.4 14.3 	 7.1	 100.0
---- -__- ---_ ___- ---- -___
Tot. 42	 23	 48	 17	 10	 140
30.0	 16.4 34.3	 12.1	 7.1	 99.9
TABLE E.69 •
Diathemes in Corpus D analyzed according
to FSP function of Predecessor
Vol II
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English A v B C v D AC v BD
Av.%
•nnnnn•nn•••nn•••
14.6837 27.8040 21.2438
s2 112.5336 318.5818 258.5931
s 10.6082 17.8489 16.0808
Arabic
Av.% 31.4778 34.4221 32.9500
s2 .440.5559 60.3432 252.6169
s ' 20.9894 7.7681 15.8939
t 2.1423 1.0199 2.2568
sig. at 0.05 0.4 0.05
TABLE E.70
A 't' —Test carried out on
Diathemes with a Rhematic Predecessor
••• •nnn••n•n••• ••••n•••
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Text 11 12 13 21 22 23 Tot.
No: -- - _
1 1 4 2 7
14.3 0 57.1 0 28.6 100.0
...0.••n•n•nn
2 1 1 10 1 1 14
7.1 7.1 71.4 7.1 7.1 99.8
3 1 2 3 1 7
14.3 28.6 42.9 0 14.3 100. 1
4 3 1 2 0 1 7
42.9 14.3 28.6 0 14.3 100.1
- -
-
5 2 2 2 0 0 2 8
25.0 25.0 25.0 0 25.0 100. 0
•••••n•••••••• n••n•nn•••
6 0 4 3 0 0 0 7
0
-
57.1
-
42.9
-
0
^
0 0 100.0
7 3 4 0 0 0 3 10
30.0 40.0 0 0 30.0 100.0
•n••••nn••••••=1,
8 1 2 0 2 5
20.0 40.0 0 0 40.0 100.0
- •n••n•n• n•• •••n _
9 2 2 2 0 4 10
20.0 20.0 20.0 40.0 100.0
10 4 3 2 0 4 13
30.8 23.1 15.4 0 0 30.8 100.1
- - - _
Tot. 8817 20 28 2 1 20
19.3 22.7 31.8 2.3 1.1 22.7 99.9
TABLE Eal
Diathematic elements in Corpus A analyzed
according to Textual Function
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Text 11 12 13 21 22 23 Tot.
--_- --- - - --No:- - _
1 1 6 9 0 0 2 18
5.6 33.3 50.0 0 0 11.1 100.0
--------
2 4 0 0 2 0 3 9
44.4 o 0 13.3
----
0 33.3 99.9
3 4
-
8
--- -
2 1 o o 15
26.7 53.3 13.3 6.7
-
0 o
-
100.0
•n•••••n•n•n•n•n
4 0 1
----
0 o o o 1
0 100. 0 o o o 100.0
- -- --- __
5
•n•••nn•n ••••
6 1 5 o 0 4 16
37.5 6-3 31.3 o o 25.0 100.1
---
-
6
-
3 o o 11 2 7
14.3 42.9 o 28.6 o 14.3 100.1
-_- - - -_--
--- -
-- ---
7 4 5 1 1 0 1 12
33.3 41.7 8.3 8.3
----
o
-
8.3
_---
99.9
8 2 0 7 o o 2 11
18.2 o 63.6 o
-
0 18.2
---_
100.0
9
-_- -
1
-
o
--- -
4 0 0 0 5
20.0 0 80.0 0 0
-
0 100.0
10
---_
o
----
9 2 o o 3 14
o 64.3 14.3 o o 21.4 100.0
-__ -
---
--- -
---_ -- __- - -
33Tot. 23 30 6 o 16 108
21.3 30.6 27.8 5.6 0 14.8 100.1
••n •nn••n•nn __- -_-
TABLE E.72 .
Diathematic elements in Corpus B analyzed
according to Textual Function
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Text 11 12 13 21 22 23 Tot.
No: - - - -
1 2 4 9 1 0 0 16
12.5 25.0 56.3 6.3 100.1
2 1 6 11 1 1 20
5.0 30.0 55.0 5.0 5.0 100.0
-
-
3 8 1 10 0 3 22
36.4 4.5 45.5 0 13.6 100.0
2 4 6 3 0 2 17
11.8 23.5 35.3 17.6 0 11.8 100.0
_
- -
5 6 3 9 2 20
30.0 15.0 45.0 0 0 10.0 100.0
6 2 3 13 1 2 21
9.5 14.3 61.9 4.8 9.5 100.0
7 4 2 8
•n••n•n•nn
1 1 16
25.0 12.5 50.0 0 6.3 6.3 100.1
8 2 3 13 2 0 20
10.0 15.0 65.0 10.0 0 100.0
-
- aFFIM•••nnnn••
9 3 5 1 0 1 1 11
27.3 45.5 9.1 9.1 9.1 100.1
10 2 2
••••••nn••••
8
01.•11••nn
0 4 16
12.5 12.5 50.0 0 0 25.0 100.0
--
Tot. 32 33 88 7 4 15 179
17.9 18.4 49.2 3.9 2.2 8.4 100.0
TABLE E.73
Diathematic elements in Corpus C analyzed
according to Textual Function
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Text 11 12 13 21 22 23 Tot.
No: - -
-
1 5 4 5 0 1 0 15
33.3 26.7 33.3 6.7 0 100. 0
2 6 3 4 0 2 15
40.0 20.0 26.7 0 0 13.3 100.0
••••n•••n••n --
3 6 2 4 0 1 13
46.2 15.4 30.8 7.7 100.1
4 3 2 4 0 1 3 13
23.1 15.4 30.8 7.7 23.1 100.1
-
5 2 3 5 0 0 3 13
15.4 23.1 38.5 23.1 100.1
6 4 4 5 2 0 3 18
22.2 22.2 27.8 11.1 16.7 100.0
- - -
7 2 3 4 0 0 3 12
16.7 25.0 33.3 25.0 100.0
n••nnn•••••••n•
8 7 1 4 0 0 1 13
53.8 7.7 30.8 0 7.7 100.0
9 7 2 5 0 0 0 14
50.0 14.3 35.7 0 100.0
10 3 3 8 0 0 0 14
21.4 21.4 57.1 0 0 99.9
-••••nnn•nn
Tot. 45 27 48 2 3 15 140
32.1 19.3 34.3 1.4 2.1 10.7 99.9
nnn•••••nn
TABLE E.74
Diathematic elements in Corpus D analyzed
according to Textual Function
188
English
_
A v B C v D
Av.% 17.2543 18.3183
s2 146.0824 131.8854
s 12.0865 11.4841
Arabic
Av.% 22.3690 31.1901
s2 397.2855 128.0015
s 19.9320 11.3138
t 0.6583 2.3953
sig.	 at — 0.05
TABLE E.75
A 't' —test carried out on Diathemes
introducing information from the
rhematic sphere into the thematic sphere
Vol II
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English A v B C v D
—
Av.% 34.1509 48.0405
s2 1183.8146 273.6909
S 34.4066 16.5436
Arabic
Av.% 26.6910 34.3627
s2 710.3772 65.8314
S 26.6529 8.1137
t 0.5142 2.2269
sig.	 at — 0.05
TABLE E.76
A 't' —test carried out on Diathemes
introducing new information directly
into the thematic sphere.
Vol II
Feature
+ XTheme
Circumstance
Subject
Complement
+ Rheme proper
Dummy rheme
Explicit
Incomplete
Voc. 3
Superordinate
Subjective
Negation
Rhetorical question
Adverb
Culturally conditioned
Clause relation explicit
General Purpose connector
+ New background information
Specific connector
Discourse adjunct
Conjunction
Coordinator
Subordinator
+ Voc. 3 with anaphoric ref.
Addresser explicit
Addressee explicit
+ Clause Framework repetition
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APPENDIX F
Realization
Include XTheme
Enter group level system
Conflate XTheme Adverbial
Reenter XTheme system
Conflate XTheme Subject
Reenter XTheme system
Conflate XTheme Complement
Reenter XTheme system
Insert Rheme proper
Include Dummy rheme
Insert Dummy rheme
Insert Incomplete rheme
Classify Incomplete rheme Voc. 3
Classify Incomplete rheme
Superordinate.
OrderAtFront Rheme Proper
Expand Predicate Negative
Polarity.
Preselect Rhematic clause
Interrogative.
(Insert Text ordering adverb)
(Classify Pragmatic Structure
Incomplete)
Insert Clause relator
Preselect Clause relator General
Purpose.
(Insert preposed B clause)
Preselect Clause relator
Specific.
Preselect Clause relator
Discourse adjunct.
Preselect Clause relator
Conjunction.
Preselect Conjunction
Coordinator.
Preselect Conjunction
Subordinator.
(Classify one argument in
clause Voc. 3.)
Insert addresser
Insert addressee
(Preselect Structure of RC
Structure of previous Clause.)
TABLE Fl
Realization Rules for Systems
at Clause Level
Feature
11=1,
Realization
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Rheme Proper
	 Preselect XRheme Rheme proper
Dummy
	 Preselect XRheme Dummy rheme
Incomplete	 Preselect XRheme Incomplete
Downgraded	 Preselect XRheme Downgraded
Continuative	 Preselect XTheme Theme proper
Non—ellipted	 Insert Theme proper
Pronominal	 Preselect XTheme Pronoun
Same Item	 (Preselect XTheme same as
connecting element X)
Synonym	 (Classify XTheme Synonym of
connecting element X)
Superordinate	 (Classify XTheme Superordinate
of connecting element X)
General Word	 (Classify XTheme General Word
with same referent as connecting
element X)
Non—continuative	 Preselect XTheme Diatheme
Developmental	 (Outclassify head of XTheme same
referent as connecting elem. X)
Introductory
	 (Classify Diatheme same referent
as previous Rheme Proper)
Reassertive	 (Classify Diatheme same referent
as previous XTheme)
Contrastive
	 (Classify Diatheme Antonym of
connecting element X)
Summative	 (Classify referent of Diatheme
previous Theme—Rheme nexus)
Related to Previous Theme
	 Classify Connecting Element Previous
XTheme
Related to Previous XRheme 	 Classify Connecting Element Previous
XRheme
Related to Previous T/R nexus 	 Classify Connecting Element Previous
T/R nexus
Related to Ellipted Item	 1 Classify Connecting Element Previous
1 Ellipted Item
TABLE 5.2
Realization Rules for Systems
at Group Level
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APPENDIX G
RC1 is as follows:
This thesis is devoted to four of the five main Fenland
Abbeys and is intended to be a contribution to the developing
study of the tenth-century reformation.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
The RC consists of two coordinate clauses. Its constituent
group structure is:
Subject	 Predicate	 Complement
This thesis : is devoted to : four of the five main Fenland
Abbeys
and
Predicate	 Complement
: is intended to be : a contribution to the the
developing study of the tenth-
century reformation in England.
Step 3
The RC introduces 'This thesis' onto the narrow scene (c.f.
Section 2.3.2.4.2. for a description.of this concept) but only
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implicitly. The main function of the RC is to describe the
subject of the thesis. In so far as this is the case, the RC
serves to attribute a quality to a bearer. It can therefore be
labelled as follows: Subject = Quality Bearer; Predicate =
Quality; Complement = Specification. The Bearer is included
within the thematic sphere.
Step 4
There are no other elements that are derivable in terms of
their reference, semantic content and case function, from the
preceding context. Therefore, Step 4 does not apply.
Step 5
The predicates form the link between the base and the
pinnacle of the informational structure of the RC. These can
therefore be labelled as 'transition'.
Step 6
All other elements can be labelled irheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Vol II
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Theme	 Transition	 Rheme
This thesis : is devoted to : four of the five main Fenland
Abbeys
and
Transition
	
Rheme
: is intended to be : a contribution to the
developing study of the tenth—
century reformation in England.
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"This thesis" introduces information from the broad scene
onto the narrow scene (c.f. Test Alb), in that the thesis by
mere virtue of its being read is in the universe of discourse but
it is not yet established within the thematic sphere. There are
no	 other diathematic elements.	 It is therefore labelled
'diatheme' (14).
"Four of the main Fenland Abbeys" is surpassed in importance
by a following rhematic element because of the principle of
linear modification. It is therefore labelled 'rest of rheme'
(31) (c.f. Test B2).
"A contribution to the developing study of the tenth—century
reformation in England" gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other element. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
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RC2 is as follows:
This reformation was essentially the achievement of King
Edgar.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
The RC consists of one clause. 	 Its constituent	 group
structure is as follows:
Subject	 Predicate	 Adverbial	 Complement
This reformation : was	 : essentially : the achievement of
King Edgar.
Step 3
The RC attributes a quality to a bearer. It can therefore be
analyzed as follows: Subject = Quality Bearer; Predicate =
Quality; Complement = Specification. The Bearer is included
within the thematic sphere.
Step 4
There are no other elements that are derivable in terms of
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their reference, semantic content and case function, from the
preceding context. Therefore, Step 4 does not apply.
Step 5
The predicate forms the link between the base and the
pinnacle of the informational structure of the RC. This can
therefore be labelled as 'transition'.
Step 6
All other elements can be labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Theme
	
Transition	 Rheme	 Rheme
This reformation :	 was	 : essentially : the achievement of
King Edgar
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"This reformation" introduces information from the rhematic
sphere into the thematic sphere (c.f. 	 Test Alb).	 It is
therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14).
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"Essentially" modifies the mode of 'being' that is specified,
does not give a sense of completeness and is therefore to be
labelled 'rest of rheme' (31) (c.f Test B2).
"The achievement of King Edgar" gives a sense of completeness
and is not surpassed in importance by any other item. It is
therefore labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC3 is as follows:
There had been previous attempts at reform, notably at
Abingdon.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
The RC consists of two clauses, the latter of which has been
contracted. An expanded version of this clause might be: "a
notable example of this is ...". Its constituent group structure
is as follows:
Subject Predicate
	
Complement
There : had been : previous attempts at reform,
Adverbial
	
Complement
notably
	 : at Abingdon,
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Step 3
Here we have two existential clauses, introducing phenomena
onto the scene. They can therefore be labelled as follows:
Subject = Scene; Predicate = Existence on the scene; Complement =
Phenomenon; Adverbial = Scene. The elements labelled Scene are
included within the thematic sphere.
Step 4 does not apply.
Step 5
The predicate provides the link and should therefore be
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
All other items can be labelled Irheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 Rh
There : had been : previous attempts at reform
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Rh
notably : at Abingdon,
The rhematic and thematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"There" is simply a place-holder, a dummy, and therefore
contributes nothing to the message. It is therefore labelled
'dummy theme' (10) (c.f. Test A3).
"Notably" is understood as being the initial element in a
contracted clause.
	
As a discourse adjunct it is labelled
diatheme (14) (c.f. Test Al).
"Previous attempts at reform" gives a sense of completeness
but is surpassed in importance, because of the principle of
linear modification, by the following rheme "at Abingdon". It is
therefore labelled 'rest of rheme' (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"At Abingdon" gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item in the RC. It is
therefore labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC4 is as follows:
but it was Edgar's enthusiastic support of the reformers
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which made their work effective and the reformation possible.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
The RC consists of one relational process clause as the
matrix with a relative clause whose subordination serves a focal
purpose, In Hallidayan terms the clause contains a predicated
theme. As this is the case both the matrix and the subordinate
clauses should be analyzed into their constituent group
structures. The subordinate clause consists of two coordinate
clauses, the second of which has an ellipted subject and
predicate. Conjunctions do not feature in the analysis.
S	 P
it : was : Edgar's enthusiastic support of the reformers
Cl	 C2
which : made : their work : effective
and
Cl	 C2
the reformation : possible
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Step 3
The function of the matrix clause is to introduce a
phenomenon on to the scene. It can therefore be labelled as
follows: Subject = Scene; Predicate = Existence on scene;
Complement = Phenomenon. The function of the subordinate clause
is to attribute a quality to a bearer. It can therefore be
labelled as follows: Subject = Bearer; Predicate = Quality;
Complement = Specification. The element labelled 'Scene' within
the matrix clause and the Bearer within the subordinate clause
are included within the thematic sphere.
Step 4
The element "their work" is derivable, having the same
reference as "attempts" in RC3, and being in this context
synonymous with it. Similarly, the element "the reformation" has
the same reference and the same semantic content as "This
reformation" in RC2. Both elements are also derivable in terms
of their case function, continuing as they do to be nuclear
participants within the text. These two elements are therefore
both included within the thematic sphere.
Step 5
Both predicates form the connecting link. These elements are
labelled as 'transition'.
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Step 6
All the other elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 Rh
it : was : Edgar's enthusiastic support of the reformers
Tr	 T	 Rh
which : made : their work : effective
and
Rh
the reformation : possible.
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"It" has zero reference and is therefore labelled dummy theme
and coded (10) (c.f. Test A3).
Neither the word "work" nor the word "reformation" fulfil any
of the functions mentioned in Test Al. Instead, they are both
derivable in terms of form, content and case function (both being
medium here as "the reformation" is RC2) from the preceding
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context and therefore both "their work" and "the reformation" are
labelled 'theme proper' (11) (c.f. Test A2). Two theme propers
are allowed as they occur in different clauses.
"Which" is labelled 'diatheme' as it introduces an element
from the rhematic sphere into the thematic sphere (c.f. Test
Al). The only peculiarity about this RC is that the rhematic
sphere referred to is not that of an earlier RC but that of the
previous clause within the same RC.
Both "effective" and "possible" give a sense of completeness
but are surpassed in importance by the predicated group "Edgar's
enthusiastic support of the reformers". They are both labelled
'rest of rheme (31), being given the same code as they are
really coordinated elements (c.f. Test B2).
"Edgar's enthusiastic support of the reformers" gives a sense
of completeness and is not surpassed in importance by any other
element. It is therefore labelled 'rheme proper' (321 (c.f.
Test B2).
RC5 is as follows:
His defence of monasticism was such that a violent anti-
monastic reaction occurred almost immediately after his death in
975.
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Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC5 consists of one main clause and one subordinate clause,
which I treat as an adverbial clause of result. Its constituent
group structure can therefore be labelled as follows:
S
	
P	 C	 A
His defence of monasticism : was : such : that a violent ...
Step 3
The RC attributes a quality to a bearer. The groups can
therefore be labelled as follows: Subject = Bearer; Predicate =
Quality;	 Complement = Specification;
	 Adverbial = Further
Specification.
	 The Bearer is included within the thematic
sphere.
Step 4
There are no elements that fall into this category.
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Step 5
The Predicate provides the link. This is therefore labelled
'Transition'.
Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'Rhemes.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 Rh	 Rh
His defence of monasticism : was : such : that a violent ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"His defence of monasticism" is introducing a new concept
into the discourse, namely "defence". It is therefore labelled
'diatheme' (14) (c.f. Test Al).
"Such" is akin to Winter's Vocabulary 3 items and has
cataphoric reference. It is therefore labelled 'rest of rheme'
(30) (c.f Test Bl).
"That a violent ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
exceeded in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
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RC6 is as follows:
The effectiveness and enduring qualities of the reform
movement are a remarkable testimony to the strength of Edgar's
royal dominium.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC6 consists of one clause. It can be labelled as follows:
S
	
P	 C
The effectiveness ... : are 	 a remarkable testimony to ...
Step 3
This RC attributes a quality to a bearer. It can therefore
be labelled as follows: S = Bearer;
	 P = Quality;	 C =
Specification.
	 The Bearer is included within the thematic
sphere.
Step 4 does not produce any additional labelling.
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Step 5
The Predicate "are" provides the connecting link and is
therefore labelled 'Transition'.
Step 6
The Complement is not so far labelled and is therefore
included in the rhematic sphere.
This gives us the following labelling:
T
	
Tr	 Rh
The effectiveness ... : are : a remarkable testimony to ...
The thematic and the rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized
as follows:
"The effectiveness ..." is introducing a new element into the
discourse. In fact it is a backgrounded assertion. It is
therefore labelled 'Diatheme' (c.f. Test Al).
"A remarkable testimony to ..." gives a sense of completness
and is not surpassed in importance by any other element. It is
therefore labelled 'Rheme Proper' (c.f. Test B2).
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RC7 is as follows:
He ruled over a country which had been only recently united,
with the final and permanent incorporation of the Scandinavian
Kingdom of York.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC7 consists of two clauses, one of which is a non-defining,
and therefore a non-rankshifted relative clause. Not being rank-
shifted, it is allowed to appear in the primary analysis in the
same fashion as an adverbial clause. I will label it simply as a
clause.	 The status of "with the	 final	 ...	 is	 rather
problematic. It would at first sight appear to be an adverbial
element within the relative clause. .However, the comma which
separates it from the preceding clause suggests that it be
analyzed as a contracted adverbial clause dependent on the
relative clause preceding but not rank-shifted, and therefore
capable of being related not just to the relative clause but also
directly to the matrix clause. I will label it simply as a
clause. The whole RC can therefore be labelled as follows:
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B.C1.	 C.C1.
He : ruled over : a country : which had ... : with the final ..
Step 3
This RC attributes a quality to a bearer. It can therefore
be labelled as follows: S = Bearer;
	 P = Quality;
	 C =
Specification; B Cl. = Further Specification 1; A = Further
Specification 2. The bearer is included within the thematic
sphere.
Step 4 does not produce additional labelling.
Step 5
The predicate forms the connecting link. it is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
All other elements can be labelled 'rheme.
This gives us the following labelling:
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T	 Tr	 Rh	 Rh	 Rh
He : ruled over : a country : which had ... : with the final ...
The thematic and the rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized
as follows:
"He" neither introduces new information into the thematic
sphere nor does it function to keep a certain element in the
foreground. It is therefore labelled 'theme proper' (11) (c.f.
Test A3).
"A country" does not give a sense of completeness. Indeed,
in terms of its textual function, it is little more than a place—
holder with generic reference.	 It is also surpassed in
importance by the following element. It is therefore labelled
'rest of rheme' and coded (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"Which had been only recently united" gives a sense of
completeness but is surpassed in importance (on the basis of the
principle of linear modification) by •the following element "with
the final...". It is therefore labelled 'rest of /theme' (32)
(c.f. Test B2).
"With the	 final	 and permanent incorporation of the
Scandinavian Kingdom of York" gives a sense of completeness and
is not surpassed in importance by any other element. It is
therefore labelled 'rheme proper' and coded (33) (c.f. Test B2).
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RC8 is as follows:
Yet,	 his unitary authority was demonstrated by the
spectacular ceremony at Chester in 873.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC8 consists of one clause. It can be labelled as follows:
Al	 S	 P	 A2
Yet, : his unitary authority : was demonstrated : by the
Step 3
This RC attributes a quality to a bearer. It can therefore
be labelled as follows: Al = Scene; S . = Bearer; P = Quality; A2 =
Specification. Scene and Bearer are both included within the
thematic sphere. (It is to be noted that the adverb 'yet' is
labelled 'Scene' because of its clause-initial position).
Step 4 does not produce additional labelling.
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Step 5
The Predicate provides the link and is therefore labelled
'Transition'.
Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'Rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
T	 T	 Tr	 Rh
Yet, : his unitary authority : was demonstrated : by the ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres are sub—categorized as
follows:
"Yet", as a discourse adjunct, is conventionally labelled
'diatheme' (c.f. Test Al).
"His unitary authority" introduces information from the
preceding rhematic sphere into the following thematic sphere. It
is therefore labelled 'diatheme' (c.f. Test Al).
This leaves us with two diathemes. "Yet" is a textual
diatheme and "his unitary authority is an ideational diatheme. I
assume, in view of the fact that discourse adjuncts are a closed
set, if for no other reason, that textual diathemes carry less CD
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than ideational diathemes. On this basis we can further label
"yet" as a 'diatheme oriented theme' — coded (13) — and "his
unitary authority" 'diatheme' — coded (14). unitary authority".
It is therefore labelled 'diatheme oriented theme' and is coded
(13) (c.f. Test Al).
"By the spectacular ceremony at Chester in 973" gives a sense
of completeness and is not surpassed in importance by any other
element within this RC. It is therefore labelled 'rheme proper'
(32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC9 is as follows:
when six, or eight kings according to Aelfric and Florence,
came to make submission to him.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC9 consists of one main clause and one subordinate adverbial
clause of purpose. Its constituent group structure can therefore
be labelled as follows:
S
	
P	 A
six, or eight kings ... : came : to make submission to him.
Vol II
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Step 3
The RC is attributing a quality to a bearer. 	 The
constituents can therefore be labelled as follows: S = Bearer; P
= Quality; A = Specification. The Bearer is therefore included
within the thematic sphere. It is possible to argue that the
base of the information structure of this RC is the adverbial
clause, "him" being cohesive with "King Edgar", but the thematic
status of "him" only becomes fully significant at the word level
and the specificatory force of "make submission" is sufficienay
strong to override it.
Step 4 does not add any additional labelling.
Step 5
The Predicate forms the link and should therefore be labelled
'Transition'.
Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'Rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
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Tr	 Rh
six, or eight kings ... : came : to make submission to him.
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"Six, or eight kings according to Aelfric and Florence" is
introducing new information into the thematic sphere. It is
therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (c.f. Test Al).
"To make submission to him" gives a sense of completeness and
is not surpassed in importance by any other element. It is
therefore labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC10 reads as follows:
One of the most striking manifestations of Edgar's authority
was the uniform coinage which was reformed in his reign.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of one main clause and one non-defining non-
rankshifted relative clause. It can therefore be labelled as
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follows:
B.C1.
One of the most ... : was : the uniform coinage : which was ...
Step 3
This RC functions to introduce a phenomenon onto the scene by
means of a predication, and then, by means of the relative
clause, to attribute a quality to that phenomenon, which thus
becomes a bearer. The constituent groups can therefore be
labelled as follows: S = Scene; P = Existence of Phenomenon; C =
Phenomenon/Bearer; B.C1. = Specification. The Scene is included
within the thematic sphere. As the Bearer/Specification relation
is not predicated, this function is here considered to be
secondary, and therefore not to affect the FSP status of the
Phenomenon.
Step 4 does not produce any additional labelling.
Step 5
The predicate provides the connecting link. It is therefore
labelled as 'transition'.
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Step 6
All other elements can be labelled Irheme.
This gives us the following labelling:
T
	
Tr	 Rh
six, or eight kings ... 	 came : to make submission ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"One	 of	 the most striking manifestations of Edgar's
authority" introduces new information into the thematic sphere of
the RC. It is therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (Test Al).
"The uniform coinage" gives a sense of completeness but it is
surpassed in importance, in degree of specification, by the
following element. It is therefore labelled 'rest of rheme' (31)
(c.f. Test B2).
"Which was reformed in his reign" gives a sense of
completeness and is not surpassed in importance by any other
element. It is therefore labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f.
Test B2).
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RC11 reads as follows:
All previous issues were demonetized and the new coinage was
standardized and heavily regulated by the central authority.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of two coordinated main clauses, the second
of which has a group complex functioning as Predicate. It can
therefore be labelled as follows:
S	 P
All previous issues : were demonetized
and
S
	
P	 A
the new coinage : was standardized and ... : by the central
authority.
Step 3
The RC attributes a quality to a bearer. The constituent
groups can therefore be labelled as follows: S = Bearer; P =
Quality; A = Specification. The Bearers should therefore be
included within the thematic sphere.
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Step 4
The treatment of the adverbial here is problematic. It is
derivable in terms of its reference and semantic content, but it
is not derivable in terms of its case function. For the first
time "the central authority" is made the 'actor', a role which is
thematized in the following RC. On this basis, I argue that this
element is not thematized but continues to be rhematic.
Step 5
The Predicates provide the links and should therefore be
labelled 'Transition'.
Step 6
In this particular case there are no other elements in the
first clause and therefore the predicate has to be labelled
'Rheme' as well as 'Transition'. In the second clause, the item
not so far labelled is now labelled 'rheme'.
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This gives us the following labelling:
Tr/Rh
All previous issues : were demonetized
and
Tr
the new coinage : was standardized ... : by the central authority
The thematic and the rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized
as follows:
"All previous issues" introduces new information into the
thematic sphere and is therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (c.f.
Test Al).
"The new coinage" introduces information from the preceding
rhematic sphere into the following rhematic sphere and is
therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (Test Al).
"Demonetized" gives a sense of completeness but is surpassed
in importance (according to the principle of linear modification)
by a following element. It is therefore labelled 'rest of rheme'
(31) (c.f. Test B2).
"By the central authority" gives a sense of completeness and
is not surpassed in importance by any other element. It is
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therefore labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC12 reads as follows:
which controlled all the mints from Castle Gotha (Cornwall)
to York.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of one clause. Its constituent structure is
as follows:
S
	
P	 C
which : controlled : all the mints from Castl Gotha to ...
Step 3
This RC attributes a quality to a bearer. The clause
constituents can therefore be labelled as follows: S = Bearer; P
= Quality; C = Specification. The bearer is included within the
thematic sphere.
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Step 4 does not produce any additional labelling.
Step 5
The predicate provides the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 Rh
which : controlled : all the mints ....
The thematic and rhematic spheres. can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"Which" introduces information from the preceding rhematic
sphere into the following thematic sphere. It is therefore
labelled 'diatheme' (14) (c.f. Test Al).
"All the mints from Castle Gotha (Cornwall) to York" gives a
sense of completeness and is not surpassed in importance by any
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other element. It is therefore labelled 'rheme proper' (32)
(c.f. Test B2).
RC13 reads as follows:
The King gathered tribute from all parts of his kingdom, and
estates throughout the realm owed military service to him.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of two coordinate clauses. Its constituent
structure is as follows:
S	 P	 C	 A
The King : gathered : tribute : from all parts of his kingdom,
and
S	 P	 C	 A
estates ... : owed : military service : to him.
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Step 3
Both parts of this RC serve to attribute a quality to a
bearer. We can therefore label the clause constituents as
follows: S = Bearer; P = Quality; C = Specification; A = Further
Specification. Both bearers are included within the thematic
sphere.
Step 4
The element "to him" is totally derivable in terms of its
reference from the preceding context. However, it is not totally
derivable in terms of its case function. In this RC the King is
being established as the recipient; in the first clause this is
done through diathematization of "the King" and in the second
this is done through rhematization of the pronoun. Thus this
step does not contribute further to the labelling.
Step 5
The predicates provide the connecting links and are therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'rheme'.
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This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 Rh	 Rh
The King : gathered : tribute : from all parts of the kingdom,
and
Tr	 Rh	 Rh
estates ... : owed : military service : to him.
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"The King" functions to keep its referent in the foreground.
It is therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (c.f. Test Al).
"Estates throughout the realm" introduces new information
into the thematic sphere. It is therefore labelled 'diatheme'
(14) (c.f. Test Al).
"Tribute" does not give a sense of completeness, being a
predictable attribute of 'kingship', 	 and is surpassed	 in
importance by the following element. It is therefore labelled
'rest of rheme (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"From all parts of his kingdom" gives a sense of completeness
but is surpassed in importance, due to the principle of linear
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modification, by other elements in the RC. It is therefore
labelled 'rest of rheme' but is given the coding (32) because the
element "tribute" is already coded (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"Military service" gives a sense of completeness but is
surpassed in importance by the element "to him" for reasons
discussed below. As the codes (31) and (32) are already being
used, it is coded (33) (c.f. Test B2).
"To him" gives a sense of completeness and is not surpassed
in importance by any other element. The reason for this is that
although the item is derivable in terms of its reference and is
.context-dependent, it is situated at the end of a two clause
sequence and is not derivable in terms of its case function.
Indeed the whole purpose of the RC is to establish the 'King' as
the recipient of the duties owed to kings. As a contrast to the
RC as it stands, the reader may like to compare "... and estates
throughout the realm owed him military service". In this case
the pronoun "him" loses its prominence and the foregrounding
effect is lost. It is coded (34) (c.f. Test B2).
RC14 reads as follows:
He proclaimed and modified the law for the whole country from
Wessex to East Anglia.
Step 1 does not apply.
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Step 2
RC14 consists of one clause with a group complex functioning
as Predicate. Its constituent structure is as follows:
A
He : proclaimed and modified : the law : for the whole country ...
Step 3
The textual function of the RC is to attribute a quality to a
bearer. The clause constituents can therefore be labelled as
follows: S = Bearer; P = Quality; C = Specification; A = Further
Specification. The Bearer is included in the thematic sphere.
Step 4 does not yield any additional labelling.
Step 5
The Predicate provides the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
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Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 Rh	 Rh
He : proclaimed and modified : the law : for the whole country
The thematic and rhematic spheres are sub—categorized as
follows:
"He" does not introduce any new information and does not
serve to keep any item in the foreground. It is therefore
labelled 'theme proper' (11) (Test A3).
"The law" does not give a sense of completeness, being a
reasonable predictable part of kingship and it is surpassed in
importance by the following element. It is therefore labelled
'rest of rheme' and coded (31) (Test B2).
"For the whole country from Wessex to East Anglia" gives a
sense of completeness and is not surpassed in importance by any
other element. It is therefore labelled 'rheme proper' and coded
(32) (Test B2).
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RC15 reads as follows:
The communal courts were presided over by agents of the King,
and ealdormen and bishops appointed by him.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC15 consists of one clause. Its constituent structure is as
follows:
S
	
P	 A
The communal courts : were presided over : by agents ...
Step 3
The primary function of this RC is to attribute a quality to
a bearer, although it does also as a secondary function introduce
"the communal courts" onto the scene. The clause constituents
can therefore be labelled as follows: S = Bearer; P = Quality; A
= Specification. The bearer is included within the thematic
sphere.
Step 4 does not contribute any additional labelling.
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Step 5
The Predicate provides the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 Rh
The communal courts : were presided over : by agents ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"The communal courts" introduces new information into the
thematic sphere. It is therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (c.f
Test Al).
"By agents of the King, and ealdormen and bishops appointed
by him" gives a sense of completeness and is not surpassed in
importance by any other item. It is therefore labelled 'rheme
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proper' (32) (c.f Test B2).
RC16 reads as follows:
Land could only be booked by royal charter.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC16 consists of one clause. Its constituent structure is as
follows:
A
Land : could (only) be booked : by royal charter.
The focussing adjunct "only" is taken as a discontinuous part
of the Adverbial "by royal charter". -
Step 3
The text function of this RC is to attribute a quality to a
bearer. The clause constituents can therefore be labelled as
follows: S = Bearer; P = Quality; A = Specification. The bearer
is included within the thematic sphere.
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Step 4 contributes no new labelling.
Step 5
The Predicate provides the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
T
	
Tr	 Rh
Land : could (only) be booked : by royal charter.
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"Land" introduces new information into the thematic sphere
and is therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (Test Al).
"By royal charter" gives a sense of completeness and is not
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surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (Test B2).
RC17 reads as follows:
and Edgar's charters were issued for laymen and ecclesiastics
from Cornwall to Yorkshire.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC17 consists of one clause. Its constituent structure is as
follows:
S	 P	 Al	 A2
Edgar's charters : were issued : for laymen ... : from Cornwall ..
Step 3
The textual function of this clause is to attribute a quality
to a bearer. The clause constituents can therefore be labelled
as follows: S = Bearer; P = Quality; Al = Specification; A2 =
Further Specification. The bearer is included within the
thematic sphere.
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Step 4 does not contribute any additional labelling.
Step 5
The Predicate provides the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
All other elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
T	 Tr	 Rh	 Rh
Edgar's charters : were issued : for laymen : from Cornwall ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"Edgar's charters" introduces information from the preceding
rhematic sphere (c.f. "royal charter" in the previous RC), and is
therefore labelled i diatheme l (14) (Test A2).
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"For laymen and ecclesiastics" gives a sense of completeness
but is surpassed in importance by the succeeding element by
virtue of the principle of linear modification. It is therefore
labelled 'rest of rheme' and coded (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"From Cornwall to Yorkshire" gives a sense of completeness
and is not surpassed by any other element. It is therefore
labelled "rheme proper" (32) (c.f. Test B2).
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APPENDIX H
RC1 reads as follows:
f'inna siya:sat muHammad 9ali fi Sibhi ljazi:ra al9arabiyya
tu9tabar juz I an ha:mman min assiya:sa al9amma allati 'ixtattaha:
muHammad 9ali ba:Sa linafsihi bisadad takwi:n 'imbara:tu:riyya
kabi:ra fi SSarq tajma9 taHt liwa:'iha: 	 sa:'irati	 dduwal
al9arabiyya.
Muhammad Ali's policy in the Arabian peninsula is an
important part of the overall policy which he plotted out for
himself in order to create a large empire in the East embracing
all the other Arab countries.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC1 consists of one clause. Its group constituents can be
labelled as follows:
siya:sat muHammad 9ali...	 tu9tabar	 juz'an ha:mman
The policy of M. All ...
	
is	 : an important part ...
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Step 3
This RC attributes a quality to a bearer and can be labelled
as follows: S = Bearer; P = Quality; C = Specification. The
Bearer is included within the thematic sphere.
Step 4 does not add to the labelling of the clause.
Step 5
The Predicate provides the link and is therefore labelled
'transition'.
Step 6
The remaining element is labelled 'Rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
T
	
Tr	 Rh
siya:sat muHammad 9ali... : tu9tabar : juz'an ha:mman ...
M. Al's policy
	 is	 : an important part ...
The thematic and the rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized
as follows:
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"siya:sat muHammad 9ali" is diathematic because it introduces
information from the preceding rhematic sphere into the following
thematic sphere, in that this topic is already mentioned in the
title of the thesis. It is therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14)
(c.f. Test Al).
"juz'an ha:mman ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other element. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC2 reads as follows:
wa qad 'awla: muHammad 9ali ba:Sa Sibha ljazi:ra 'ihtima:man
xa:ssan fadlan 9an 'annaha: xada9at lizuru:f ja9alatha: tamta:z
..	 .	 .
9an gayriha: min albiqa:9 allati 'imtadd 'ilayha: Hukm muHammad
9a11 wa min 'ahamm tilka zzuru:f:
..
M. Ali paid particular attention to the Arabian peninsula by
virtue of the fact that it was subject to special circumstances
which distinguished it from the other areas over which he ruled,
and the most important of these circumstances were:
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of two coordinate clauses, the second of
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which contains only a Subject. The constituent group structure
of the RC is as follows:
P	 s	 Cl	 C2
qad 'awla: : muHammad 9a11 . : Sibha ljazi:ra : 'ihtima:man ... :
paid	 M. Ali	 : the Arab pen. : special concern
A
fadlan 9an ...
wa
S
min 'ahamm tilka zzuru:f
..
Step 3
The function of the two clauses within this RC is to
attribute a quality to a bearer. It can be labelled as follows:
P = Quality S = Bearer; g1 = Specification; C2 = Further
Specifiation. The Bearer is included within the thematic sphere.
Step 4
"Sibha ljazi:ra" is derivable in terms of its form, its
reference and its case function from the preceding context. It
is therefore included within the thematic sphere.
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Step 5
The predicate forms the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
The other elements are labelled 'Rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 T	 T	 Rh
clad awla:	 muHammad 9ali
	 Sibha ljazi:ra	 'ihtima:man
Rh
fadlan 9an
wa
min 'ahamm tilka zzuru:f
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"muHammad 9ali" is derivable in terms of its reference and
its case function from the immediately preceding context. It is
therefore labelled 'theme proper' (11) (c.f. Test A2).
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"Sibha ljazi:ra" is derivable in terms of its reference and
its case function from the immediately preceding text. It is
therefore labelled "theme proper'. However, there is already one
theme proper and this element, by virtue of the principle of
linear modification, has more CD than "muHammad 9ali". It is
therefore labelled 'theme proper oriented theme' (12) (c.f. Test
A2).
"min 'ahamm tilka zzuru:f" introduces information from the
.•
preceding rhematic sphere into the following thematic sphere. It
is therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (c.f. Test Al).
"ihtima:man xa:ssan" does not give a sense of completeness
and is surpassed in importance on the basis of the principle of
linear modification by the following element. It is therefore
labelled 'rest of rheme' (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"fadlan 9an ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other element. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC3 reads as follows:
1. kawn Sibhi ljazi:ra 19arabiyya 'awla: lmana:tiq allati
'axaDa muhammad 9ali yubassit 'ilayha: nufu:Dahu.
1. the fact that the Arabian Peninsula was the first area to
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which Muhammad Ali extended his authority.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
RC3 consists
	 of one	 non-finite	 clause.
	 The
	 group
constituents can be labelled as follows:
kawn	 Sibhi ljazi:ra :'awla: lmana:tiq
Step 3
The RC serves to attribute a quality to a bearer. It can
therefore be labelled as follows: P = Quality; S = Bearer; C =
Specification. The Bearer is included within the thematic
sphere.
Step 4 adds no additional labelling.
Step 5
The Predicates provide the link and are therefore labelled
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'Transition'.
Step 6
The remaining element is labelled 'Rheme.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr
	
Rh
kawn	 Sibhi ljazi:ra	 'awla: lmana:tiq
The thematic and rhematic spheres are sub-categorized as
follows:
"Sibhi ljazi:ra" is derivable and context dependent. It js
therefore labelled 'theme proper' (11) (c.f. Test A3).
"'awla: lmana:tiq ..." gives a sense of completeness and is
not surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled "rheme proper" (32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC4 reads as follows:
HayTu Sahidat 'u:la: xatawa:t muHammad 9ali xa:rij misr
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in that it witnessed the first steps of Muhammad Ali outside
Egypt.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
The RC consists of one clause. 	 Its constituent group
structure is as follows:
Sahid
	
: -at : 'u:la: xatawa:t
witnessed : it : the first steps
Step 3
The function of the RC is to attribute a quality to a bearer.
It is therefore labelled as follows: P = Quality; S = Bearer; C =
Specification. The subject is included within the thematic
sphere.
Step 4 adds no additional labelling.
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Step 5
The Predicate provides the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
The remaining element is labelled 'rheme'.
This gives the following labelling:
Tr	 T	 Rh
Sahid : -at : 'u:la: xatawa:t
witnessed : it : the first steps ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"-at" does not perform any function characteristic of a
'diatheme'. It is therefore labelled 'theme proper' and coded
(11) (c.f. Test A2).
"u:la: xatawa:t ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
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labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (c.f. Test B2).
RC5 reads as follows:
wa la: Sakk 'anna linija:Hihi fi tilka lxutwa 'akbar 'aTr fi
'izdiya:d Tiqat muHammad 9ali binafsihi HayTu najaHat 'u:la:
taja:ribihi attawassu9iyya fa'aqdam 9ala xatawa:t ta:liya litilka
ttajriba.
There is no doubt that his success in this step increased M.
Ali's self-confidence in that his first expansionist steps had
succeeded; so he embarked on further steps following this
experiment.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
The RC consists of three clauses embedded within a matrix
clause	 with modal function.	 The second of these clauses
(BayTu...) I treat as being down-graded (pace Halliday) and
therefore as part of the group structure of the matrix clause.
The first and third clauses are paratactic. The constituent
group structure of the two clauses is as follows, the matrix
modal clause being treated as a shared part of the predicate of
both clauses:
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A	 S	 A
la: Sakk	 linija:Hihi	 'akbar 'izdiya:d	 HayTu
fa
aqdam —0 9ala xatawa:t
Step 3
The first clause of the RC introduces a new element onto the
scene and the second attributes a quality to a bearer. On this
basis, the first clause can be analysed as follows: P =
Appearance; A = Scene; S = Phenomenon; A = Specification. The
second can be analyzed: P = Quality; Subject = Quality Bearer;
Complement = Specification. The Scene and the Quality Bearer are
included within the thematic sphere.
Steps 4 adds no additional labelling.
Step 5
The Predicates provide the connecting link.	 They	 are
therefore labelled 'transition'.
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Step 6
The remaining element is labelled 'rheme.
This gives us the followin g labelling:
Tr	 T	 Rh	 Rh
la: Sakk	 linija:Hihi	 'akbar 'aTr	 HayTu
no doubt : to his succes .. the biggest influence... : in that
Tr	 T	 Rh
'acidam
	
: -0 : 9ala xatawa:t
embarked he : on steps
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"linija:Hihi ..." introduces information from the preceding
rhematic sphere into the following thematic sphere. It is
therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (c.f. Test Al).
"-0" is derivable in terms of its reference and its case
function from the preceding context. It is therefore labelled
'theme proper' (11) (c.f. Test A2).
"'akbar 'aTr .." does not give a sense of completeness and is
surpassed in importance by the following element. 	 It	 is
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therefore labelled 'rest of rheme' (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"HayTu ..." gives a sense of completeness but is surpassed in
importance by a following item within the same RC. It is
therefore labelled 'rest of rheme' but coded (32) (c.f. Test 32).
"9ala xatawa:t	 " gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' and coded (33) (c.f. Test B2).
RC6 reads as follows:
9 . 'istata:9at azzuru:fu lmuHi:ta bi'aHda:T Sibhi ljazi:ra
'an taxdim ma'rab muHammad 9ali bi'aSka:1 9idda.
2.	 The circumstances surrounding events in the Arabian
Peninsula assisted M. Ali in a number of ways.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
The RC consists of one clause, "'istata:9at .. 'an taxdim"
being treated as one verbal group. 	 Its constituent group
structure is as follows:
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P	 S	 P	 C	 A
'istata9at : azzuru:f ... : 'an taxdim : ma'rab .. bi'aSka:1 ...
..
Step 3
The RC attributes a quality to a bearer. It can therefore be
labelled as follows: Subject = Quality Bearer; Predicate =
Quality;	 Complement	 = Specification;	 Adverbial = Further
Specification.	 The Quality Bearer is included within the
thematic sphere.
Step 4 adds no additional labelling.
Step 5
The Predicate provides the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
The remaining elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
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Tr	 T	 Tr	 Rh	 Rh
'istata:9at	 azzuru:f .. 'an taxdim	 ma t rab	 bi'aSka:1 .
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"azzuru:f ..." introduces information from the preceding
rhematic sphere into the following thematic sphere. It is
therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (c.f Test Al).
"ma'rab" does not give a sense of completeness and is
surpassed in importance by the following item. It is therefore
labelled 'rest of rheme' (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"bi'aSka:1 9iddat" is a generic with cataphoric reference.
It is therefore labelled 'dummy rheme (30) (c.f. Test Bl).
RC7 read as follows:
fafadlan 9an tam9ihi fi ssaytara 9ala lbaHri l'aHmar wa
'iHtika:r tija:ratihi 'illa 'anna zuru:fa lba:bi 19a:li wa 9ajz
wula:tihi fi SSa:m wa 19ira:q 9an muwa:jahati lmaddi ssa9u:di min
na:Hiya wa 'izdiya:da lxatari ssa9u:di 'ila Hadd man9i fi:hi
ri9a:yati ddawla 19uTma:niyya min alHajj Tumma 'i9la:n 'a:1
sa9u:d 'inka:r sultati 19uTma:niyyi:n 9ala 1Hija:z min na:Hiya
uxra ja9alat alba:ba 19a:li nafsahu yuliHH bisifa mustamirra
9ala muHammad 9ali ba:Sa liyaqu:m bi'irsa:1 quwa:tihi 'ila Sibhi
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ljazi:ra.
As well as his desire to dominate the Red Sea and to
monopolize its trade the circumstances of the High Porte and the
inability of his deputies in Syrian and Iraq to confront the
Saudi push on the one hand and the increase of the Saudi danger
to the point of preventing Ottoman subjects from performing the
Hajjand denying Ottoman sovereignty over the Hijaz on the other
hand made the High Porte himself press M. Ali continuously to
send his forces into the Saudi peninsula.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
The RC consists of one clause, with one rank—shifted clause
dependent on "yuliHH" and treating "ja9alat yuliHH" as a group
complex. Its constituent structure is as follows:
S	 P	 Cl	 P
fadlan 9an .. min na:Hiya 'uxra : ja9alat : alba:b ..
	 yuliHH
As well as .. on the other hand :	 made : the Porte : press
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A
	
C2	 C3
bisifa mustamirra 9ala muHammad 9ali liyaqu:m
•
continuously	 Muhammad Ali	 : to send ...
Step 3
The RC attributes a quality to a bearer. It can therefore be
analyzed as follows: Subject = Bearer; Predicate = Quality; Cl =
Specification; Adverbial = Further Specification 1; C2 = Further
Specification 2; C3 = Further Specification 3. The subject is
included within the thematic sphere.
Step 4
"muHammad 9ali ba:Sa" is derivable in terms of its reference
and case function from the preceding context. It is therefore
included within the thematic sphere.
Step 5
The Predicate forms the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
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Step 6
The remaining items are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 Rh	 Tr
fadlan 9an .. min na:Hiya 'uxra 	 ja9alat	 alba:b	 yuliHH
As well as .. on the other hand : 	 made : the Porte	 press
Rh
	
Rh
bisifa mustamirra 9ala muHammad 9ali liyaqu:m
continuously
	
Muhammad Ali	 : to send ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"fadlan 9an .. min na:Hiya 'uxra" introduces new information
into the thematic sphere of the RC. It is therefore labelled
'diatheme' (14) (c.f. Test Al).
"muHammad 9ali" is derivable in terms of its reference and
its case function from the preceding context. It is therefore
labelled 'theme proper' (11) (c.f. Test A2)
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"alba:ba 19a:li nafsahu" contains a focussing adjunct but
does not give a sense of completeness and is surpassed in
importance by a following item. It is therefore labelled 'rest
of rheme' (c.f. Test B2).
"bisifa mustamirra" does not give a sense of completeness and
is surpassed in importance by a following item. It is therefore
labelled 'rest of rheme'. There are, however, now two 'rest of
rhemes'.	 As "alba:ba 19a:li nafsahu" contains a focussing
adjunct,	 it is regarded as having more CD than "bisifa
mustamirra" even though it occurs ealier on in the RC. The item
"alba:ba .." is therefore coded (32) and the item "bisifa
mustamirra" (31) (c.f. Test B2).
"liyaqu:m ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' and coded (33) (c.f. Test B2).
RC8 reads as follows:
wa qad 'adda: ha:Da l'amr 'Ha 'istifa:dat muHammad ba:Sa min
na:Hiyatayn:
This factor worked to the advantage of M. Ali in two ways.
Step 1 does not apply.
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Step 2
RC8 consists of one clause. Its group constituents can be
labelled as follows:
P	 S	 C	 A
qad 'adda: : ha:Da l'amr : 'ila 'istifa:dat .: min na:Hiyatayn
worked	 : this factor : to the advantage .. in two ways.
Step 3
This RC serves to attribute a quality to a bearer. Its group
constituents can therefore be labelled as follows: P = Quality; S
= Bearer; C = Specification; A = Further Specification. The
bearer is included within the thematic sphere.
Step 4 adds no further labelling..
Step 5
The predicate provides the link and is therefore labelled
'transition'.
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Step 6
The other two elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 T	 Rh	 Rh
qad 'adda: : ha:Da l'amr	 'ha 'istifa:dat .: min na:Hiyatayn:
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"ha:Da l'amr" introduces information from the preceding
rhematic sphere into the following thematic sphere. It is
therefore labelled l diatheme' (Test Alb).
"'ha 'istifa:dat •." gives a sense of completeness and is
not exceeded in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (Test B2).
"min na:Hiyatayn" has cataphoric reference. It is therefore
labelled 'dummy rheme' (30) (Test Bl).
RC9 reads as follows:
'iHda:huma	 fatHu tari:qi lmusa:wama ma9a lba:bi 19a:li
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lilHusu:1 9ala maka:sib wa 'imtiya:za:t liwila:yat muHammad 9ali
wa 'usratihi fi misr muqa:bil 'inja:z tilka lmuhimma.
One of these was in enabling him to haggle with the High
Porte in order to obtain profits and privileges for M. Ali and
his family in return for undertaking that task.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of one clause. Its constituent structure is
as follows:
'iHda:huma	 fatHu tari:qi
One of them : (was) in enabling him
Step 3
The function of this RC is to attribute a quality to a
bearer. It can therefore be labelled as follows: S = Bearer; C =
Quality. The bearer is included within the thematic sphere.
Steps 4 and 5 do not add any additional labelling.
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Step 6
The remaining element is labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Rh
'iHda:huma fatHu tari:qi
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"'iHda:huma"	 introduces	 an element from the preceding
rhematic into the following thematic sphere. It is therefore
labelled 'diatheme' (14) (Test Alb).
"fatHu tari:qi ...." gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (Test B2).
RC10 reads as follows:
Ta:ni:hima taHqi:q 'anda:f muHammad 9ali fi ttaHakkum fi
lbaHri l'aHmar wa ssaytara 9ala tija:ratihi birida ta:mm mina
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lba:bi 19a:li.
The second was in the realization of M. All's goals of
ruling the Red Sea and dominating its trade with the complete
approval of the High Porte.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of one clause. Its constituent structure is
as follows:
Ta:ni:hima
	 taHqi:q 'anda:f
The second : (was) in the realization ...
Step 3
The function of this RC is to attribute a quality to a
bearer. It can therefore be labelled as follows: S = Bearer; C =
Quality. The bearer is included within the thematic sphere.
Steps 4 and 5 do not add any additional labelling.
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Step 6
The remaining element is labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
T	 Rh
Ta:ni:hima : taHqi:q 'anda:f ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"Ta:ni:hima"	 introduces	 an element from the preceding
rhematic into the following thematic sphere. It is therefore
labelled 'diatheme' (14) (Test Alb).
"taHqi:q 'anda:f ..." gives a sense of completeness and is
not surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (Test B2).
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RC11 reads as follows:
ha:Da wa qad marrat fatrat Hukm muHammad 9ali fi Sibhi
ljazi:ra 19arabiyya 1226-1256 h / 1811-1840 m bimara:Hil 9idda.
Turning to another point, M. All's rule over the Saudi
Peninsula (1811-1840) passed through a number of stages.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of one RC introduced by a deictic pronoun
followed by "wa" functioning as a sentence connector and
discourse adjunct. Treating it as a connector and following the
same procedure I have followed in the previous RC's, I have
ignored it for the purposes of this analysis. Its constituent
group structure is as follows:
qad marrat
	 fatrat Hukm...
	
bimara:Hil 9idda.
Step 3
The function of this RC is to attribute a quality to a
bearer. It is therefore labelled as follows: P = Quality; S =
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Bearer; C = Specification. The bearer is included in the
thematic sphere.
Step 4 adds no additional labelling.
Step 5
The predicate provides the link and is therefore labelled
'transition'.
Step 6
The remaining element is labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr
	 Rh
qad marrat	 fatrat Hukm...	 bimara:Hil 9idda.
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"fatrat Hukm muHammad 9ali..." functions to keep the element
in question in the foreground.
	 It is therefore labelled
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'diatheme' (14) (Test 1A).
"bimara:Hil 9idda" has cataphoric reference and is therefore
labelled 'dummy rheme' (30) (Test B1). This RC is functioning as
a 'signal sentence'.
RC12 reads as follows:
wa salaka kullun min muHammad 9ali wa ssulta:tu 19uTma:niyya
turuclan muxtalifa wa 1 ara:d kullun minhuma: 'an taku:n lahu
ljawla wa 'an yazfar binnati:ja.
Both M. Ali and the Ottoman authorities pursued their own
ends and each one tried to get the advantage.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of two coordinated clauses. They have the
following constituent group structure:
salaka	 kullun min ...	 turuclan muxtalifa
pursued	 both ...	 : their own ends
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'ara:d 1 kullun minhuma 1 'an taku:n ...
Step 3
Both clauses serve to attribute a quality to a bearer. Their
group constituents are therefore labelled as follows: P =
Quality; S = Bearer; C = Specification. The bearer is included
in the thematic sphere.
Step 4 adds no further labelling.
Step 5
The Predicate forms the connecting link and is therefore
labelled 'transition'.
Step 6
The remaining elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
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Tr
	
Rh
salaka kullun min ... 	 turucian muxtalifa
pursued : both ...
	
: their own ends
Tr
	
Rh
'ara:d	 kullun minhuma : 'an taku:n
wanted : each one	 : to gain ...
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"kullun min muHammad 9ali ..." acts to keep its referents in
the foreground. It is therefore labelled 'cliatheme' (14) (Test
Ala)
"kullun minhuma" is derivable in both form and case function
from the previous clause of this RC. It is therefore labelled
'theme proper' (11) (Test A2).
"turucian muxtalifa" gives a sense of completeness but is
surpassed in importance - both by virtue of its lack of
specificity and by virtue of the principle of linear modification
- by a following element. It is therefore labelled 'rest of
rheme' (31) (Test B2).
"'an taku:n ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
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surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (Test B2)
RC13 reads as follows:
wa 'izda:dat al9ila:qa:t tafa:quman.
Relations became increasingly tense
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of one clause. Its constituent structure is
as follows:
P
	
S	 A
'izda:dat	 : al9ila:qa:t : tafa:quman
became increasingly : relations 	 : tense
Step 3
The function of this RC is to attribute a quality to a
bearer. The group constituents are therefore labelled as
follows: P = Quality; S = Bearer; A = Specification. The bearer
is included within the thematic sphere.
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Step 4 adds no further labelling.
Step 5
The Predicate forms the link and is therefore labelled
'transition'.
Step 6
The remaining element is labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr
	
Rh
'izda:dat	 al9ila:qa:t
	 tafa:quman
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub—categorized as
follows:
"al9ila:qa:t" is totally derivable in terms of its form and
its function. It is therefore labelled 'theme proper' (11) (Test
A2).
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"tafa:quman" gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (Test B2).
RC14 reads as follows:
wa 'ista9arat na:ru lxila:f fi SSa:m fi 'iTna:'
	 azmat
taqaddum qu:wa:t 'ibra:hi:m al'u:la: allati 'intahat bi9aqd sulH
ku:ta:hiya (1833 A.D.)
The fire of division flared up in Syria during the crisis of
the advance of the first army of Ibrahim, which ended with the
defeat of the Turkish army at the hands of Ibrahim in Nasibin.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of two clauses, the second of which is a
non-defining relative clause. The constituent structure of both
clauses is therefore analyzed as follows:
Al	 A2
ista9arat	 na:ru lxila:f	 fi SSa:m	 fi 'iTna:'
flared up : the fire of division : in Syria : during ...
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A3
allati	 'intahat	 bi9aqd
which : ended	 : with the holding ...
Step 3
The function of both these clauses is to attribute a quality
to a bearer. The group constituents can therefore be labelled as
follows: P = Quality; S = Bearer; Al and A3 = Specification; A2 =
Further Specification.
Step 4 adds no further labelling.
Step 5
The Predicates form the link and are therefore labelled
'transition'.
Step 6
The remaining elements are labelled 'rheme'.
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This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 T	 Rh	 Rh
ista9arat	 na:ru lxila:f	 fi SSa:m	 fi 'iTna:'
Tr	 Rh
allati	 'intahat	 bi9aqd
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"na:ru lxila:f" introduces information from the preceding
rhematic sphere into the following thematic sphere. It is
therefore labelled 'diatheme' (14) (Test Alb).
"fi SSa:m" gives a sense of completeness but is surpassed in
importance by virtue of the principle of linear modification by
the following element. It is therefore labelled 'rest of rheme'
and coded (31) (Test B2).
"'allati" introduces information from the preceding rhematic
sphere into the following thematic sphere. It is therefore
labelled 'diatheme' (14) (Test Alb)
"fi 'iTna:' ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item in the clause. It is
therefore labelled 'rheme proper' and coded (33), there being
another rhematic element in the following clause (Test B2).
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"bi9aqd ..." gives a sense of completeness but by virtue of
the textual function of the clause in which it is contained is
surpassed in importance by the element ' I fi 'iTna:'". It is
therefore labelled 'rest of rheme' and coded (32) (Test B2).
RC15 reads as follows:
wa hada'at Hi:nan litaSta9i1 bisu:ra 'akTar dara:watan fi
'iTna:' 'azmat 1255 h (1833 AD), 'allati 'a9qabat hazi:mata
lquwwa:t atturkiyya 9ala yad 'ibra:hi:m fi nasi:bi:n.
It died down for a while to break out more fiercely during
the crisis of 1833 which followed the defeat of the Turkish
forces at the hands of Ibrahim at Nasibin.
Step 1 does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of three clauses, the second of which is
formally dependent on the first but not rankshifted, and the
third of which is a defining relative clause and therefore
rankshifted. The structure of the third clause is therefore not
further analyzed here.
	 The constituent structure
	 of	 the
remaining two clauses is as follows:
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Al
hada'	 : -at : Hi:nan
died down : it : for a while
Al
	
A2
ta- Sta9i1	 bisu:ra 'akTar dara:watan fi 'iTna:"azmat
it : flared up : more fiercely	 : during the crisis ...
Step 3
The function of both clauses within this RC is to attribute a
quality to a bearer. The group constituents can therefore be
labelled as follows: P = Quality; S = Bearer; Al = Specification;
A2 = Further Specification. The bearer is included within the
thematic sphere.
Step 4 does not add any additional labelling.
Step 5
The Predicates provide the links and are therefore labelled
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'transition'.
Step 6
The remaining items are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Tr	 T	 Rh
hada' : -at : Hi:nan
ii
Tr	 Rh	 Rh
ta-	 Sta9i1	 bisu:rat 'akTar dara:watan	 fi: 'iTna:'
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"-at" and "ta-" are both derivable in terms of their
reference and case function. They are therefore both labelled
'theme proper' (Test A2).
"Hi:nan" gives a sense of completeness but is surpassed in
importance - by virtue of the principle of linear modification -
by the two later rhematic elements. It is therefore labelled
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'rest of rheme' and coded (31) (Test B2). This is not totally
satisfactory as one feels intuitively that "hada" has more CD
than "Hi:nan". However, we have to sacrifice this subtlety in
the interests of consistency.
"bisu:ra 'akTar dara:watan" gives a sense of completeness but
is surpassed in importance by the following rhematic element. It
is therefore labelled 'rest of rheme' and coded (32) Test B2).
"fi: 'iTna:' ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' and coded (33) (Test B2).
RC16 reads as follows:
wa qad ka:n huna:k taraf 'a:xar yuHa:wil kasba lwaqt wa
ya9mil limaslaHatihi wa siya:satihi 	 19ulya:	 Da:lika huwa
bri:taniya	 bidiha: l iba:	 assiya:si: alarddYu:m 61quwatina:
19askariyya.
There was another party trying to make the most of the time
and to work for its own interests and its broader policy. That
was Britain with its political subtlety supported by its military
might.
Step 1 does not apply.
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Step 2
This RC consists of two coordinated clauses and one relative
clause which I treat as defining, and therefore rankshifted.
Being rankshifted, the relative clause the internal structure of
the relative clause is not analyzed. The constituent structure
of the two coordinate clauses is as follows:
A
qad ka:na huna:ka taraf 'a:xar yuHa:wil
was	 : there	 another party trying ...
Da:lika	 huwa	 bri:ta:niya bidiha:'iha: ssiya:si
That	 (was) Britain with its political subtlety ...
Step 3
The function of the first clause of this RC is to introduce
an item onto the scene and the function of the second is to
attribute a quality to a bearer. The group constituents of the
first are therefore labelled as follows: P = Existence on Scene;
A = Scene; S = Phenomenon. In the second clause the topic and
the subject are coreferential and have the same dynamic semantic
function; as they occur in the same clause they are not treated
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as separate elements and for the purpose of this analysis I will
ignore the element "huwa". The group constituents are therefore
labelled as follows: T (+S) = Bearer; C = Quality. In the first
clause the scene is included within the thematic sphere, and in
the second clause the bearer is included within the thematic
sphere.
Step 4 adds no additional labelling.
Step 5
In the first clause the Predicate provides the link and is
therefore labelled 'transition'.	 The second clause has no
Predicate.
Step 6
All the remaining elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:
Vol II
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Tr
	
T	 Rh
qad ka:na : huna:ka : taraf 'a:xar yuHa:wil ...
T	 Rh
Da:lika huwa : bri:ta:niya bidiha:'iha: ssiya:si ...
•
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"huna:ka" is derivable in terms of both its reference and
case function. It is therefore labelled 'theme proper' (11)
(Test A2).
"taraf 'a:xar yuHa:wil ..." gives a sense of completeness but
is surpassed in importance - by virtue of the principle of linear
modification - by the following rhematic element. 	 It is
therefore labelled rest of rheme (31) (Test B2).
"bri:ta:niya bidiha:'iha: ssiya:si ..." gives a sense of
completeness and is not surpassed in importance by any other
item. It is therefore labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (Test 82).
RC17 reads as follows:
ma9a tilka l'atra:fi TTala:T sana9i:S xila:1 safHa:t Da:lika
lbaHT fadlan 9an 'atm:1i Sibhi ljazi:ra wa wad9iha: taHta 1Hukmi
lmisri HayTu saqat Hukm 'a:1 sa9ud liyaHill maHallahu Hukm
.	
.
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muHammad 9ali almuxtalif alma9a:lim 9an sa:biqihi wa lmuga:yir
lahu fi l'anzima wa l'agra:d.
With these three parties we shall live throughout the pages
of this research thanks to the people of Saudi Arabia and their
subjection to Egyptian rule, in that the rule of the Al Saud fell
and was replaced by the rule of M. Ali, a rule that differed in
form, organization and goals.
Step I does not apply.
Step 2
This RC consists of one main clause and one adverbial clause
rankshifted as the matrix clause is informationally incomplete
without it. Being rankshifted, the internal structure of this
clause is not analyzed. The constituent structure of the matrix
clause is as follows:
Al
	
A2
ma9a tilka	 sa (-na-) 9i:S	 xila:1 safHa:t Da:lika lbaHT
with these ..
	 we shall live : throughout the pages of this
A3	 A4
fadlan 9an	 HayTu saqata Hukm 'a:1 sa9u:d
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thanks to ... : in that the rule of Al Saud had fallen ...
Step 3
The function of this RC is to attribute a quality to a
bearer. Its group constituents can therefore be labelled as
follows: S = Bearer; P = Quality; Al = Specification; A2
Further Specification 1; A3 = Further Specification 2; A4 =
Further Specification 3. The Bearer is included within the
thematic sphere.
Step 4
Both "ti/ka I'atra:f aTTa1a:T" and " xila:1 safHa:t Da:lika
lbaHT" are derivable in terms of their reference and their case
functions from the previous context. They are therefore included
within the thematic sphere.
Step 5
The Predicate provides the link and is therefore labelled
'transition'.
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Step 6
The remaining elements are labelled 'rheme'.
This gives us the following labelling:.
Tr
ma9a tilka	 sa (-na-) 9i:S	 xila:1 safHa:t Da:lika lbaHT
Rh	 Rh
fadlan 9an	 HayTu saqata
The thematic and rhematic spheres can be sub-categorized as
follows:
"ma9a tilka l'atra:f aTTala:T" serves to gather up the three
referents in one bundle and bring them once more into the
foreground of the universe of discourse. 	 It is therefore
labelled 'diatheme' (14) (Test Al).
"xila:1 safHa:t Da:lika lbaHT" also serves to keep its
referent in the foreground of the universe of discourse. It is
therefore labelled 'diatheme. However, it is competing for this
label with "ma9a tilka l'atra:f aTTala:T". Being medial rather
than RC initial, it is regarded as having less CD. It is
therefore labelled 'diatheme-oriented theme' (13) (Test Al).
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"-na-" is derivable in terms of its referent and case
function. It is therefore labelled 'theme proper' (11) (Test
A2).
"fadlan 9an ..." gives a sense of completeness but is
surpassed in importance by the following element. It is
therefore labelled 'rest of rheme' (31) (Test B2).
"HayTu saqat ..." gives a sense of completeness and is not
surpassed in importance by any other item. It is therefore
labelled 'rheme proper' (32) (Test 82).
